HOLER DIAMOND TOOLS PRODUCTS
SEE OUR RANGE OF DIAMOND TOOLS, MACHINERY AND
ACCESSORIES FOR DRILLING, CUTTING AND GRINDING
AS WELL AS DUST AND SLURRY SOLUTIONS.
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About us.
Family owned and operated.
Holer Diamond Tools was founded by Fred Holer in 1992. We are still a
family owned and operated business but it is now run by Fred’s sons
Phil and Simon Holer.
Fred started the business as an import company specialising in
diamond tools. But we have since then moved into manufacturing
locally and installed our robotic laser welding machine in 2014 - at the
time, the only one in the southern hemisphere and one of just eight
worldwide.
Fred Holer - founder of
Holer Diamond Tools

Focused on providing you with the right solution.
The 20+ strong team at Holer Diamond Tools is focused on providing
you with the right solution for your diamond tool needs. Manufacturing
locally is an important part of our solution driven approach:
•
•
•
•

•

We can manufacture diamond tools that are specifically made for
NZ aggregate and conditions
Most of our tools are high-tech laser welded, providing safety and
the strongest adhesion to eliminate segment loss
We have full quality control and are thereby able to provide you with
high quality tools - every time
With a laser engraver on-site we can deliver our tools with permanent marking and identification of safety guide as well as max rpm,
rotation and manufacturing batch number
We are able to manufacture custom-made solutions with a quick
turn-around time of usually only 24 h (see page 2 for more details)
Brothers Simon and Phil Holer with a
custom-made concrete core drill bit
of Ø 1,000 mm.

About Holer Diamond Tools.
Founded in 1992
Family owned and operated

Custom-made tools, e.g. custom
length and / or diameter core drill bits
Turn-around time usually 24 h

Team of 20+, including experienced
toolmakers and a highly qualified
service and repair team

Service and repair: we stock most
spare parts to ensure a quick turnaround

Products made for NZ conditions and
aggregates

10,000+ products in stock
3 national warehouses: Nelson,
Auckland and Christchurch

Local manufacturing of laser
welded diamond tools

98% of all orders shipped the same day
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Our services.

Our locations and team.
Custom-made tools.
We can provide customised solutions outside of the standard Holer specifications to get the job done. Our team of experienced and dedicated toolmakers
can manufacture your customised diamond tool. For instance, we can manufacture diamond core drill bits with a shorter or longer than standard usable
length of up to 3,000 mm. The largest diameter manufactured to date was
Ø 1,000 mm. The turn-around time is usually only 24 h.

Nelson

Head Office & Service Centre

Auckland

Sales Branch & Showroom

Repair service.
Our tools and equipment are backed up by our team of fully qualified technicians. They are here to help if your equipment needs servicing or fixing. And
with most spare parts in stock, we can ensure a quick turn-around time which
means as little downtime as possible for you. In most cases the repair only
takes 1-2 working days. Should there be any delays, we offer loan equipment to
bridge the gap (subject to availability).
We not only service machinery but also repair your diamond tools. This service
includes saw blade tensioning, re-tipping and body balancing.

Christchurch

Sales Branch & Showroom

Staff training and large project support.
With years of experience, we can help you with training for your staff or assist
you with a large project. We run training sessions at our head office in Nelson,
but we can also come to you.
We can help you with wall and wire sawing, core drilling, hand sawing, concrete
grinding and floor polishing.

There are three Holer Diamond Tools locations in Nelson, Auckland and Christchurch so we can deliver
your new tool or equipment overnight. In addition, we have Key Account Managers around the country
who can come to see you. That way we can ensure you have one point of contact for all your diamond
tool needs.
If your tool or equipment needs servicing, we have a highly qualified service team in Nelson and
Auckland who are here to help.
At our Head Office, we manufacture ex stock as well as custom-made tools. Our team of dedicated
toolmakers have years of experience and ensure that you received a high-quality tool – every time.
This team is backed by our office team that ensure everything runs smoothly – from sourcing raw
materials, to customer service and dispatch.
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Our quality levels and icons.
Our quality levels.

Machinery
Angle grinder

Wire saw

Increased cutting performance and lifetime. Good price / performance ratio.

Electric hand saw

Stationary saw

Holer quality at an entry level price.

2-stroke hand saw / petrol hand saw

Rotary drill

Hydraulic hand saw

Hand-held drill

Ring saw

Drill rig / rig mounted drill

Chain saw

Floor grinder

Brick and block saw / table saw

Power trowel

Floor saw

Auto scrubber / swing machine

Wall saw

Wet and dry vacuum

Premium AAA

Premium quality for highest cutting speed and maximum lifetime demands.

Standard AA		
Basic A		

Our icons.
Material
Concrete

Tile grout

Universal

Thin coatings and paint

Green concrete

Thick coatings and paint

Asphalt

Paint and glue

Chipseal

Vinyl and cork

Brick and block

Fibreglass

Stone

Metal

Porcelain and ceramic tiles

Screed

Granite tiles

Polyurea

Terrazzo

Wood
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DRILLING SOLUTIONS.

DIAMOND CORE DRILL BITS.
11

Dry core drill bits				

20

Tile core drill bits

22

WET CORE DRILL BITS.

DRILL MOTORS.
Overview

24

Drill motors - hand-held and rig mounted

30

Drill motors - rig mounted			

33

DRILL RIGS.
Drill rigs

DIAMOND CORE DRILL BITS.
Drilling solutions.

Wet core drill bits

The Holer difference.
Since 1992, Holer Diamond Tools has been providing NZ’s largest range of diamond core drills, with
multiple bond options and custom design service. We commissioned a fully automatic laser welding
robot in 2014 which allows us to locally manufacture high-tech laser welded diamond core drills.
This means we have complete quality control and instant supply to you, whether it be a large order for
specialised Ø 12 mm core drills for granite, an extra-long pure steel core drill or a Ø 1,000 mm heavy reinforced concrete core drill. You can be sure that we are able to provide you with the right solution for all
your core drilling needs, every time and immediately.

37

CORE DRILLING ACCESSORIES.
Concrete core drill bit accessories 				 42
Dry core drill bit accessories			

44

Drill rig fixing accessories			

45

Motor mounts and extensions			

46

Laser welded in NZ*:
high-tech welded,
providing safety
and the strongest
adhesion to eliminate
segment loss

Tailor designed
products for NZ:
meeting local aggregate and steel conditions

German made, high
quality precision steel
tubes: Smooth operation and less stress on
operator and machine

NZ’s largest range of
diameters: from
Ø 12 mm to Ø 1,000 mm
available ex stock

Custom lengths:
made to order,
delivered within 24 h

Precision tensioned:
no jam ups, no side
friction and machine
stress

Roof top segment
with soft zone:
provides easy start up
and self-sharpening,
loved by the operator

TROUBLE-SHOOTING.
Trouble-shooting wet core drilling

47

Trouble-shooting for hand-held drill motors		

49

* all diameters of up to 300 mm
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Bond / performance options.
Our range of diamond core drill bits for reinforced and mature concrete is divided into two main
bond / performance options: KIWI and MAKO. Both are manufactured to our highest quality standard,
yet for different aggregates and steel conditions.

A

D

L1

L2

D: Diameter

L1: total length

L2: usable length

A: Back-end

We stock diameters
ranging from Ø 12 to
Ø 1,000 mm

Head to toe, to calculate
total length for tight
spaces

400 mm (R1/2 back-end)
450 mm (1-1/4 back-end)
Shorter or longer than
standard usable length
available

R1/2: diameter up to
Ø 42 mm
1-1/4: all diameters
The KIWI bond is designed for mature
and reinforced concrete and is a great
all-round problem solver. It is suitable for
hand-held and rig mounted motors. For
optimal performance and maximum lifetime use this range with a low to medium
powered motor.

The MAKO range is designed for mature
and heavy reinforced concrete.
It is suitable for rig mounted motors only.
For optimal performance and maximum
lifetime use this range with a medium to
high powered motor.

12 mm centre hole
for rod insertion
(core extraction)

Other options available.
1-1/4 back-end

fits 41 mm spanner

R1/2 back-end

fits 22 mm spanner

Customised core drill bits.
We can provide customised solutions outside of the standard Holer specifications to get the job done.
Our team of experienced and dedicated toolmakers can manufacture your customised diamond core
drill bit with a shorter or longer than standard usable length of up to 3,000 mm. The largest diameter
manufactured to date was Ø 1,000 mm. The turn-around time is usually only 24 h.
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Besides KIWI and MAKO core drill bits we have numerous other bond types available to meet your
specific requirements:

G1

B800

Granite, hardstone
and non-reinforced
concrete with hardstone aggregates

Extreme reinforced
concrete or pure steel

DD1

Arrayed diamond

Dry drilling, soft bond,
mature concrete with
mesh reinforcing
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Drilling solutions.

Terminology for Holer diamond core drill bits.

KIWI ring - Premium AAA.

The table below is a guide for the recommended rpm and power requirements for wet core drilling
concrete with reinforcing. By following these guidelines you will achieve the best performance and
lifetime of your core drill bit:

•
•
•
•

Select ideal motor rpm for
wet drilling of concrete
ØD
(mm)

Heavy
reinforcing
rpm @ 2m / s

Medium
reinforcing
rpm @ 3m / s

2,730-1,910

4,090-2,860

Choose segment bond type and match
to machine output power (kW)

up to 2.3 kW

12
16
20
35

Diameter
KIWI ring

25
1,530- 910

•

For mature and reinforced concrete
Segment height: 7 mm
Available in R1/2 and 1-1/4 back-end (A)
Usable length (L2) with R1/2: 400 mm
Usable length (L2) with 1-1/4: 450 mm
Ø 12 - 45 mm

up to
2.3 kW

MAKO ring

from
2.3 kW

12
14

2,290-1,360

42
16

52
62

730-530

1,100-800

18

72
82
102

470-330

20

700-500

115
125
152

310-210

460-320

182

KIWI
segment

up to
3.7 kW

22
MAKO
segment

from
3 kW

202
232

24
25

190-150

290-230
26

252
300
350

130-100

28

190-140

400

30

450
500

80-60

130-100

600

from
3.7 kW

700
800

50-40

from
4 kW

80-60

1000

Recommendations and safety information.
•
•

The correct drill rig mounting is essential The correct coolant quantity is also important for
the optimum drilling performance (“coffee cream” consistency of water)
The machine safety and user instructions must be read and understood before starting
work. The drilling safety manual can be sent to you on request.
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32
35
37
40
42
45

Dimension D x L2 x A

Order No.

12 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0012-B600-114

12 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0012-B600-R12

14 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0014-B600-114

14 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0014-B600-R12

16 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0016-B600-114

16 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0016-B600-R12

18 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0018-B600-114

18 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0018-B600-R12

20 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0020-B600-114

20 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0020-B600-R12

22 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0022-B600-114

22 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0022-B600-R12

24 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0024-B600-114

24 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0024-B600-R12

25 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0025-B600-114

25 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0025-B600-R12

26 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0026-B600-114

26 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0026-B600-R12

28 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0028-B600-114

28 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0028-B600-R12

30 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0030-B600-114

30 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0030-B600-R12

32 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0032-B600-114

32 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0032-B600-R12

35 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0035-B600-114

35 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0035-B600-R12

37 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0037-B600-114

37 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0037-B600-R12

40 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0040-B600-114

40 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0040-B600-R12

42 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0042-B600-114

42 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0042-B600-R12

45 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0045-B600-114

45 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (B600)٭٭٭

DCW0045-B600-R12
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Drilling solutions.

Recommended rpm and power requirements.

KIWI segment - Premium AAA.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

For mature and heavy reinforced concrete
Segment height: 7 mm
Available in R1/2 and 1-1/4 back-end (A)
Usable length (L2) with R1/2: 400 mm
Usable length (L2) with 1-1/4: 450 mm
Ø 12 - 42 mm

•
•

from 2.3 kW

up to 3.7 kW

Diameter
16
18
20
22
24
25
26
28
30
32
35
37
40
42
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For mature and reinforced concrete
Segment height: 11 mm
Standard: 1-1/4 back-end (A)
other back-ends available on demand
Usable length (L2): 450 mm
Ø 48 - 1,000 mm

Dimension D x L2 x A

Order No.

Diameter

Dimension D x L2 x A

Order No.

47 x 450 x 114 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0047-114-004

47 x 400 x R1/2 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0047-R12-004

16 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0016-0001-114

16 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0016-0001-R12

18 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0018-0001-114

52

52 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0052-114-004

18 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0018-0001-R12

57

57 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0057-114-004

20 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0020-0001-114

62

62 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0062-114-004

20 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0020-0001-R12

67

67 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0067-114-004

22 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0022-0001-114

72

72 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0072-114-004

22 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0022-0001-R12

77

77 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0077-114-004

24 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0024-0001-114

82

82 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0082-114-004

24 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0024-0001-R12

84

84 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0084-114-004

25 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0025-0001-114

87

87 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0087-114-004

25 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0025-0001-R12

92

92 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0092-114-004

26 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0026-0001-114

102

102 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0102-114-004

26 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0026-0001-R12

107

107 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0107-114-004

28 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0028-0001-114

112

112 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0112-114-004

28 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0028-0001-R12

117

117 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0117-114-004

30 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0030-0001-114

122

122 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0122-114-004

30 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0030-0001-R12

125

125 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0125-114-004

32 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0032-0001-114

127

127 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0127-114-004

32 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0032-0001-R12

132

132 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0132-114-004

35 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0035-0001-114

142

142 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0142-114-004

35 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0035-0001-R12

152

152 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0152-114-004

37 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0037-0001-114

158

158 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0158-114-004

37 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0037-0001-R12

162

162 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0162-114-004

40 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0040-0001-114

172

172 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0172-114-004

40 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0040-0001-R12

182

182 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0182-114-004

42 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0042-0001-114

192

192 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0192-114-004

42 x 400 x R1/2 MAKO ring٭٭٭

DCW0042-0001-R12

202

202 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0202-114-004

212

212 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0212-114-004

222

222 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0222-114-004

225

225 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0225-114-004

47
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Drilling solutions.

MAKO ring - Premium AAA.

Dimension D x L2 x A

Order No.

232

232 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0232-114-004

242

242 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0242-114-004

252

252 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0252-114-004

262

262 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0262-114-004

274

274 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0274-114-004

282

282 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0282-114-004

300

300 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0300-114-004

302

302 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0302-114-004

310

310 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0310-114-004

325

325 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0325-114-004

332

332 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0332-114-004

350

350 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0350-114-004

400

400 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0400-114-004

450

450 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0450-114-004

500

500 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0500-114-004

550

550 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0550-114-004

600

600 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0600-114-004

650

650 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0650-114-004

700

700 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0700-114-004

750

750 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0750-114-004

800

800 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0800-114-001

900

900 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0900-114-004

950

950 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW0950-114-004

1000

1000 x 450 x 1-1/4 KIWI (Super 97)٭٭٭

DCW1000-B750-114

MAKO segment - Premium AAA.
•
•
•
•
•

For mature and heavy reinforced concrete
Segment height: 11 mm
Standard: 1-1/4 back-end (A)
other back-ends available on demand
Usable length (L2): 450 mm
Ø 48 - 289 mm

from 3 kW

Diameter

Dimension D x L2 x A

Order No.

47

47 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0047-114-005

52

52 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0052-114-005

57

57 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0057-114-005

62

62 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0062-114-005

67

67 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0067-114-005

72

72 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0072-114-005

77

77 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0077-114-005

82

82 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0082-114-005

87

87 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0087-114-005

92

92 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0092-114-005

102

102 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0102-114-005

107

107 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0107-114-005

112

112 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0112-114-005

117

117 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0117-114-005

122

122 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0122-114-005

125

125 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0125-114-005

127

127 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0127-114-005

132

132 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0132-114-005

142

142 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0142-114-005

152

152 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0152-114-005

162

162 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0162-114-005

172

172 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0172-114-005

182

182 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0182-114-005

202

202 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0202-114-005

400

400 x 450 x 1-1/4 MAKO segm٭٭٭

DCW0400-114-005

Please note: Other diameters are available on request.
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Drilling solutions.

Diameter

The Holer difference.

Dry core drill bits - Premium AAA.

The quick and easy solution for coring holes with conventional electric hand drills. Best used in a
constant push - pull operation to clear the dust from the hole and to avoid the core drill from binding in
the hole. Ideally used in conjunction with a dry vacuum and Super Sucker dust collecting rings.

•
•
•
•

For mature and reinforced concrete (mesh and light steel), masonry and stone
Segment height: 10 mm
Available in 1/2 BSP female
Usable length (L2) 150 mm

up to 2.3 kW

Laser welded in NZ*:
high-tech welded,
providing safety
and the strongest
adhesion to eliminate
segment loss

Tailor designed
products for NZ:
meeting local aggregate and conditions

Vortex tube for
mechanical self-dust
extraction from hole

Product details

Order No.

26 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0026-02

32 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0032-02

38 x 150x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0038-02

45 x 150x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0045-02

52 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0052-02

65 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0065-02

77 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0077-02

87 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0087-02

102 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0102-02

117 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0117-02

127 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0127-02

152 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0152-02

172 x 150 x 1/2’’ ٭٭٭

DCD0172-02

Dry core drill kit - Premium AAA.
Air slots for cooling
and easy core extraction
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Soft bond segment
and special diamonds
specifically designed
for dry drilling. Made
in NZ.

Designed for conventional non-impact /
non-hammer rotary
hand drills with min.
1 kW (i.e. Makita) and
at min. 1,000 rpm.

•
•

3 pc dry core drill bits and machine adaptors
2 empty sections in the case are for optional extra core bits which can be purchased separately

up to 2.3 kW

Product details

Order No.

• 3 pc dry core drill bits: 38 mm, 52 mm and 65 mm
• Machine adaptors: SDS+ (short and long), hex
(short and long), drift key and masonry pilot drill

DCD0001-0002
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Drilling solutions.

DRY CORE DRILL BITS.

TILE CORE DRILL BITS.

Our tile drill bits are designed to be used with electric high speed drills on non-hammer action or angle
grinders. Do not force the bit, instead, apply medium pressure for 3 seconds, release for 1 second and
repeat. Always wear safety gear.

•
•
•
•
•

For stone, tile, masonry and glass
Sintered: wet application only, 100 holes +
Work length 50 mm
Designed to fit into the recommended P 12.7 water swivel for optimal cooling. Also fits straight into
most drill chucks but water cooling to the diamond tip must be provided.
Designed to be used on non-hammering action drilling machines with 750 W or more

Dry tile core drill bits - Standard AA.
•
•
•
•
•

For tiles, stone tiles, masonry, glass, PVC and fibreglass
Vacuum brazed for dry application, up to 20 holes
Wax inside core tube is designed to aid cooling and lubrication of diamonds
Work / shank length 32 / 35 mm
HEX shank back-end to suit any drill machine / press

Product details

Order No.

Product details

Order No.

6 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0006-T100-P12

40 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0040-T100-P12

8 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0008-T100-P12

45 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0045-T100-P12

10 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0010-T100-P12

50 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0050-T100-P12

13 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0013-T100-P12

62 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0062-T100-P12

16 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0016-T100-P12

72 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0072-T100-P12

20 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0020-T100-P12

82 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0082-T100-P12

25 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0025-T100-P12

92 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0092-T100-P12

28 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0028-T100-P12

102 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0102-T100-P12

30 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0030-T100-P12

115 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0115-T100-P12

32 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0032-T100-P12

125 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0125-T100-P12

Product details

Order No.

5 mm x HEX٭٭

DCD0005-05

6 mm x HEX٭٭

DCD0006-05

8 mm x HEX٭٭

DCD0008-05

10 mm x HEX٭٭

DCD0010-05

12 mm x HEX٭٭

DCD0012-05

50 mm x HEX٭٭

DCD0050-05

35 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0035-T100-P12

102 mm x HEX٭٭

DCD0102-05

38 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0038-T100-P12

125 mm x HEX٭٭

DCD0125-05

Hex P 12.7 water swivel
•

VENOM dry tile core drill bits - Standard AA.
•
•
•
•
•

For tiles, stone tiles, masonry, glass, PVC and fibreglass
Vacuum brazed for dry application, up to 20 holes
Wax inside core tube is designed to aid cooling and lubrication of diamonds
Work length 32 mm
M 14 thread for direct connection to any angle grinder, great for access issues and tight spots
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Product details

Order No.

5 mm x M14٭٭

DCD0005-01

6 mm x M14٭٭

DCD0006-01

8 mm x M14٭٭

DCD0008-01

10 mm x M14٭٭

DCD0010-01

12 mm x M14٭٭

DCD0012-01
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To be used when drilling with the Holer T100

MDX-WAS-EC001

Tile core drill bit kit T 100 - Premium AAA.
•
•

For porcelain and ceramic tiles, granite, marble, schist and stone
Includes: Tile core drill bit 6, 8 , 10 and 13 mm, P 12.7 water swivel, allen key and aluminium case

Product details

Order No.

6 mm x 50 x P12.7٭٭٭

DCW0001-T100-TDK7
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Drilling solutions.

Tile core drill bits T 100 - Premium AAA.

General information.

Drilling solutions.

DRILL MOTORS.

OVERVIEW.

Overview of drill motors - hand-held and rig mounted.

DMC 6P

Drill motor

Drill diameter range

12 mm

Max. drill
length
(rig)

Max. Ø
(rig)

DRU 160

560 mm

160 mm

DRA 150S

550 mm

160 mm

DRU 160

560 mm

160 mm

DRA 150S

550 mm

160 mm

DRU 160

560 mm

160 mm

DRA 150S

550 mm

160 mm

DRU 160

560 mm

160 mm

DRA 150S

550 mm

160 mm

Suitable drill rigs

Motor mount
Tyrolit

Vacuum kit

Vacuum
plate

Vacuum
pump

160 mm

HCD 50-200

HCD 25-100

DK 1603
0HD 16

High frequency0

12 mm

25 mm

50 mm

160 mm

100 mm

350 mm

* with distance plate +250 mm
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DK 32

DK 23

Drill motor

Drill diameter range

20 mm

55 mm

250 mm

Max. drill
length
(rig)

Max. Ø
(rig)

DRA 250

600 mm

250 mm

DRA 400

746 mm

400 mm

DRA 500

869 mm

500 mm

KS 50-S

630 mm

500 mm

DRA 250

600 mm

250 mm

DRA 400

746 mm

250 mm
400 mm*

DRA 500

869 mm

300 mm
500 mm*

KS 50-S
KS50-XL

630 mm
2,030 mm

500 mm

DRA 250

600 mm

250 mm

DRA 400

746 mm

250 mm
400 mm*

DRA 500

869 mm

300 mm
500 mm*

KS 50-S
KS50-XL

630 mm
2,030 mm

500 mm

Holer Big
Foot

unlimited

300 mm

Suitable drill rigs

Distance
plate

Vacuum
plate

Vacuum
pump

Rig
extension
+460 mm

Rig
extension
+910 mm

Extentable mast

Extentable mast

350 mm

Motor mount Motor mount
Tyrolit
WEKA

SR 38
SR 38S
0SR 38-BA

AUTOfeed function0

Extentable mast

40 mm
400 mm

* with distance plate +250 mm
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Drilling solutions.

Overview of drill motors - rig mounted only.

Drill diameter range

Max. drill
length
(rig)

Max. Ø
(rig)

746 mm

250 mm
400 mm*

DRA 500

869 mm

300 mm
500 mm*

KS 50-S
KS50-XL

630 mm
2,030 mm

500 mm

BC 2

980 mm

400 mm
1000 mm**

Suitable drill rigs

DRA 400
Extentable mast

SR 75
0SR 75-BA

AUTOfeed function0

40 mm

900 mm

DGB 1000

Extentable mast

1000 mm
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DRA 500

869 mm

300 mm
500 mm*

BC2

980 mm

400 mm
1000 mm**

Holer Big
Foot

Distance
plate

Vacuum
plate

Vacuum
pump

Rig
extension
+460 mm

Rig
extension
+910 mm

500 mm
1000 mm**

Holer Big
Foot

150 mm

Motor mount Motor mount
Tyrolit
WEKA

500 mm
1000 mm**

* with distance plate +250 mm
** with 2 distance plates +250 mm
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Drilling solutions.

Drill motor

DRILL MOTORS - HAND-HELD AND RIG MOUNTED.

High frequency

Drilling solutions.

High frequency

DMC6P
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Features interchangeable water feed / dry
drill vacuum suction connection
Three speed oil bath gear box with clutch
Soft start with smart electronic protection
Thermal and load warning with indicator
light
PRCD
Magnesium housing
Spindle: external 1-1/4, internal R1/2
Includes carry case and tools

WEKA DK1603

WEKA HD16

WEKA High-Frequency Converter FU6U

Features Intellitronic:
Avoids overload conditions and increases safety,
the operator’s comfort and the motor’s lifetime:
System starts softly to avoid a too high start
•
current
•
When exceeding the over current threshold
motor starts pulsating
•
If motor is not stopped, it automatically
switches off
•
But motor can be started immediately again without having to wait a period
of time like on a thermal motor overload
switch
•
PRCD
•
Spindle: external 1-1/4, internal R1/2
•
Includes carry case and tools

•

3 speed gear: Large drilling range with easy
speed adjustment to each hole diameter
•
Oil-bath lubrication: Optimal gear lubrication for high efficiency and durability
•
Overload clutch: Protection for operator
as well as for machine and tools against
mechanical overloads
•
Levelling aid for exact horizontal and vertical working positioning
•
Metal casing: mechanically and thermally
more stable and durable
•
Water cooled - suitable for upside down
drilling
Requires Weka High-Freq Converter FU6U
230/400V (MHHX-WEK-FU6U)

•

Core bit range: 12 - 160 mm

•
•
•
•
•

The water-cooled frequency converter
FU6D can drive and control all devices
of the WEKA high frequency hand-held
range as a universal drive unit
Recognises the connected machine by
means of the coded plug and controls each
connected machine individually
Frequency converter can be operated both
at single-phase and three-phase
Power, status information and error signals
are indicated via display on the frequency
converter
Keypad and Bluetooth interface integrated
Operates at:
230 V | 10 A
230 V | 15 A
230 V | 16 A
400 V | 20 A

Core bit range: 12 - 160 mm

Wet application only

Wet application only

230 V | 10 A | 3700 W
400 V | 20 A | 6500 W

230 V | 10 A | 2000 W

230 V | 10 A | 2000 W

Speed: 630 / 1400 / 2900 rpm

Speed:
600 / 980 / 2800 rpm

Speed:
900 / 1900 / 3900 rpm

High frequency

1-phase: 230 V | 3700 W
3-phase: 400 V | 6500 W

11.5 kg

11.2 kg

6.2 kg

High frequency

Core bit range: 12 - 160 mm

Wet and dry application

Order No. MDM-HOL-DME160
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Order No. MDM-WEK-DK16

Order No. MDM-WEK-HD1603.6

Order No. MHHX-WEK-FU6D
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Drilling solutions.

DRILL MOTORS - RIG MOUNTED.

HYCON hydraulic hand drill HCD 25-100

HYCON hydraulic hand drill HCD 50-200

WEKA DK 23

WEKA DK 32

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

The HCP 25-100 core drill is a very powerful
and easily manageable hand-held core drill
Perfect for any hand-held coring in difficult
accessible places where rigs or electric drill
is not possible to use
For tougher jobs, the HCD 25-100 fits in a
standard drill rig
It comes with a built-in hydraulic torque
limiter, which assures max. torque and no
kickback if the core drill jams
The automatic integrated security makes
the core drill stop if the core bit jams.
However, in case of jamming, always loosen
the core bit from the material, before you
start drilling again.

Core bit range: 25 - 100 mm

•
•
•
•
•

The HCP 50-200 core drill is a very powerful
and easily manageable hand-held core drill
Perfect for any hand-held coring in difficult
accessible places where rigs or electric drill
is not possible to use
You can drill hand-held up to Ø 350 mm and
without a drill rig for massive time savings
For tougher jobs, the HCD 50-200 fits in a
standard drill rig
It comes with a built-in hydraulic torque
limiter, which assures max. torque and no
kickback if the core drill jams
The automatic integrated security makes
the core drill stop if the core bit jams.
However, in case of jamming, always loosen
the core bit from the material, before you
start drilling again.

Core bit range: 50 - 350 mm

Wet and dry application

•
•
•
•
•

Designed for steady and professional use
3 speed change gearbox
Oil-bath lubrication allows for high
durability
Overload clutch protection for the operator
as well as for the machine
Shaft protection sleeve
Levelling aid
Metal casing allows the drill to be thermally
and mechanically stable
Only requires 10 Amp power supply

•
•
•
•
•

Core bit range: 30 - 250 mm

Wet and dry application

Oil-bath clutch and gears, oil pump for
optimal gear lubrication when drilling in
any position
Overload clutch: multiple disk clutch
protects operator, machine and core bit
Intellitronic: avoids overload conditions and
increases safety, the operator’s comfort and
the motor’s lifetime
Start current limiter: two-stage start of the
motor takes care for a reliable operation
DC-coated drill spindle with protective
sleeves
Anti-friction-element: smart ring fixed
on drill spindle can reduce release torque
for loosening the drill bit considerably

Core bit range: 55 - 350 mm

Wet and dry application

Wet and dry application

Requires 100 / 170 bar
@ 20-30 lpm

Requires 100 / 170 bar
@ 20-30 lpm

230 V | 10 A | 2300 W

230 V | 15 A | 3000 W

Speed: 1,500 rpm

Speed: 600 rpm

Speed: 320 / 630 / 950 rpm

Speed: 230 / 480 / 720 rpm

7.6 kg

7.6 kg

11.6 kg

11.9 kg

Order No. MMHH-HYC-HCD25-100
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Order No. MHH-HYC-HCD50-200

Order No. MDM-WEK-DK23

Order No. MDM-WEK-DK32
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AUTOfeed function

Drilling solutions.

AUTOfeed function

WEKA SR 38 / SR 38S

WEKA SR 75

WEKA SR 38-BA

WEKA SR 75-BA

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Powerful, water cooled SR motor
Low in maintenance due to no carbon
brushes or armature
Splash proof according to IP55: suited for
overhead drilling
3 speed gear box
Simple to use keypad and display, showing
drilling diameter and error analysis
Soft turn screw speed for easy core bit
assembly
Water cooled - suitable for upside down
drilling
WEKA SR 38S version: faster speed for small
diameter holes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Very powerful, water cooled SR-motor
Low in maintenance, due to no carbon
brushes and turning windings
High performance: compact design, low
weight
Oil bath lubrication, oil pump and high-duty
overload clutch
Splash proof according to IP55: suited for
overhead drilling
Simple to use keypad and display, showing
drilling diameter and error analysis
Soft turn – screwing speed for easy core bit
assembly
Water cooled - suitable for upside down
drilling

•
•
•
•
•

Powerful, water cooled SR motor
Low in maintenance due to no carbon
brushes or armature
Splash proof according to IP55: suited for
overhead drilling
3 speed gear box
Simple to use keypad and display, showing
drilling diameter and error analysis
Soft turn screw speed for easy core bit
assembly
Water cooled - suitable for upside down
drilling

•
•
•
•
•
•

Very powerful, water cooled SR-motor
Low in maintenance, due to no carbon
brushes and turning windings
High performance: compact design, low
weight
Oil bath lubrication, oil pump and high-duty
overload clutch
Splash proof according to IP55: suited for
overhead drilling
Simple to use keypad and display, showing
drilling diameter and error analysis
Soft turn – screwing speed for easy core bit
assembly
Water cooled - suitable for upside down
drilling

SR 38 core bit range: 40 - 400 mm
SR 38S core bit range: 20 - 280 mm

Core bit range: 150 - 900 mm

Collar:
Core bit range: 40 - 400 mm

Core bit range: 150 - 900 mm

Wet application only

Wet application only

Wet application only

Wet application only

230 V | 15 A | 3700 W

400 V | 15 A | 7500 W

230 V | 15 A | 3700 W

400 V | 15 A | 7500 W

SR 38 18 speed: 180 - 1370 rpm
SR 38S 18 speed: 340 - 2580 rpm

15 speed: 60 - 360 rpm

18 speed: 340 - 2580 rpm

15 speed: 60 - 360 rpm

High frequency

High frequency

High frequency

High frequency

16.5 kg

19.5 kg

16.5 kg

19.5 kg

Order No. MDM-WEK-SR38 / MDM-WEK-SR38S
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Order No. MDM-WEK-SR75

Order No. MDM-WEK-SR38BA

Order No. MDM-WEK-SR75BA
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Drilling solutions.

DRILL RIGS.

Drilling gearbox DGB1000
•

•
•
•

The DGB1000 delivers optimum rotational
speeds and impressive performance in conjunction with either the electric high-frequency motor or hydraulic standard motor
option
8 transmission stages – two speeds at the
drilling gear box and up to four stages via
the relevant drive
Optimised drill bit attachment for large
diameters and high torques
ModulDrill™ quick change clamping
system – quick, easy and safe drill motor
attachment

Hydrostress drill rig DRA 150S

Hydrostress drill rig DRU 160P

•

•

•
•
•

Extremely well-suited for electrical and installation work
Suitable for 550 mm drill bits and angle
drilling (60 mm collar)
Centre indicator, spirit level and carrying
handle facilitate handling
Includes motor mount

•
•
•
•

The DRU160 is the lightweight among drill
rigs up to Ø 160 mm (60 mm collar)
Standardised clamping collar system
enables quick mounting of common drill
motors
Centre indicator, angle indicator and spirit
level enhance user-friendliness and help
save valuable time during drill rig set-up
The anchor or vacuum attachment facility
also increase flexibility
Includes motor mount

Anchor bolt down foot

Universal foot:
anchor and suction

Drill diameter range: 12 - 152 mm

Drill diameter range: 12 - 160 mm

Max. drill bit length: 550 mm

Max. drill bit length: 560 mm

Inclination: 450

Inclination: 450

Output at 16 A: 20 kW
Output at 32 A: 25 kW

9.5 kg
L x W x H: 330 x 240 x 950 mm

9.0 kg
L x W x H: 400 x 200 x 866 mm

15.7 kg
L x W x H: 338 x 213 x 226 mm

Best suited for: WEKA DK 16, AGP DMC 6P

Best suited for: WEKA DK 16, AGP DMC 6P

Drill diameter range with
DRA500: 150 - 500 mm
BC-2: 150 - 1,000 mm
Wet and dry application

Order No. MDM-TYR-DGB1000
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Order No. MDR-TYT-DRA150S

Order No. MDR-TYT-DRU160P
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Drilling solutions.

Extentable mast

see page 46

Hydrostress drill rig DRA 250P

Hydrostress drill rig DRA 400P

Hydrostress drill rig DRA 500P

Hydrostress drill rig BC2

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

The DRA250 drill rig offers impressive
stability and drilling performance
Optimised support with sturdy roller guide
guarantees precise drilling on aluminium
mast
ModulDrill™ quick change clamping
system – quick, easy and safe drill motor
attachment
Angle indicator and two-speed feed gear
enhance user-friendliness and help save
valuable working time
Compact lightweight construction for easy
transport, assembly and disassembly
Excludes motor mount

•
•
•
•
•

The DRA400 is a professional core
drilling system for the most versatile
fields of application
Optimised support with sturdy roller
guide guarantees precise drilling on
steel insert tracks
ModulDrill™ quick clamping system – quick,
easy and safe drill motor attachment
Angle indicator and two-speed feed gear
enhance user-friendliness and help save
valuable working time
Compact lightweight construction for easy
transport, assembly and disassembly
Excludes motor mount

•
•
•
•
•

The DRA500 is a drill rig for maximum
stability and the highest demands
during drilling
ModulDrill™ quick change clamping
system – quick, easy and safe drill
motor attachment
Extended drilling column means even long
through holes can be made with ease
Modular design enables combined use
with Tyrolit cable saws and hydraulic
equipment without difficulty
Excludes motor mount
Extentable mast for increased drill
length available
Anchor bolt down foot

•
•
•

The BC-2 is ideal for drilling large holes up
to 1,000 mm
Modular design enables combined use with
wire saws and hydraulic equipment without
difficulty
Dual-column guidance principle and a
two-speed feed gear enable user friendly
work and low weight
Excludes motor mount

Anchor bolt down foot

Anchor bolt down foot

Drill diameter range: 40 - 250 mm

Drill diameter range: 50 - 250 mm
Max. drill diameter with distance plate:
180 mm: 400 mm

Drill diameter range: 100 - 300 mm
Max. drill diameter with distance plate
180 mm: 450 mm
250 mm: 500 mm

Drill diameter range: 100 - 400 mm
Max. drill diameter with distance plate
1,000 mm

Max. drill bit length: 582 mm

Max. drill bit length: 746 mm

Max. drill bit length: 569 mm

Max. drill bit length: 980 mm

Inclination: 450

Inclination: 450

Inclination: 450

Inclination: 450

14 kg
L x W x H: 447 x 250 x 908 mm

19 kg
L x W x H: 205 x 305 x 1,055 mm

26 kg
L x W x H: 454 x 301 x 1,182 mm

30 kg
L x W x H: 460 x 290 x 1,340 mm

Best suited for: WEKA DK 23, WEKA DK 32,
WEKA SR 38

Best suited for: WEKA DK 23, WEKA DK 32,
WEKA SR 38, WEKA SR 75

Best suited for: WEKA DK 23, WEKA DK 32,
WEKA SR 38, WEKA SR 75

Best suited for: WEKA DK 23, WEKA DK 32,
WEKA SR 38, WEKA SR 75

Order No. MDR-TYT-DRA250P
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Order No. MDR-TYT-DRA400P

Order No. MDR-TYT-DRA500P

Anchor bolt down foot

Order No. MDR-TYT-BC2M
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Manufactured by Holer

Drilling solutions.

AUTOfeed function

WEKA drill rig KS50-S / KS50-XL

WEKA Auto Feed BA50

Holer Big Foot drill rig*

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Bore holes with medium and large diameter can be drilled fast and safe in the entire
field of the construction industry
Solid, torsion-resistant drill column made of
stainless steel
Stable sliding guide made of wear-resistant
compound material ensures precise drilling
Quick-change system: easy installation of
the drill
Ergonomically designed hand wheel, can
be fixed left and right without tools for easy
selection of the operating side
Fine feed for increasing the feed power

Anchor bolt down foot

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Control completely integrated in the core
drilling machine
Easy assembly with adapter plate and
tension spring
High constant feed force
Gentle start of drilling
Automatic adaption of the feed rate
Vibration monitoring
Splash water proof according IP 55
Coupling for automatic and manual
operation
Automatic switching off when drilling
a clearance hole
Stop for adjusting the drilling depth as
accessory

Requires WEKA SR38-BA (MDM-WEK-SR38BA)
or SR75-BA (MDM-WEK-SR75BA), see page 35

•

•

Remote controlled core drill rig, specifically
designed for deep or large diameter core
drilling as well as underwater, confined
spaces and difficult or dangerous access.
Equipped with a high torque hydraulic feed
motor and primarily used with a hydraulic
core drill motor. Needs to be operated via a
multi-flow hydraulic power pack (see page
111 - 112). Electric high frequency variant available on request (MTO).
Core drill motor chassis is a very strong and
non-flexing saddle. Can be angle adjusted
and includes outrigger guide pulleys for
core drill bit stability.

* Does not include core drill bit

Anchor bolt down foot

Max. drill diameter: 500 mm

Drill diameter range: up to 500 mm

KS50-S: Max. drill bit length: 630 mm
KS50-XL: Max. drill bit length: 2,030 mm

Max. drill bit length: 1,500 mm
Additional tracks can be added for
more length

Inclination: 450

48V

Inclination: 450

21 kg / 39 kg
L x W x H: 454 x 301 x 1,182 mm
L x W x H: 454 x 301 x 2,425 mm

Feed rate: 0 - 0.4 m / min
Feed force: 5000 N

85 kg
L x W x H: 900 x 700 x 2,200 mm

Best suited for: WEKA DK 23, WEKA DK 32,
WEKA SR 38, WEKA SR 38 BA

3.5 kg

Best suited for: hydraulic drill motors

Order No. MDR-WEK-KS50SBA (KS50-S)
MDR-WEK-KS50SXL (KS50-XL)
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Order No. MDM-WEK-SR38BA

Order No. MDR-HOL-BIGFOOT
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Product details
Quick change core drill adaptor
•
•

KKF coupling body
1-1/4”UNC ♀

Quick change core drill adaptor
•
•

Product details

Order No.

Water swivel | HEX - R1/2F x 1-14M |
PREMIUM***

Drilling extension with 1-1/4 female to 1-1/4 UNC male thread
•
•

Made of steel with hexagonal (41 MM) sides, black bronzed for rust
protection
High quality made in Germany

Extension 100 x 1-1/4

MDX-EXT-114-0100

Extension 200 x 1-1/4

MDX-EXT-114-0200

Extension 400 x 1-1/4

MDX-EXT-114-0400

Extension 1,000 x 1-1/4

MDX-EXT-114-1000

Water swivel | SDS+ - R1/2F | PREMIUM***
•
(max core drill Ø 52mm)

Re-tip welding magnet
•

MDX-EXT-AD101

KKF coupling adaptor
1-1/4”UNC ♂

Water swivel | HEX - R1/2F | BASIC*
•
(max core drill Ø 52mm)

OVERVIEW.
WET
CORE DRILL BIT ACCESSORIES.

MDX-EXT-AD100

MDX-WAS-EC002

MDX-WAS-HD001

MDX-WAS-HD003

DCRX-0101

0.5 / 0.75 / 1.0 / 1.25 mm

Drilling extension with R1/2 female to R1/2 male thread
•
•

Made of round steel (SW 22 mm), black bronzed for rust protection
High quality made in Germany.

Extension 100 x R1/2

MDX-EXT-R12-0100

Extension 200 x R1/2

MDX-EXT-R12-0200

Extension 400 x R1/2

MDX-EXT-R12-0400

Adaptor R1/2M ♀ - 1-1/4M ♂

MDX-EXT-AD001

Adaptor R1/2F ♀ - 1-1/4F ♀

MDX-EXT-AD002

•

•

To connect large 1-1/4 bit ♂ to motor
with small R1/2 shaft ♂

To connect small R1/2 bit ♂ to motor
with large 1-1/4 shaft ♂

Adaptor QD.♂ => 1¼” ♂ and R1/2 ♀
•
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MDX-AID-MASP1

Special H Flux

ZRM-CON-0200

•

1 kg

Silver foil

MDX-EXT-AD005

Image coming soon

•
•

ZRM-CON-0001

1 m, 5 mm x 0.2 mm
4900 A (.011kg)

Core puller 1-1/4 x R 1/2
(slide hammer)

MDX-AID-SLIDEH

Adapts to DD150 and DD110

Adaptor BL-BS/BR => 1¼” ♂ and R1/2 ♀
•

Sharpening block SP1 160 x 30 x 320
•
Designed to re-expose dull diamonds,
due to glazing caused by hard materials
or wrong application

Adapts to DD200, DD250, DD350 and
DD500

MDX-EXT-AD007

Open-end spanner
•
Specifically for diamond core drill bit connections and core drill
motors to avoid damaging flange and shaft Tempered steel DIN
894/ISO 3318, black bronzed for rust protection Made in Germany.
Spanner (open-end) SW 22 mm

MDX-OES-SW22

Spanner (open-end) SW 32 mm

MDX-OES-SW32

Spanner (open-end) SW 41 mm

MDX-OES-SW41
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Drilling solutions.

DRILL DRILLING
CORE
MOTORS. ACCESSORIES.

Order No.

DRILL
DRY
CORE
CORE
DRILL
DRILL
BIT
BIT
ACCESSORIES.
ACCESSORIES.
Product details

Order No.

Product details

Order No.

Dry drill adaptor

MDX-EXT-AD010

Anchor plug M12

MDX-FIX-APM12-16

•
•

70 mm Hex to 1/2” male with ‘A’ taper,
Hole for drift key

•
•

Dry drill adaptor
•
•

MDX-EXT-AD011

115 mm SDS+ to 1/2” male with ‘A’ taper
Hole for drift key

•
•

•
MDX-EXT-AD012

115 mm SDS Max to 1/2” male with
‘A’ taper
Hole for drift key
MDX-EXT-AD013

240 mm Hex to 1/2” male with ‘A’ Taper
Hole for drift key

•
•

•
•

MDX-EXT-AD015

•
•

MDX-EXT-AD090

Dry drill taper pilot guide

For drop-in anchor
Hardened

MDX-FIX-M12ST

Includes protection sleeve

MDX-EXT-AD091

200 mm x 9 mm ‘A’ Taper
Vacuum pump unit V728

Dry drill pilot drill (masonry)

MDX-EXT-AD092

•
•

10 mm x 200 mm ‘A’ taper
•

Protect yourself and your team from harmful dust.

•
Super Sucker dust collector
from Ø 100 mm to Ø 500 mm

Super Sucker dust collector “V”
300 mm and 500 mm

MDX-FIX-VPX01

With couplings complete

Vacuum plate (blue) with belt
•

MDX-FIX-VPM01

Includes frame, hose and fittings
Oil-less diaphragm pump suitable for
anchoring diamond core drill rigs

Vacuum pump hose

Bit Buddie 35
Dust collection ring 35 mm

MDX-FIX-M12IP

70mm x 8mm
•

•

MDX-FIX-DRILL16

16 mm x 200 mm
SDS + multi-fit - to suit M12

Punch-setting tool for drop in anchor

•

MDX-FIX-ARM12S-2

2 of pack
Short for M12

Punch / SDS+ setting tool
•
•

MDX-FIX-ARM12L-2

2 of pack
Long for M12

Masonry drill 4-head

240 mm SDS Max to 1/2” male with
‘A’ taper
Hole for drift key

Dry drill drift key
•

MDX-EXT-AD014

240 mm SDS+ to 1/2” male with ‘A’ taper
Hole for drift key

Dry drill adaptor

•
•

Anchor rod

Dry drill adaptor
•
•

•

MDX-FIX-ARFFN1

41 mm hex back end (same as all our
1-1/4 core drill back ends)
Allows secure fastening of the nut if the
anchor rod is on angle
Reduces chance of anchor rod
breakage

Anchor rod

Dry drill adaptor
•
•

FastFix Nut (Angle washer)
•

Dry drill adaptor

16 mm x 50 mm - leave in wall
Box of 50 pc

MDX-FIX-VPX02

Universal vacuum plate, will fit under
any rig and used in conjunction with
vacuum pump
Simply screw an anchor rod M12 into
the centre thread and use FastFix Nut
to tighten to rig frame

For more information see page 196.
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Drilling solutions.

DRILL RIG FIXING ACCESSORIES.

MOTOR MOUNTS AND EXTENSIONS.
Order No.

Motor mount for
Hydrostress DRU160

MDRX-RIG-MOM24

Motor mount for
Hydrostress DRA 250 / 400 / 500

MDRX-RIG-MOM567

TROUBLE-SHOOTING.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING FOR WET CORE DRILLING.
Motor mount holder for
Hydrostress BC and BY

Motor mount for
WEKA KS50

MDRX-RIG-MOD280

MDRX-RIG-MOMKS50

Distance plate +250 for
Hydrostress DRA 250 / 400 / 500

MDRX-RIG-MOD250

Rig extension 460 mm for
Hydrostress DRA 500

MDRX-RIG-EXT70460

Problem

Possible cause

Solution

Excessive wear of diamond
segments

Insufficient coolant supply.

Adjust the water supply and / or check
the water lines.

The operating speed of the core drill
bit is too low.

Increase the rpm (see rpm
recommendations on page 14).

The motor power is too high.

Match the motor power to the
drilling diameter.

The machine is vibrating.

Fix the drill rig and / or check the
general state of the machine
(e.g. bearings and rollers).

The selected core drill bit may not be
suitable for the material being drilled,
or the material is too abrasive.

Use a harder specification
(e.g. KIWI → MAKO).

The machine is vibrating.

Fix the drill rig and / or check the
general state of the machine
(e.g. bearings and rollers).

The core drill bit is warped / is not
running true.

The core drill bit is not fixed properly.
Check if the core drill bit is aligned
with the motor spindle.

There are remains in the hole,
which have not been removed by
the coolant.

Increase the coolant supply
temporarily.

You are drilling in loose material
(e.g. gravel).

Ensure not to drill in loose material.

In case of brazed segments, a short
interruption of the cooling can lead to
overheating and thus to a destruction
of the soldered joint.

Ensure a continuous supply of water,
or use a laser welded core drill bit.

The core drill bit has struck multiple
times against reinforcements or
fragments.

Remove all loose steel and segment
parts before introducing a new core
drill bit.

The core drill bit is drilling into loose
reinforcement.

Reduce the rpm when drilling
reinforcements in order to avoid
damage to the core drill bit.

Excessive wear of the
steel tube
Rig extension 910 mm for
Hydrostress DRA 500

MDRX-RIG-EXT70910

Broken segments
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Drilling solutions.

Product details

TROUBLE-SHOOTING FOR HAND-HELD DRILL MOTORS.
Possible cause

Drill bit does not drill –
segments are overloaded

Possible indications: Flat segment surface, possible deformation of the
segments, high number of pull-outs (> 50%), drill chatters.

Drill bit does not drill –
segments are under
challenged

The core drill is jammed

Solution

The operating speed is too low.

Increase the rpm.

The feed pressure is too high.

Reduce the pressure.

The material may be too soft and
abrasive for the used specification.

Use a harder specification
(e.g. KIWI → MAKO).

Possible cause

Solution

Machine not functioning

Damage to machine.

Perform visual check for any damage.
Check the power cord and all electrical
connections and ensure machine and cord has
an up to date TAG and test.

Unsafe operation

Concrete core can or will drop
from diamond core drill.

Always ensure you have secured the area where
you will complete the core hole.

Hidden inside danger.

Ensure you know what you are drilling and that
there are no hidden dangers, i.e. electrical cables,
gas or water pipes.

Inappropriate clothes are worn.

Wear personal protective equipment, such as
hard hat, safety glasses, dust mask, gloves, and
hearing protection.

Drill is not operated with a drill rig.

Any core drill size over Ø 100 mm should be rig
mounted, hand-held is only suitable for diameters of Ø 100 mm and under.

Work area is not clearly visible.

Ensure the work area is well-lit and clean.

Performance low

Wrong gear speed selected.

Ensure correct speed setting is used, check the
details as shown on the motor housing.
In general:
1st gear – slowest rpm – large Ø cores
3rd gear – fastest rpm – small Ø cores

Motor is overheating

Motor top hood covered.

The air vents in the motor top hood are designed
to deliver air cooling to the armature. These
must not be covered (i.e. with hand or chest)
otherwise it will “cook” the armature due to cool
air starvation.
Uncover / keep the motor top hood and air vents
clean. Run the motor without load to cool down.

Vents are covered or clogged.

Uncover / clean vents and leave motor running
without load to cool.

Indication: Smooth segment surface, polished diamonds (shining, no sharp
edges)
The diamond segments are smooth
(polished).

Re-sharpen the drill bit by drilling into
soft, abrasive material or use a Holer
sharpening block.

The operating speed is too high.

Reduce the rpm.

The feed pressure is too low.

Increase the pressure.

The motor power is too low.

Match the motor power to the drilling
diameter.

Excessive coolant supply, only clear
water is coming out of the drill hole
(no slurry).

Reduce the coolant supply and check
the consistency (“coffee cream”
consistency of water).

The material may be too hard for the
used specification.

Use a softer specification
(e.g. MAKO → KIWI).

Debris is blocked between the core
and the tube wall (steel, pieces of
material).

Remove the drill rig and, using a
screw-wrench, turn the core drill bit
alternately in both directions until it
can be removed. Take the debris out of
the drill hole before introducing a new
core drill bit.

The drill rig was not fixed correctly and Align and re-fix the drill rig.
has moved during drilling. Drill rig and
core drill bit are no longer aligned.
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Potential problem

Continues on next page
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Drilling solutions.

Problem

Possible cause

Solution

Damage to the drill

Water damage.

The motor switch and handle must not be
exposed to water (splash proof only) as it
contains the electronic board.
The air vents in the motor top hood are designed
to deliver air cooling to the armature and no
water or slurry must be allowed to enter.
Protect the electronics inside the machine
handle using Glad Wrap or use a condom
around the handle and switch.

Water fitting is broken.

Do not lift the drill motor by the water fitting, it is
not a handle.

Dust and stones sucked into
armature housing.

Do not place drill motor on loose stones until
motor has stopped.

Damage to motor from
fines / crusher dust that were
drawn through the
motor by motor’s vent.

If operating horizontally near the ground, make
sure the area is clear of water and debris such as
fines / crusher dust and / or place cardboard or
plywood underneath the drill to prevent stones
and grit being sucked into the machine’s motor.

Poor drill storage and transport.

Always clean the drill before you put it back in its
case and ensure the water tap is open. Always
transport drill in case to prevent damage.

Maintenance
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Drilling solutions.

Potential problem

Service every 6 months.
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CUTTING SOLUTIONS.

STATIONARY SAW BLADES.

Dry cut blades

58

Stationary saw blades

Brick and block saw blades					

63

WALL SAWING.

HAND SAWING.
Hand saw blades

64

Wall saw blades

98

Hand-held saws				

66

Wall saws					

99

WIRE SAWING.

RING SAWING.
Ring saw blades

69

Diamond wire

103

Ring saws				

72

Wire saws				

105

OTHER MACHINERY.

CHAIN SAWING.
Diamond chains

72

Power packs

109

Diamond chain saws					

74

Concrete crushing and bursting				

114

FLOOR SAWING.
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97

SAFETY AND TROUBLE-SHOOTING.

Early entry blades - green concrete

76

Diamond blade speed chart

Floor saw blades - green concrete and asphalt		

78

Safety recommendations					 118

Floor saw blades - mature concrete

80

Trouble-shooting					

Special application blades

83

Floor saws and groovers

84

117

119

Cutting solutions.

DRY CUT AND BRICK AND BLOCK SAW BLADES.

High-tech laser welded or direct sintered:
providing safety
and the strongest
adhesion to eliminate
segment loss
Tailor designed
products for NZ:
meeting local aggregate and steel conditions
European safety
regulation EN13236*:
highest possible
product safety level
to guarantee safe
working conditions

Full depth (C / S-type)
diamond undercut
protection**: featured
on all floor saw and
COMBI blades to
increase safety and
saw blade lifetime
Colour coding
and blade spec
identification: easy
to identify important
information such as
suitable aggregate
and machine type on
the front of the blade
Laser engraving:
permanent marking
and identification of
safety guide, max.
rpm, rotation and
manufacturing batch
number on the back
of the blade

* EN13236 regulates the safety
requirements for super abrasives.
Most of our blades have been
tested for this standard.

Precision tensioned:
to ensure for non-side
wobble and hammer
effect (out of round)
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Pre-sharpened: round
and side dressed for
immediate cutting
performance and perfect side clearance
** Undercutting: the term used
when the steel body wears to a
knife edge leading to diamond
segment loss. Caused by insufficient slurry flushing from the
cut (abrasive or loose material) or
when blade is inserted too deep
(cutting into asphalt base
material), see page 119.

Holer Diamond Tools understands the tough conditions equipment is exposed to when using diamond
saw blades. We offer diamond saw blades specifically designed to tackle all your cutting requirements
for different materials and saws.

Key features of the products detailed in this brochure are:

EN13236

Whisper Cut

Whisper Cut
Super Jet Ultra
Hardstone and granite

Super Cut
Whisper Cut

Concrete floors, pipes &
Whisper Cut
tilt panel
Super Jet Ultra

Super Cut
Whisper Laser
Whisper Laser
Whisper Laser

Concrete block, abrasive
Asphalt & chipseal
Green concrete
Green concrete early entry

FE200

Ductile, metal pipes,
cast iron, PVC

Loop cutting,
grooving

Super Cut
Whisper Cut

FE200

Super Cut
Whisper Cut
BSBL

Super Cut
Whisper Cut
Super Jet Ultra
Concrete pavers, kerb &
channel

Tile Mighty

Tile Mighty
Tile Master

Porcelain & ceramic
tiles

F80

Whisper Cut
Super Jet Ultra

Australian hard clay
brick & paver

F80

Super Jet Ultra

Electric
hand saws
230V from Ø
300mm

Alumina & fire clay
brick

Electric angle
grinders up to
Ø 230mm

BS10

BS10

FE200

Whisper Cut

BSBL

Tile Mighty

Whisper Cut

F80

F80

Brick saws

HSQ2
Ring RSL

FE200

HSQ2
Ring RSH

Super Cut
Whisper Cut
Ring RSL

Whisper Cut

F80

F80

Electric 380V /
Hydraulic

FSL-GC

BS12

HSF1 Victory
HSE
Ring RSL

FE200

EES

FSL-GC

BS10

Deco Cut

FSL-C3

HSF1 Victory
HSE
Ring RSL
Deco Cut

FSL-C3

LP up to
27HP
(and electric)

BS10
Ring RSL

Whisper Cut

F80

F80

2-stroke

HAND-HELD SAWS
RING SAWS

FSM-GC

BS12

Deco Cut

FSL-C3
FSM-UH
(C409)

FSL-C3
FSM-UH
(C409)

MP from
27HP

FSH-GC

BS12

Deco Cut

FSH-UH
(C509)

FSH-UH
(C509)

HP from
35HP

FLOOR SAWS

Deco Cut

FSHX-XL

FSHX-XL

HPX from
50HP

Incorrect selection can cause machine or diamond blade damage or endanger the operator. Please refer to our safety recommendations and trouble
shooting guide (from page 117) in this product overview.

The below table is a guide for choosing the most suitable diamond blade in relation to material and machine. Each diamond blade is designed to cut
specific materials and, when matched correctly, the operator will experience the best product performance.

Diamond blade selection guide.

The Holer difference.

Whisper Cut - Standard AA.
•
•
•

DRY CUT BLADES.
Super Cut - Basic A.
•
•
•

Mature concrete with medium reinforcing, concrete pipes and tilt panel
Suitable for angle grinders (up to 230 mm), electric hand saw and 2-stroke hand saws (from 350 mm)
Free and fast cutting

Product details

Order No.

105 x 2 x 10 Super Cut / DCU٭

DDS0105-SC

115 x 2 x 10 Super Cut / DCU٭

DDS0115-SC

125 x 2 x 10 Super Cut / DCU٭

DDS0125-SC

180 x 2.4 x 12 Super Cut / DCU٭

DDS0180-SC

230 x 2.4 x 10 Super Cut / DCU٭

DDS0230-SC

350 x 3.0 x 10 Super Cut / DCU٭

DDS0350-SC

400 x 3.2 x 10 Super Cut / DCU٭
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Mature concrete with light reinforcing , hardstone, granite slabs, schist and universal GP
Suitable for angle grinders, electric hand saws, brick and paver saws
Features whisper steel core with cooling holes for noise reduction and cooler saw blank

Product details

Order No.

105 x 2.2 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0105-005

115 x 2.2 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0115-005

125 x 2.2 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0125-005

150 x 2.2 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0150-005

180 x 2.4 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0180-005

200 x 2.4 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0200-005

230 x 2.6 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0230-005

250 x 2.6 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0250-005

300 x 3.0 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0300-005

350 x 3.2 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0350-005

400 x 3.2 x 10 DCU(S)٭٭

DDS0400-005

Whisper Laser Ultra - Standard AA.
•
•
•

Concrete block and abrasive material
Suitable for angle grinders
Holes in the steel core reduce noise by up to 20% and aid additional cooling to the steel body

DDS0400-SC

Product details

Order No.

230 x 2.4 x 10 DCSA(S)٭٭

DDS0230-020
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Cutting solutions.

DRY CUT AND
BRICK AND BLOCK SAW BLADES.

Rescue blade FE200 - Standard AA.

Flush Cut - Standard AA.

•
•

•
•
•

•

Product details

Order No.

230 x 2.8 x 4 DCF٭٭

DDS0230-FE200

350 x 2.8 x 4 DCF٭٭

DDS0350-FE200

400 x 2.8 x 4 DCF٭٭

DDS0400-FE200

Protect yourself and your team from harmful dust.

For more information see page 197.
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Product details

Order No.

125 x 3.0 x 10 DCU ٭٭Flush

DDS0125-005F

230 x 2.6 x 10 DCU ٭٭Flush

DDS0230-005F

Tuck Point blade - Premium AAA.
•

Dustcut
125 mm and 230 mm

Concrete, universal, hardstone and granite
Suitable for angle grinders with M14 flange
125 mm blade is also designed to lightly grind and bevel

Designed for decorative cuts, joint cutting and cleaning and mortar raking

Product details

Order No.

100 x 4.5 x 7 DCU٭٭٭

DDS0100-TPO-45

100 x 6.0 x 7 DCU٭٭٭

DDS0100-TPO-60

100 x 10.0 x 7 DCU٭٭٭

DDS0100-TPO-10

125 x 4.5 x 7 DCU٭٭٭

DDS0125-TPO-45

230 x 5.0 x 7 DCU٭٭٭

DDS0230-TPO-50

V Crack Chaser - Premium AAA.
•
•

Designed to widen, chamfer or bevel existing cracks or joints, chamfering edges of existing cuts,
cleaning and raking joints of fillers and epoxy
Segments feature a V-shape with a higher diamond concentration in the centre to ensure the
V-shape is maintained for most of the life of the blade

Product details

Order No.

100 x 10 x 12 DCU٭٭٭

DDS0100-VCC

125 x 9.6 x 12 DCU٭٭٭

DDS0125-VCC

230 x 9.6 x 12 DCU٭٭٭

DDS0230-VCC
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Cutting solutions.

•
•

Ductile, metal pipes, cast iron, PVC and masonry
Compared to abrasive cut off blades, the FE200 maintains its total outside diameter, which
eliminates constant blade change and ensures for full cutting depth at all time
Lifetime of 1 blade is approximately the equivalent of over 100 abrasive blades
Features Electroplated Diamond Side Protection on steel core to eliminate the blade from
“pinching” when cutting pipes
Suitable for angle grinders and 2-stroke hand saws

BRICK AND BLOCK SAW BLADES.
Tile Master - Basic A.

BSBL - Premium AAA.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Product details

Order No.

106 x 1.2 x 8 DCT٭

DDS0105-TMA-C3R

115 x 1.4 x 8 DCT٭

DDS0115-TMA-C3R

125 x 1.4 x 8 DCT٭

DDS0125-TMA-C3R

NZ bricks, blocks, concrete pavers and general medium hard material
Suitable for brick saws and paver saws
Low noise steel core (sandwich)
Laser welded

Product details

Order No.

350 x 3.0 x 9 BSBL٭٭٭

DTS0350-BSBL-C2GW

400 x 3.0 x 9 BSBL٭٭٭

Tile Mighty - Standard AA.

F80 - Premium AAA.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Ceramic, porcelain and thin granite tiles as well as Terrazzo
The preferred diamond saw blade for the Pro tile layer
Suitable for angle grinders, electric hand saws, brick and paver saws
The diamond section features a more robust 1.4 mm Turbo style which provides a fast and chip free
cut time after time
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DTS0400-BSBL-C2GW

Australian hard clay pavers and bricks and alumina fire clay bricks
Suitable for brick saws and paver saws
Low noise steel core (sandwich)
Laser welded

Product details

Order No.

Product details

Order No.

350 x 3.2 x 9 F80٭٭٭

DTS0350-F080-C2GW

80 x 1.2 x 5 DCT٭٭

DDS0080-TMY-C3R

400 x 3.2 x 9 F80٭٭٭

DTS0400-F080-C2GW

106 x 1.4 x 8 DCT٭٭

DDS0106-TMY-C3R

450 x 3.2 x 9 F80٭٭٭

DTS0450-F080-C2GW

115 x 1.4 x 8 DCT٭٭

DDS0115-TMY-C3R

500 x 3.6 x 9 F80٭٭٭

DTS0500-F080-C2GW

125 x 1.2 x 8 DCT٭٭

DDS0125-TMY-C3R

600 x 3.6 x 9 F80٭٭٭

DTS0600-F080-C7W

150 x 1.6 x 8 DCT٭٭

DDS0150-TMY-C3R

650 x 3.6 x 9 F80٭٭٭

DTS0650-F080-C7W

180 x 1.6 x 8 DCT٭٭

DDS0180-TMY-C3R

200 x 1.6 x 8 DCT٭٭

DDS0200-TMY-C3R

230 x 1.8 x 8 DCT٭٭

DDS0230-TMY-C3R

250 x 1.6 x 9 DCT٭٭

DDS0250-TMY

300 x 2.0 x 9 DCT٭٭

DDS0300-TMY-C3R

350 x 2.0 x 9 DCT٭٭

DDS0350-TMY-C3R
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Porcelain and ceramic tiles
A popular choice for both the Pro Tiler and the DIY user
The diamond section features a very thin 1.2 mm Turbo style rim which provides a very fast and chip
free cut

HSE-UH - Premium AAA.
•
•
•

HAND SAW BLADES.
HSF1-TOP - Premium AAA.
•
•
•

Ultra-Hard aggregate, heavy reinforcing
Fastest Pro blade on the market
Unbeatable in speed and lifetime

Product details

Order No.

416 x 2.8 x 12 HSE-UH٭٭٭

DHS0400-HSH-002

Reinforced concrete, pipes and tilt panels
Fast cut spec hand saw blade
For other sizes, select from our FSL-C3 range for similar performance (see page 80)

HSQ 2 - Premium AAA.
Product details

Order No.

350 x 3.2 x 12 (HSF1-TOP) HFS-HM٭٭٭

DHS0350-HSF1

416 x 3.2 x 12 (Husqv HSF1-TOP) HFS-HM٭٭٭

DHS0400-HSF1

Ultra-Hard aggregate, heavy reinforcing
Hydraulic and 3-phase saws

Product details

416 x 3.0 x 15 HSQ 2٭٭٭

Victory II - Premium AAA.
•
•

•
•

with flush holes ZHL-Z005 (Holer, Weka, AGP)

Order No.

DHS0400-011

Reinforced concrete, very fast cutting
2-stroke hand saw
510 x 3.2 x 15 HSQ 2٭٭٭
with flush holes ZHL-Z006 (Artizan)

Product details

Order No.

416 x 3.0 x 12 Victory II٭٭٭

DHS0400-HSP-009

DHS0500-001

534 x 3.2 x 15 HSQ 2٭٭٭
with flush holes ZHL-Z005 (Holer, Weka, AGP)

DHS0534-HSH-0006

Whisper steel core

600 x 3.5 x 10 C49V٭٭٭
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DHS0600-HSH-0001
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Cutting solutions.

HAND SAWING.

HAND-HELD SAWS.

Hydraulic hand saw

Great saw for BS10 350 mm blade

Great saw for BS10 350 mm blade

HYCON HCS 16 PRO

HYCON HCS 20 PRO

STIHL TS 420

STIHL TS 700

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

The HYCON Cut-off saw is a very sturdy tool
intended for cutting even under the most
extreme conditions
High safety with built-in ASCO System
(Automatic Safety Cut off): tool automatically cuts off if the disc jams - no injury to the
operator
Flushing water runs through body and
hydraulic motor for extra cooling and to
keep all surfaces cold
It is completely unaffected by water and
dust, and all parts run in oil

•

•
•
•

The HYCON Cut-off saw is a very sturdy tool
intended for cutting even under the most
extreme conditions
High safety with built-in ASCO System
(Automatic Safety Cut off): tool automatically cuts off if the disc jams - no injury to the
operator
Flushing water runs through body and
hydraulic motor for extra cooling and to
keep all surfaces cold
It is completely unaffected by water and
dust, and all parts run in oil
Can be used for horizontal and vertical
cutting

Max blade diameter: 400 mm

Max blade diameter: 500 mm

Max cut depth: 162 mm

Max cut depth: 212 mm

Wet and dry application

Wet and dry application

7.8 kg

Order No. MHH-HYC-HCS16P
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9.2 kg

Order No. MHH-HYC-HCS20P

•
•
•
•

All purpose cut-off machine
STIHL anti-vibration system guarantees the
cut-off machine cuts well
Long-life air filter system
Strength-saving start up process thanks to
the decompression valve
Economically and environmentally friendly
2-MIX engine
Includes water kit

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strongest cut-off machine for 350 mm
blades for the tough jobs in construction
STIHL anti vibration system guarantees the
cut-off machine cuts well
Long-life air filter system
Large fuel tank
Strength-saving start up process thanks to
the decompression valve
Economically and environmentally friendly
2-MIX engine
Includes water kit

Max blade diameter: 350 mm

Max blade diameter: 350 mm

Max cut depth: 125 mm

Max cut depth: 125 mm

Wet and dry application

Wet and dry application

66.7 cc

98.5 cc

9.4 kg

11.9 kg

Order No. MHH-STI-TS420-14

Order No. MHH-STI-TS700-14
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Cutting solutions.

Hydraulic hand saw

RING SAWING.
Pro cutter’s choice

High frequency

Cutting solutions.

RING SAW BLADES.
Ring saw RSL - Premium AAA.
•
•
STIHL TS 800

WEKA TS40

•

•

•

•
•
•

The most powerful cut-off saw in the STIHL
range for cutting metal, concrete and
asphalt in commercial applications
Extremely long filter service life and
increased service intervals due to its
innovative long-life air filter system with
cyclone air routing
Equipped with a decompression valve and
STIHL ElastoStart for a strength saving start
up process
Economically and environmentally friendly
2-MIX engine
Includes water kit

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very powerful, water-cooled high frequency
motor, can be operated with 230 V and 400 V
High performance – compact design, low
weight
Adjustable handle, variable position of the
blade guard
Gear with oil bath lubrication and thus efficient, low in maintenance and long lifespan
Splash water proof according IP 55 referring
to EN60 529
By-pass valve for dry cutting
Ergonomic design of the handle
Operates at:
230 V | 10 A, 230 V | 15 A, 230 V | 16 A,
400 V | 20 A

Requires Weka High-Freq Converter FU6U
230/400V (MHHX-WEK-FU6U), see page 31
Max blade diameter: 400 mm

Max blade diameter: 416 mm

Max cut depth: 165 mm

Max cut depth: 165 mm

Wet and dry application

98.5 cc

16 kg

Order No. MHH-STI-TS420-14
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Wet and dry application

230 V | 2700 W
400 V | 4800 W

Reinforced concrete, concrete pipes and tilt panel
Ideal for 2-stroke ring saw machines, or as long-life option for WEKA

Product details

Machine

350 x 4.2 x 9 RSL٭٭٭

Order No.
DHS0350-RSL-RING

with roller

400 x 4.2 x 9 RSL٭٭٭

DHS0400-005

excluding roller

Ring saw RSH - Premium AAA.
•
•

Reinforced concrete, concrete pipes and tilt panel
Ideal for electric and hydraulic ring saw machines, or as a very fast cut option for 2-stroke ring saw

Product details
350 x 4.2 x 9 RSH٭٭٭
with roller

400 x 4.2 x 9 RSH٭٭٭
excluding roller

Machine

Order No.
DHS0350-RSH-RING

DHS0400-007

9.4 kg

Order No. MHH-WEK-TS40
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RING SAWS.
Ring saw rollers - Premium AAA.
Drive rollers for ring saws
Product details

Machine

Order No.

Drive roller ring saw٭٭٭

ZSP-HOL-00000001

Drive roller ring saw٭٭٭

ZSP-WEK-TR40214-2C

High frequency

Cutting solutions.

•

Hand saw ring pre-cut blade - Premium AAA.
•
•

WEKA TR40

Ultra-Hard aggregate, heavy reinforcing
2-stroke hand saw

•

Product details

Order No.

404 x 4.2 x 10 (HSL) HSX-UH٭٭٭

DHS0400-HSP-001

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very powerful, water-cooled high
frequency motor, can be operated with
230 V and 400 V
High performance – compact design
Big cutting depth up to 300 mm
Adjustable handle
Gear with oil bath lubrication
Splash water proof according IP 55 referring
to EN60 529
Ergonomic design of the handle
Operates at:
230 V | 10 A, 230 V | 15 A, 230 V | 16 A,
400 V | 20 A

Requires Weka High-Freq Converter FU6U
230/400V (MHHX-WEK-FU6U), see page 31

Max blade diameter: 400 mm

Max cut depth: 300 mm

Wet and dry application

230 V | 2700 W
400 V | 4800 W
13.5 kg

Order No. MHH-WEK-TR40
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ICS guide bars - Standard AA and Premium AAA.

CHAIN SAWING.

Product details

Order No.

Standard٭٭
•

For 613GC / 680GC gas saw 71395

350 mm / 14" / 32 seg٭٭
•

DIAMOND CHAINS.

375 mm / 15" / 29 seg Force4٭٭٭
•

Reinforced concrete
Versatile, everyday use
Patented double bumper design
Smooth cutting performance

For 880F4 hydraulic saw 523080

400 mm / 16" / 29 seg Force4٭٭٭
•

For 633GC / 695F4 gas saw 524490

500 mm / 20" / 34 seg Force4٭٭٭
•

For 880F4 hydraulic saw 529767

630 mm / 25" / 40 seg Force4٭٭٭
•

Product details
29 seg / 12" FORCE 3٭٭
•

F3 for 613GC gas saw 71400 / 584290

32 seg / 14" FORCE 3٭٭
•

Suits Stihl GS461 71705 / 584302

DIC-ICS-29TMX

DIC-ICS-32TMP

Designed for longer life in hard aggregate
Designed for heavy, professional use

Product details

For 880F4 hydraulic saw 525320

DICX-ICS-B15-29

DICX-ICS-B16-29

DICX-ICS-B20-34

DICX-ICS-B25-40

Order No.

ICS chain L ProFORCE 4 - Premium AAA.
•
•

DICX-ICS-B14-32-1

Premium٭٭٭

ICS chain FORCE 3 - Standard AA.
•
•
•
•

Suits Stihl GS461 560807

DICX-ICS-B12-29

Hand saw chain pre-cut blade - Premium AAA.
•
•

Ultra-Hard aggregate, heavy reinforcing
2-stroke hand saw

Product details

Order No.

400 x 6.0 x 12 (HSL) HSX-UH٭٭٭

DHS0400-HSP-003

Order No.

29 seg / 15" and 16" FORCE4٭٭٭
•

For 853 / 880 F4 hydraulic saw and 633 / 695 gas saw /
Huski K6500

34 seg / 20" FORCE4٭٭٭
•

For 853 / 880 F4 hydraulic saw 531751

40 seg / 25" FORCE4٭٭٭
•
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For 853 / 880 F4 hydraulic saw 525346

DIC-ICS-29PFP

DIC-ICS-34PFP

DIC-ICS-40PFP
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Cutting solutions.

300 mm / 12" / 29 seg٭٭

DIAMOND CHAIN SAWS.

Hydraulic chain saw

WEKA TK40*

ICS 890F4 bar saw kit

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very powerful, water-cooled high
frequency motor, can be operated with
230 V and 400 V
High performance – compact design, low
weight
Adjustable handle, tensioning of the chain
without the need of any tools
Cutting close to the wall
Gear with oil bath lubrication
Splash water proof according IP 55 referring
to EN60 529
Ergonomic design of the handle
Operates at:
230 V | 10 A, 230 V | 15 A, 230 V | 16 A,
400 V | 20 A

•
•
•

Cuts within 0.25 cm of a wall
Redesigned rear handle offers improved
ergonomic cutting and greater durability
3 scratch resistant bubble levels for more
accurate vertical and horizontal cutting
New drive sprocket design allows for quick
replacement in the field
New secondary water shut off valve for flow
metering and water conservation

2-stroke chain saw

Cutting solutions.

High frequency

ICS 695XL F4-16 bar saw kit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use on concrete, stone, masonry, ductile
iron pipe, cast iron pipe, and more
Most versatile gas power cutter
Easy-to-start engine with a higher energy
ignition system and durable, long-lasting
components
Piston and cylinder lowers engine
temperature
Better operator control
Longer life muffler with reinforced internal
baffle
Easy-to-start with higher energy ignition
system
New easy-to-tune carburetor

Requires Weka High-Freq Converter FU6U
230/400V (MHHX-WEK-FU6U), see page 31
* Does notinclude bar or chain

Drive sprocket: 8 teeth 3/8″ and F4

Drive sprocket: F4

Drive sprocket: F4

Max cut depth: 430 mm

Max cut depth: 500 mm

Max cut depth: 430 mm

Wet application only

Wet application only

Wet application only

230 V | 2700 W
400 V | 4800 W

Requires 100 / 170 bar @20-30 lpm

94 cc
6.4 HP

9.8 kg

12.4 kg with 38 cm bar and chain

9.5 kg (power head only)
L x W x H: 460 x 360 x 300 mm

Order No. MHH-WEK-TK40
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Order No. MHH-ICS-890F4-15

Order No. MHH-ICS-695F4-16
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EES Green HM - Premium AAA.
•
•

Soft bond for hard aggregate
High mPa

EARLY ENTRY BLADES - GREEN CONCRETE.
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-fit bore - fits a variety of machine bore sizes including Husqvarna Soff-Cut
Insert spacers available including to standard floor saw bore 25.4 mm
Choose from 3 different bonds (colour coded)
Wet and dry application
Laser welded

•
•

Very soft bond for ultra hard aggregate
High mPa

Product details

Order No.

162x2.5x10 EES-UH***

DFS0150-EE10-2

203x2.4x10 EES-UH***

253x2.5x10 EES-UH***

Order No.

162 x 2.5 x 10 EES-HM٭٭٭

DFS0150-EE20-2

203 x 2.5 x 10 EES-HM٭٭٭

DFS0200-EE20-2

306 x 3.2 x 10 EES-HM٭٭٭

DFS0300-EE20-2

343 x 3.2 x 10 EES-HM٭٭٭

DFS0350-EE20-2

EES Red MS - Premium AAA.

EES Purple UH - Premium AAA.
•
•

Product details

Medium bond for medium aggregate
Med mPa

DFS0200-EE10-2

Product details

Order No.

162 x 2.5 x 10 EES-MS٭٭٭

DFS0150-EE30-2

203 x 2.5 x 10 EES-MS٭٭٭

DFS0200-EE30-2

253 x 2.5 x 10 EES-MS٭٭٭

DFS0250-EE30-2

306 x 3.2 x 10 EES-MS٭٭٭

DFS0300-EE30-2

343 x 3.2 x 10 EES-MS٭٭٭

DFS0350-EE30-2

DFS0250-EE10-2

Skid plate.
•
•
•
•
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Stainless steel construction
3.3 mm thick bottom plate allows skid to be used for an average of 3 blades before requiring
replacement, depending on the abrasive properties of the aggregate and the diameter of the blade
Steel mounting pins that will not break or fail unlike cast aluminium mounts
Mounted with a locking pin to keep the plate in place
Product details

Order No.

Skid plate 152 / 203 mm (6” /8”)

MFSX-HOL-2505236

Skid plate 254 mm (10”)

MFSX-HOL-2505237

Skid plate 305 / 343 mm (12” / 13.5”)

MFSX-HOL-2505238

Skid plate 355 mm (14”)

MFSX-HOL-2505239
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FLOOR SAWING.

FLOOR SAW BLADES - GREEN CONCRETE AND ASPHALT.
FSL-GC - Premium AAA.

FSH-GC - Premium AAA.

•

•

•
•

•
•

HP
(35HP+)

LP
(up to 27HP)

Product details

Order No.

350 x 2.8 x 11 (FSL-G4) FSL-GC٭٭٭

DFS0350-FSLG4

The Holer Green Concrete blades are absolute market leading! Precision clean and fast cutting with
great lifetime.
Laser welded
Features S type diamond undercut protection

Product details

Order No.

366 x 2.8 x 13 FSH-GC٭٭٭

DFS0350-FSH-001

BS12 - Standard AA.
FSM-GC - Premium AAA.
•
•
•

The Holer Green Concrete blades are absolute market leading! Precision clean and fast cutting with
great lifetime.
Laser welded
Features S type diamond undercut protection
MP
(27HP+)

Product details

366 x 2.8 x 13 FSM-GC٭٭٭
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Order No.

DFS0350-FSM-001

•
•
•
•

Asphalt, chipseal and green concrete
Suitable for 2-stroke hand saws and floor saws up to 27 HP
Long life, very durable
Features diamond undercut protection (C type – full depth) for maximum protection
LP
(up to 27HP)

Product details

Order No.

300 x 3.2 x 10 HFS-AS٭٭

DHS0300-BS12

350 x 3.2 x 10 HFS-AS٭٭

DHS0350-BS12

400 x 3.2 x 10 HFS-AS٭٭

DHS0400-BS12

450 x 3.6 x 10 HFS-AS٭٭

DHS0450-BS12

500 x 3.6 x 10 HFS-AS٭٭

DHS0500-BS12

600 x 3.6 x 10 HFS-AS٭٭

DHS0600-BS12
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Cutting solutions.

•

The Holer Green Concrete blades are absolute market leading! Precision clean and fast cutting with
great lifetime.
The FSL-GC ٭٭٭spec is also used on hand-held 2-stroke saws and floor saw machines up to 27HP.
Operators can commence cutting from only 6 hours after placing, delivering a result equal or better
to any early entry saw systems!
Laser welded
Features S type diamond undercut protection

FLOOR SAW BLADES - MATURE CONCRETE.
BS10 - Standard AA.

FSM-UH - Premium AAA.

•
•

•
•
•
•

Reinforced concrete
Suitable for floor saws from 27 HP
Features S type diamond undercut protection
Available for larger blade size requirements
MP
(27 HP+)

LP
(up to 27HP)

Product details

Order No.

400 x 3.6 x 14 (C409) FSM-UH٭٭٭

DFS0400-FSM-005

450 x 3.6 x 14 (C409) FSM-UH٭٭٭

DFS0450-FSM-005

500 x 3.6 x 14 (C409) FSM-UH٭٭٭

DFS0500-FSM-005

600 x 3.6 x 14 (C409) FSM-UH٭٭٭

DFS0600-FSM-005

650 x 3.6 x 14 (C409) FSM-UH٭٭٭

DFS0650-FSM-005

Product details

Order No.

300 x 3.2 x 10 HFS-SA٭٭

DHS0300-BS10

350 x 3.2 x 10 HFS-SA٭٭

DHS0350-BS10

400 x 3.2 x 10 HFS-SA٭٭

DHS0400-BS10

450 x 3.6 x 10 HFS-SA٭٭

DHS0450-BS10

500 x 3.6 x 10 HFS-SA٭٭

DHS0500-BS10

750 x 3.6 x 14 (C409) FSM-UH٭٭٭

DFS0750-FSM-005

600 x 3.6 x 10 HFS-SA٭٭

DHS0600-BS10

800 x 3.6 x 14 (C409) FSM-UH٭٭٭

DFS0800-FSM-005

FSL-C3 - Premium AAA.

FSH-UH - Premium AAA.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Mature concrete with heavy reinforcing, concrete pipes, tilt panel
Suitable for 2-stroke hand saws and floor saws up to 27 HP and electric floor saws
Features diamond undercut protection (C type – full depth) for maximum protection
LP
(up to 27HP)
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Reinforced concrete
Suitable for floor saws from 35 HP
Features S type diamond undercut protection
HP
(35 HP+)

Product details

Order No.

350 x 3.2 x 12 | FSL-C3٭٭٭

DHS0350-020

410 x 3.2 x 12 | FSL-C3٭٭٭

DHS0400-020

450 x 3.2 x 12 | FSL-C3٭٭٭

DHS0450-020

500 x 3.2 x 12 | FSL-C3٭٭٭

DHS0500-020

600 x 3.2 x 12 | FSL-C3٭٭٭

DHS0600-020

650 x 3.2 x 12 | FSL-C3٭٭٭

DHS0650-020

Product details

Order No.

400 x 3.6 x 14 (C509) FSH-UH٭٭٭

DFS0400-FSH-010

450 x 3.6 x 14 (C509) FSH-UH٭٭٭

DFS0450-FSH-010

500 x 3.6 x 14 (C509) FSH-UH٭٭٭

DFS0500-FSH-010
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•
•
•

2 in 1 concrete and asphalt
Mature concrete with light reinforcing, kerb and channel, driveways, asphalt and chipseal, not
suitable for very hard concrete (pipes and panels)
Suitable for 2-stroke hand saws and floor saws up to 27 HP
Long life, very durable
Features diamond undercut protection (C type – full depth) for maximum protection

SPECIAL APPLICATION BLADES.
FSHX-XL - Premium AAA.

Deco Cut - Premium AAA.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Reinforced concrete
Suitable for floor saws from 50 HP
Laser welded and extra wide segments and steel core for stability
New with Roger 6 hole (excl. FSX-UH)٭٭٭

Concrete, green concrete and asphalt
Loop cut - decorative cut - joint widening blades
Suitable for floor saws from 20 HP
Sandwich diamond segment design to allow for full utilisation of segment height
Other sizes can be made on request (MTO)

from 20 HP

Product details

Order No.

464 x 4.7 x 12 FSHX-XL٭٭٭

DFS0450-FSHX-001

Product details

Order No.

500 x 4.7 x 12 FSHX-XL٭٭٭

DFS0500-FSHX-001

350 x 5 x 10 ABT35٭٭٭

DFS0350-ABT35-05

614 x 4.7 x 12 FSHX-XL٭٭٭

DFS0600-FSHX-001

350 x 6 x 10 ABT35٭٭٭

DFS0350-ABT35-06

664 x 4.7 x 12 FSHX-XL٭٭٭

DFS0650-FSHX-001

350 x 8 x 10 ABT35٭٭٭

DFS0350-ABT35-08

714 x 4.7 x 12 FSHX-XL٭٭٭

DFS0750-FSHX-001

350 x 10 x 10 ABT35٭٭٭

DFS0350-ABT35-10

908 x 4.7 x 12 FSHX-XL٭٭٭

DFS0900-FSHX-001

350 x 12 x 10 ABT35٭٭٭

DFS0350-ABT35-12

1,014 x 4.7 x 12 FSHX-XL٭٭٭

DFS1000-FSHX-001

350 x 15 x 10 ABT35٭٭٭

DFS0350-ABT35-15

1,208 x 4.7 x 12 FSHX-XL٭٭٭

DFS1200-FSHX-001

350 x 20 x 10 ABT35٭٭٭

DFS0350-ABT35-20

1,350 x 4.7 x 12 (C530) FSX-UH٭٭٭

DFS1350-FSHX-C530

2-part Chamfer blade - Premium AAA.
•
•
•

GROOVER BLADES.
We provide a vast range of grooving blades for every kind of material.
Please specify bore spec and size.

•
•

•
•

Concrete and asphalt
The 2-part Chamfer blade is not designed to perform cuts, but only to bevel existing cuts
The ideal procedure is to pre-cut with a standard 3.2 or 3.6 mm wide blade, then follow this cut with
an extra wide blade of the desired width (5 to 20 mm) and only then use the 2-part Chamfer blade
to bevel the outer edges
The 2 blades allow for the insertion of spacers in-between, which enables bevelling to any width
of cut
To avoid the angled diamond segments from developing grooves and prematurely losing their bevel,
increase or reduce the amount of spacers. By alternating the amount of spacers, the section of the
diamond segments bevelling the concrete edge is being varied, which ensures the bevel on the
blades is maintained till worn out.
Simply raise or lower the machine (blade) height to accommodate the correct width of cut
This blade is best operated on 20-27 HP machines and it is strongly recommended to use a jockey
wheel at the front of the saw to eliminate the machine from dropping lower / deeper into the cut.

20 - 27 HP
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Product details

Order No.

350 x 10 (x2) x 16٭٭٭

DFS0350-CHAM-01
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HPX
(50 HP+)

FLOOR SAWS AND GROOVERS.
Electric powered saws.

EE

EE

LP

LP

Core Cut early entry saw CC165-BVXL-EE

Core Cut early entry saw CC190HXL-EE

Core Cut floor saw CC1305E3XL-18

Core Cut floor saw CC1810E3XL-20P

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Reliable skid plate system for green
concrete
Heavy duty design but light weight enough
for two people to lift
Cyclone air filter for increased air flow
Up-cut design to keep debris from going
back in the cut
Blade raise / lower mechanical mechanism
with spring loaded release
Single ribbed drive belt

•
•
•
•
•

Heavy duty handle design
Self aligning blade shaft bearings
Handles can be pointed in or out for
operator ease
Easy access to battery with heavy duty
isolator switch to prevent battery drain
Up-cut design to keep debris out of the
cut line
Lifting hook for easy transport
Spring loaded skid plate that keeps it
down on the surface
Self-propelled

•

Three phase saw, ideal for indoor work
Heavy duty frame design
Slip-on blade guards
Left or right side sawing
Screw feed raise and lower
Cyclone air filter
Through rear axle for added strength
3 V-belts for extra power delivery to the
blade shaft
Solid, sealed self aligning blade shaft
bearings

•
•
•
•
•

Large saw features in a medium saw design
Screw feed raise and lower system
Electric start with pull start backup (Briggs
Vanguard model)
Easy access to battery with heavy duty
battery isolator switch to prevent
battery drain
Left or right sawing
Lifting hook standard on all models
Variety of power options
Self aligning blade shaft bearings

Max. blade Ø: 150 mm
Max. cutting depth: 30 mm

Max. blade Ø: 350 mm
Max. cutting depth: 92 mm

Max. blade Ø: 500 mm
Max. cutting depth: 190 mm

Max. blade Ø: 500 mm
Max. cutting depth: 190 mm

Blade mounting: Right

Blade mounting: Right

Blade mounting: Left or right

Blade mounting: Left or right

6.5 HP Briggs

20 HP Honda

5 HP | 50 Hz | 380 V

10 HP | 50 Hz | 380 V

Blade raise and lower: Mechanical
mechanism with spring loaded release

Blade raise and lower: Electric actuator

Blade raise and lower: manual

Blade raise and lower: manual

Manual

Self-propelled

Manual

Self-propelled

48 kg

190 kg

111.13 kg
L x W x H: 1,556 x 578 x 1,051 mm

191 kg
L x W x H: 1,371 x 792 x 1,016 mm

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC115H6EA
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Order No. MFS-CCT-CC11918H-14

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC1305E3-XL

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC1810E3-S
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Early entry saws.

LP

MP

LP

LP

Core Cut floor saw CC2515E-20

Core Cut floor saw CC3725E

Core Cut floor saw CC1211H-18

Core Cut floor saw CC1820HXL-20S

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Delivering the power of a large saw with a
compact size
Rigid high strength 5 mm steel box frame
with heavy bar reinforcement
Positive gear drive to rear axle via Eaton
hydrostatic transmission
Slip on blade guard, left and right hand
sawing capabilities

•
•
•
•

Frame designed for higher torque from
high horsepower engines
Forward position motor for more weight at
the blade and less on the operator
Self-propelled
Front pivot allows easy turning
Multi-function control handle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water tank and lifting bale (water tank
included)
Heavy duty design, but light weight enough
for 2 people to lift and carry
Slip-on blade guard
Single ribbed belt
Screw feed raise and lower
Heavy duty handles offer no slack and will
not rattle
Cyclone air filter
Easy to read built-in depth indicator
Left or right side sawing

•
•
•

Heavy duty handle design
Left or right side sawing
Screw feed raise and lower system
Self aligning blade shaft bearings
Easy access to battery with heavy duty
battery isolator switch to prevent
battery drain
Lifting hook standard on all models
Transmission: Eaton Model 6
Tach / hour meter

Max. blade Ø: 650 mm
Max. cutting depth: 265 mm

Max. blade Ø: 750 mm
Max. cutting depth: 900 mm

Max. blade Ø: 500 mm
Max. cutting depth: 190 mm

Max. blade Ø: 600 mm
Max. cutting depth: 230 mm

Blade mounting: Left and right

Blade mounting: Left and right

Blade mounting: Left and right

Blade mounting: Left and right

15 HP | 50 Hz | 380 V

25
HP | 50 Hz | 380 V

11 HP Honda

10 HP | 50 Hz | 380 V

Blade raise and lower: Electro-hydraulic
pump

Blade raise and lower:
Electro-hydraulic pump

Blade raise and lower: manual

Blade raise and lower: manual

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

Manual

Self-propelled

350 kg
L x W x H: 1,219 x 863 x 1,397 mm

643 kg
L x W x H: 1,475 x 800 x 1,225 mm

125 kg
L x W x H: 1,194 x 787 x 1,320 mm

213 kg
L x W x H: 1,371 x 762 x 1,016 mm

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC2515E-20
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Order No. MFS-CCT-CC3725E-30

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC1213HS

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC1820H-S
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LP to HP petrol saws.

MP

HP

HPX

HPX

Core Cut floor saw CC2525KC-20

Core Cut floor saw CC3535JBV-20

Core Cut floor saw CC6566D

Core Cut floor saw CC6566D

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Delivering the power of a large saw with a
compact size
Rigid high strength 5 mm steel box frame
with heavy bar reinforcement
Positive gear drive to rear axle via Eaton
hydrostatic transmission
Slip on blade guard, left and right hand
sawing capabilities

•
•
•
•
•
•

Self propelled hydrostatic transmission and
30% more torque due to the new jack shaft
design
Fits through 750 mm door
Strongest frame in the market
Utilizes many components used on the
bigger Core Cut saws
Great mid-size saw for general cutting
Cyclone air filter
Slip on blade guard (fits both sides)

•
•

1-speed blade shaft rpm
Geared for 26” blade size
66 HP water cooled Kubota Turbo Diesel Tier
4 engine means the rpm can be lowered to
achieve the correct rpm for 1,000 mm blades
of 1,300 rpm
Increased production with lower
maintenance costs and better fuel
efficiency
Hydrostatic transmission drive

•
•
•
•

3-speed gear box for optimum blade
shaft rpm
Geared for 20” / 30” / 42” blade sizes
Features a 66 HP water cooled Kubota
Turbo Diesel Tier 4 engine
Increased production with lower
maintenance costs and better fuel
efficiency
Hydrostatic transmission drive

Max. blade Ø: 650 mm
Max. cutting depth: 265 mm

Max. blade Ø: 800 mm
Max. cutting depth: 340 mm

Max. blade Ø: 1,050 mm
Max. cutting depth: 450 mm

Max. blade Ø: 1,158 mm
Max. cutting depth: 500 mm

Blade mounting: Left and right

Blade mounting: Left and right

Blade mounting: Left and right

Blade mounting: Left and right

25 HP Kohler

35 HP Briggs

66 HP Kubota T-Diesel

66 HP Kubota T-Diesel

Blade raise and lower: Electro-hydraulic
pump

Blade raise and lower:
Electro-hydraulic pump

Blade raise and lower: Electro-hydraulic
pump

Blade raise and lower: Electro-hydraulic
pump

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

125 kg
L x W x H: 1,219 x 863 x 1,397 mm

213 kg
L x W x H: 1,371 x 762 x 1,016 mm

701 kg
L x W x H: 1,780 x 1,120 x 1,480 mm

895 kg
L x W x H: 1,780 x 1,120 x 1,480 mm

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC2527KC-20
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Order No. MFS-CCT-CC3535JBV-20

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC6566D-1-26

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC6566D-3-30
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Large saws.

HPX

HPX

HPX

Core Cut floor saw CC7074I-26

Core Cut floor saw CC7074I-42

Core Cut floor saw CC9074DK-60

Core Cut floor saw CC110D-DC

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

1-speed blade shaft rpm
Geared for 26” blade size
Rpm can be lowered to achieve the correct
rpm for 48” / 1,200 mm blades of 1,200 rpm
Increased production with lower maintenance costs and better fuel efficiency
Inline configuration with water cooled right
angle direct drive gearbox
Oil bath blade shaft for low maintenance
Hydraulic wheel motor drive
Automatic water shut-off: conserves water
and eases operation
Hood and side panels open for easy service
access

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3-speed gear box for optimum blade
shaft rpm
Geared for 26” / 36” / 42” blade sizes
Rpm can be lowered to achieve the correct
rpm for 48” / 1,200 mm blades of 1,200 rpm
Increased production with lower maintenance costs and better fuel efficiency
Inline configuration with water cooled right
angle direct drive gearbox
Oil bath blade shaft for low maintenance
Hydraulic wheel motor drive
Automatic water shut-off: conserves water
and eases operation
Hood and side panels open for easy service
access

•
•
•
•
•

Advanced digital 7” display with engine
service alerts and maintenance reminders
Auto Water System (AWS): automatically
starts / stops water to the blade when in and
out of the cut
Undercarriage slurry flap to minimize slurry
build-up on rear axle components
Effective weight balance for optimum
performance
Fast attach blade guard stabiliser with
quick disconnect ball joints to speed guard
removal
Enclosed rear wheel motors that are
hydraulically driven with centre swivel for
easy tracking adjustment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Features powerful 110 HP Cummins Diesel
engine
Charge air cooled engine: The intake air is
30 degrees cooler than the ambient air
Complete skid plate that protects the belt
and blade shaft bearings
2-1/2” diameter blade shaft and bearing
Cleanest running diesel engine in any large
walk behind saw
Outboard bearing support
6 bolt blade collars with safety hub
Includes low oil alert, rpm counter, hour
meter, amp meter warning light, parking
brake and high temperature shut off

Max. blade Ø: 1,200 mm
Max. cutting depth: 500 mm

Max. blade Ø: 1,200 mm
Max. cutting depth: 500 mm

Max. blade Ø: 1,500 mm
Max. cutting depth: 635 mm

Max. blade Ø: 1,800 mm
Max. cutting depth: 815 mm

Blade mounting: Left and right

Blade mounting: Left and right

Blade mounting: Left and right

Blade mounting: Left and right

74 HP Kubota Inline T-Diesel

74 HP Kubota Inline T-Diesel

74 HP Kubota T-Diesel

110 HP Cummins Diesel

Blade raise and lower:
Electro-hydraulic pump

Blade raise and lower:
Electro-hydraulic pump

Blade raise and lower: Electro-hydraulic
power unit with push button control

Blade raise & lower:
Electro-hydraulic pump

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

933.75 kg
L x W x H: 3,556 x 927.1 x 1,333.5 mm

956.25 kg
L x W x H: 1,650 x 927.1 x 1,333.5 mm

1300 kg
L x W x H: 1,450 x 950 x 1725 mm

1,147.5 kg
L x W x H: 3,200 x 991 x 1,803 mm

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC7074I-1-26
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Order No. MFS-CCT-CC7074I-3-42

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC9000-01

Order No. MFS-CCT-CC8110D-DC
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HPX

Blade guards.
Product details

HPX

Blade guards for all saws CC2500 and above
Slip on blade guard 14" / 350 mm
Metric tapered mount

Slip on blade guard 20" / 500 mm
•

Slip on blade guard 36" / 900 mm
•

•

Slip on blade guard 42" / 1,050 mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Max. blade Ø: 1,500 mm
Max. cutting depth: 600 mm
Blade mounting: Left and right

•

MFSX-CCT-GA6010962

Metric tapered mount
MFSX-CCT-GA6010964

Metric tapered mount

Slip on blade guard 60" / 1,500 mm
•

MFSX-CCT-GA6010960

Metric tapered mount

Slip on blade guard 54" / 1,350 mm
•

MFSX-CCT-GA6010958

Metric tapered mount

Slip on blade guard 48" / 1,200 mm
•

MFSX-CCT-GA6010956

Metric tapered mount

Core Cut rider saw CC8574DD-60
Engine and hydraulic cooler work of the
engine-mounted fan
Coolers located at the rear of the saw to
reduce fouling
Reservoir with clean out access
Infinitely variable blade speed
Programmable depth stop
Updated rear drive motor with increased
load capacity, higher top speed, integral
parking brake
Steering actuator for improved control
Positive neutral lock for wheel drive
Large diameter front and rear wheels for
better traction
Trailers itself up to a 12 degree incline

MFSX-CCT-GA6010954

Metric tapered mount

Slip on blade guard 30" / 750 mm
•

MFSX-CCT-GA6010952

Metric tapered mount

Slip on blade guard 26" / 650 mm
•

MFSX-CCT-GA6010950

MFSX-CCT-GA6010966

Metric tapered mount

Blade guards for CC1300 and CC1800
Slip on blade guard 20" / 500 mm
•
•

Slip on blade guard 24" / 600 mm
•
•

MFSX-CCT-GA6048904

Taper type slim CC1300 / CC1800
Only fits CC1300 / CC1507E / CC1800

MFSX-CCT-GA6048258

Taper type slim CC1300 / CC1800
Only fits CC1300 / CC1507E / CC1800

74 HP Deutz T-Diesel

Blade raise and lower: Hydraulic

Self-propelled

1,800 kg
L x W x H: 3,283 x 1,642 x 1,721 mm
Order No. MFS-CCT-CC8072-30
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•

•

Order No.

Core Cut groover CG-1E (Electric)

Core Cut groover CG-1G (Petrol)

Core Cut groover CG-2E (Electric)

Core Cut groover CG-2D (Diesel)

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fits 12” / 300 mm blades, producing a max.
width of cut / groove of 10” / 250 mm
Self propelled hydrostatic transmission
Power raise and lower system
Heavy duty construction to handle big jobs
Useful for creating textured anti-slip areas
for improved traction
Compact and manoeuvrable in hard to
reach areas
An affordable alternative to large grinding
machines

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fits 12” / 300 mm blades, producing a max.
width of cut / groove of 10” / 250 mm
Self propelled hydrostatic transmission
Power raise and lower system
Heavy duty construction to handle big jobs
Useful for creating textured anti-slip areas
for improved traction
Compact and manoeuvrable in hard to
reach areas
An affordable alternative to large grinding
machines

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fits 12” / 300 mm blades, producing a max.
width of cut / groove of 16” / 400 mm
Self propelled hydrostatic transmission
Power raise and lower system
Heavy duty construction to handle big jobs
Useful for creating textured anti-slip areas
for improved traction
Compact and manoeuvrable in hard to
reach areas
An affordable alternative to large grinding
machines

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fits 12” / 300 mm blades, producing a max.
width of cut / groove of 16” / 400 mm
Self propelled hydrostatic transmission
Power raise and lower system
Heavy duty construction to handle big jobs
Useful for creating textured anti-slip areas
for improved traction
Compact and manoeuvrable in hard to
reach areas
An affordable alternative to large grinding
machines

Max. blade Ø: 300 mm
Max. grooving width: 250 mm

Max. blade Ø: 300 mm
Max. grooving width: 250 mm

Max. blade Ø: 300 mm
Max. grooving width: 400 mm

Max. blade Ø: 300 mm
Max. grooving width: 400 mm

15 HP | 50 Hz | 380 V

15 HP | 50 Hz | 380 V

30 HP | 50 Hz | 380 V

49 HP Deutz

Blade raise and lower:
Electro-hydraulic pump

Blade raise and lower: Electro-hydraulic
pump

Blade raise and lower: Electro-hydraulic
pump

Blade raise and lower:
Electro-hydraulic pump

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

354 kg
L x W x H: 1,660 x 1,020 x 560 mm

354 kg
L x W x H: 1,660 x 1,020 x 560 mm

810 kg
L x W x H: 1,327 x 683 x 1,048 mm

1,035 kg
L x W x H: 1,327 x 683 x 1,048 mm

Order No. MFS-CCT-CG001
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Order No. MFS-CCT-CG1G24

Order No. MFS-CCT-CG2

Order No. MFS-CCT-CG2S49
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Groover machines.

STATIONARY SAW BLADES.

STATIONARY SAW BLADES.
ZM528AD - Premium AAA.
•
•
Shaver DTF 25SH

Core Cut bump cutter PC1504

•

•

•
•

•
•

Surface is carefully „grinded off“ instead of
chipped away which makes the machine
run calmly and produces a smooth surface
Drum which is equipped with diamond
blades which removes the material very
precisely
For grooving or milling you can choose
between two different diamond blades:
one for rough and one for smooth surface
preparation
For running the machine you must connect
the water cooling system so the diamond
blades do not overheat
Do not run the side attachment unit at the
same time as the main cylinder

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Capable of grinding to within 254 mm of a
vertical wall
Fast, nimble and easy to use
Equipped with odometer that measures
total footage (meters) ground and has
a re-setable daily production odometer and
feet (meters) per minute indicator
Front bogey assembly is adjustable for an
effective wheelbase of 2.74 m to 3.35 m
(centre of cutting head to centre of front
bogey)
On board vacuum system with diaphragm
slurry pump and silencer
Depth control wheels are side to side
adjustable for accurate cut matching
Manually adjusted grooving depth control
wheels attach to mainframe on blade-shaft
centre line for accurate depth control
Excellent for airport grooving

Cutting width: 250 mm

For pre-stressed concrete, railway sleepers and green / cured concrete over 30 mPa
Suitable for stationary saws for precast

Product details

Order No.

600 x 5 x 10 ZM528AD٭٭٭

DFS0600-DC001

GX129AX1D - Premium AAA.
•
•

Green / cured concrete over 30 mPa
Suitable for stationary saws for precast

3 x 400 V | 50 Hz

Self-propelled

Max. blade Ø: 355.6 mm
Cutting width: 965.2 mm

220 kg
L x W x H: 1,150 x 480 x 1,150 m

Caterpillar® 7.1 l
260 HP (193.8kw) @ 2,100 rpm

Diamond blades

9,147 kg
L x W x H: 8,830 x 2,130 x 3,040 mm

Order No. MFG-HOL-DTF25SH
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Order No. MFS-CCT-PC1504

Product details

Order No.

800 x 8.5 x 12 GX129AX1D٭٭٭

DFS0800-DC-001

1,014 x 8.5 x 12 GX129AX1D٭٭٭

DFS1000-DC-001

1,100 x 8.5 x 12 GX129AX1D٭٭٭

DFS1100-DC-001
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See page 161 for accessories / blades

WSL - Premium AAA.

WALL SAWING.

•
•
•

Reinforced concrete
Suitable for wall saws up to 15 kW (LP)
60 mm bore, CC85, (Husqvarna, WS220 Prime)

WALL SAW BLADES.

Product details

Order No.

ZERO WSM - Premium AAA.

600 x 4.7 x 12 WSL٭٭٭

DWS0600-LP010

•
•
•
•

900 x 4.7 x 12 WSL٭٭٭

DWS0900-LP010

Reinforced concrete
Suitable for wall saws between 15 kW - 25 kW (MP)
Very fast cutting
Multi-fit, 60 mm bore with flush cut pattern (Hilti, Hydrostress, Husqvarna WS440, WS463, WS482)
MP
(15 kW - 25 kW)
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Product details

Order No.

615 x 5.0 x 12 ZERO٭٭٭
52* 24 x 5.0 x 12 C5ZW

DWS0600-MP001

815 x 5.0 x 12 ZERO٭٭٭
70* 24 x 5.0 x 12 C5ZW

DWS0800-MP001

908 x 4.7 x 12 ZERO٭٭٭
79* 24 x 4.7 x 12 C5ZW

DWS0900-MP001

1,015 x 4.7 x 12 ZERO٭٭٭
87* 24 x 4.7 x 12 C5ZW

DWS1000-MP001

1,200 x 4.7 x 12 ZERO٭٭٭
106* 24 x 4.7 x 12 C5ZW

DWS1200-MP001

1,400 x 4.7 x 12 ZERO٭٭٭
123* 24 x 4.7 x 12 C5ZW

DWS1400-MP001

1,600 x 4.7 x 12 ZERO٭٭٭
141* 24 x 4.7 x 12 C5ZW

DWS1600-MP001

2,000 x 4.7 x 10 TENEX٭٭

DWS2000TXMP-C7

2,200 x 4.7 x 10 TENEX٭٭

DWS2200TXMP-C7
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LP
(up to 15 kW)

The Tyrolit Hydrostress P2 technology range.

WALL SAWS.

Most of our wall saw and wire saw range is part of the Tyrolit Hydrostress P2 high-frequency
range. The corresponding products are marked on the next pages.

Multi-application and component sharing
The Tyrolit Hydrostress P2 high-frequency
range allows electrical component sharing,
therefore maximising its versatility
and reducing total investment costs.
The main drive motor, power pack
and remote control are compatible
with the following equipment:
WSE1621 wall saw

DB1000 core
drill gear box

CCE25 circular wire
saw

WCU17 wire saw - components and features
Greatly simplified
handling of the wire
storage.
Easy start-up thanks
to multiple pully
drive.

Blade guard: newly-designed,
extremely light, robust and
particularly user-friendly

Assembled in no
time: ergonomic, compact and
weight-optimised
main components

Shared components
(you only need one complete system)
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•

•

•

Blade mount: suitable for blade
diameters of up to 1,600 mm and
a max cutting depth of 705 mm.

20 kW main drive motor: easy to
assembly and disassemble thanks
to tool-free quick connection

WSE1621 wall saw - components only

•

Example:
WSE1621 wall saw - components and features

WSE1621 wall saw system complete

•

WCU17 wire
saw

Power pack and remote control:
Easy operation through compact
and simpler control as well as
easier-to-use remote control with
LCD display

Part of the Tyrolit P2 technology range (p. 100)

•

Developed for universal usage and daily use
on the construction site
Assembly and disassembly are done in an
instant thanks to the ultralight blade guard
and the tool-free motor fastening
Radio remote control comes with a display
informing the user about all important
details during cutting
Game-changing P2 Technology allows
for outstanding reliability combined with
optimised power
Includes:
•
Wall saw head with feed motors
•
Power pack and radio remote
•
20 kW main drive motor
•
Blade guard 1,000 mm AIO linear
•
1 wall saw track G type 1,100 mm alu
•
1 Wall saw track G type 2,200 mm alu
•
3 wall saw track feet for V type alu flat
•
Transport trolley and tool box

All components as WSE1621 wall saw system
complete except:
•
20 kW main drive motor
•
Power pack and radio remote

Max blade diameter: 1,600 mm

Max cut depth: 705 mm

380 V | 32 A | 16 A| 50 Hz | 20 kW

Total weight of all components:
185.3 kg
Order No. MWS-TYT-WSE1621-KIT

Total weight of all components:
125 kg
Order No. MWS-TYT-WSE1621-COMP
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Part of the Tyrolit P2 technology range (p. 100)

WIRE SAWING.
Hydraulic wall saw system

DIAMOND WIRE.
BS-C40 - Premium AAA.

WSE2226 wall saw system complete

Hydraulic wall systems

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Developed for the toughest and most
exacting applications
With a cutting depth of up to 1,005 mm, it is
particularly suitable for major cutting tasks
P2 drive concept enables the combination
of extreme reliability and optimum performance with low service requirements and
reduced service costs
Standard remote control enhances ease
of use and safety in the workplace
Includes:
•
Wall saw head with feed motors
•
Control box with remote
•
26 kW drive motor
•
Blade guard 1,000 mm 3 pc All-in-one
AIO
•
1 wall saw track G type 2,200 mm alu
•
1 wall saw track G type 1,100 mm alu
•
3 wall saw track foot for V type alu flat
•
Transport trolley and tool box

Available upon request
Various models available
Best suited to Tyrolit Hydrostress power
packs

•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy reinforced concrete
40 sintered beads per meter, with spring and rubber coating
Extremely durable and versatile diamond wire that can handle tough conditions
Very cost effective: 1 linear meter produces 1-4 square meters of lifetime
Cutting speed is generally 2-3 square meters per hour
Operating speed: soft concrete & low steel content: 20-25 m/s, hard concrete & heavy steel 15-20 m/s

Product details

Order No.

Dia-wire | Sintered | 1 m | Ø10.5 mm٭٭٭

DWI1000-BS40

BG-FE70 - Premium AAA.
•
•
•
•
•

Max blade diameter: 2,200 mm

Heavy reinforced concrete and pure steel
It features 48 galvanic / vacuum brazed beads and rubber coating with spring
To cut 1 square meter of steel you will require 20 linear meters of diamond wire
Setup is crucial and tight corners must be avoided, use notching pulleys
Operating speed: hard concrete & heavy steel 15-20 m/s, pure steel 10-15 m/s

Max cut depth: 1,005 mm

380 V | 38 A | 50 Hz | 26 kW

Max blade diameter: 2,200 mm

Total weight of all components:
73 kg

Max cut depth: 1,005 mm

Order No. MWS-TYT-WSE2226-KIT
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Product details

Order No.

Dia-wire | Vacuum brazed | 1 m | Ø10.5 mm | BG-FE70٭٭٭

DWI1000-DWMS

Order No. Available on request
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Part of the Tyrolit P2 technology range (p. 100)

WIRE SAWS.
Wire saw accessories.
Product details

Order No.

Wire hydraulic hand press

MWSX-HOL-WSC08

Crimp with case
(8 ton) 80 kN Cembre

Wire press / crimp insert (spare pair)
•

•

MWSX-HOL-WSPNT03

200 mm for corner and start up assistance

Universal wire pulley device (xmas tree)
•
•

MWSX-HOL-WSCI08

MK9-60 Replacement jaws for Cembre

Wire notching pulley on frame
•

MWSX-HOL-WSPUT04

2 on 1
Ø200 mm - Hydrostress divert wire any
direction
1 rig, 2 double pulley sets

Wire plunge saw kit comp (Pair)

WCU17 wire saw system complete

WCU17 wire saw - components only

•

•

•
MWSX-HOL-WSPSK01

•
•
•

Pin pusher tool (SMGV)
•

MWSX-TYT-SVR

Repair type SVR 11 mm
Single short sleeve

Wire joiner
•

MWSX-TYT-SMGV

For Universal wire joiner

Wire joiner
•
•

Part of the Tyrolit P2 technology range (p. 102)

•

Wire saw with extra large storage and long
stroke for maximum utilisation, application
and 12.6 m storage (17 m overall wire length)
Very finely adjustable feed with
wire-conserving smooth starting
Saw is assembled within a minute and can
be placed directly on the object to be cut
Intuitive and simple wire guidance
Expandable modular system can be driven
both electrically as well as hydraulically by
means of add-on kits
Includes:
•
Wire saw WCU17 incl. feed motor
•
Power pack and radio remote
•
20 kW main drive motor
•
Wire protection
•
Motor mounting kit
•
Gear drive kit WCU17
•
Template WCU17
•
Water lance 8 m Geka assy

All components as WCU17 wire saw system
complete except:
•
20 kW main drive motor
•
Power pack and radio remote

MWSX-TYT-VSG11

Universal type SVG10

Replacement bolt for SMGV wire joiner

MWSX-TYT-SWERKZ

17 m overall wire length

380 V | 32 A | 16 A | 50 Hz | 20 kW

Weight without cover: 86 kg
Weight with cover: 98 kg
L x W x H: 1,600 x 750 x 500 mm
Order No. MWI-TYT-WCU17-KIT
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Order No. MWI-TYT-WCU17-COMP
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•
•

Part of the Tyrolit P2 technology range (p. 102)

Hydraulic wire saw

WCU17 wire saw system hydraulic

SB wire saw

WCE18 wire saw

•

•
•

•
•

•

Hydraulic drive motor for the WCU17 wire
saw
Includes:
•
Wire saw WCU17 (incl. wire protection)
•
Drive kit WCU17 hydraulic
•
Hydraulic motor
•
Motor quick-change set
•
Template WCU17
•
Water lance 8 m Geka assy

•
•
•

Gross wire length 15.5 m
Suitable for structures with a scope of up to
10 m thanks to the large wire storage
Wire saw with plenty of wire storage packed
within a compact and mobile casing featuring a powerful multiple pulley transmission
Can be driven by hydraulic power packs as
well as by the modular WSE2226 system
with its striking 26 kW drive motor
Includes:
•
Wire Saw SB
•
Hydraulic Motor
•
Hydraulic leakage oil hose 8 m

•

Gross wire length 19 m
15 m of wire storage and a powerful 18 kW
high-performance drive for tough jobs in
high-performance sectors
Continuously variable wire speed from
0-25 m/s and the precisely adjustable tensile
force help provide maximum cutting
performance

17 m overall wire length

15 m overall wire length

19 m overall wire length

Requires 140 / 250 bar
@ 45-90 lpm

Requires 140 / 250 bar
@ 45-90 lpm

Water-cooled high-frequency motor
Output at 32 A: 18.5 kW | 400 V | 50 Hz

98 kg

170 kg
L x W x H: 1 310 x 735 x 750 mm

354 kg
L x W x H: 1,170 x 1,810 x 760 mm

Order No. MWI-TYT-WCU17-KITH
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Order No. MWI-TYT-SB-KIT-1

Cutting solutions.

Hydraulic wire saw

Order No. MWI-TYT-WCE18
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Circular wire saws.
Part of the Tyrolit P2 technology range (p. 102)

OTHER MACHINERY.
Hydraulic circular wire saw

CCE25 circular wire saw system

CCH25 circular wire saw system hydraulic

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Replaces expensive, heavy large bore drills
Covered wire guide ensures safe application
Well-thought-out design ensures simple
handling
Expandable modular system can be driven
both electrically as well as hydraulically by
means of add-on kits
Includes:
•
Circular wire saw CCE25
•
Drilling and circular wire saw
kit Universal
•
Electric main drive motor
•
Electric control unit incl. remote control

•
•

Replaces expensive, heavy large bore drills
Covered wire guide ensures safe application
Well-thought-out design ensures simple
handling
Expandable modular system can be driven
both electrically as well as hydraulically by
means of add-on kits
Includes:
•
Circular wire saw CCE25
•
Hydraulic feed motor
•
Hydraulic motor
•
Motor quick-change set

Makinex generator

Hydraulic power pack HPP09

•
•

•

•

•
•

Circular cuts of Ø 500 – 2,500 mm

380 V | 32 A | 16 A | 50 Hz | 20 kW

Total weight of all components:
147.2 kg

Order No. on request
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POWER PACKS.

Makinex 10 kVA generator
Conveniently powers 2 single phase 15 A
machines or 1 three phase 20 A machine
Robust, powerful and reliable solution
for providing power to equipment and
tools, floor grinding, welders and brick
saws, air compressors and a wide range
of applications
Ideal for WEKA high frequency range or
medium size floor grinders
Includes RCBO protector (or residual circuit
breaker with overcurrent protection)

•
•
•

Operates any 20 lpm tools such as breakers,
saws, pumps and core drills at maximum
performance
Featuring hydraulic throttle control system
(Power On Demand): engine automatically
speeds up when tool is activated
Very compact: easy transportation in the
back of a car or in a van
Power pack has an integrated oil alert on
engine oil level

9 HP Honda

Circular cuts of Ø 500 - 2,500 mm

Requires 140 / 250 bar
@ 45-90 lpm

Honda gx390 (single cylinder air cooled petrol)
240 V single phase | 415 V three phase | 50 Hz |
8,000 W | 10 kVA

20l / min. at 150 bar

Total weight of all components:
147.2 kg

100 kg
L x W x H: 598 x 609 x 1,162 mm

81 kg
L x W x H: 680 x 560 x 593 mm

Order No. MWI-TYT-SL-KIT-1

Order No. MPP-HOL-010

Order No. MPP-HYC-HPP09
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Hydraulic power pack HPP18V MULTIFLEX

Drive PPH25 AA

Drive PPH25-RR AAA

•

•

•

•

•
•

For users in need of 20 to 40 lpm flows for
running our larger cut-off saws, ring saws
and large breakers
Extremely popular among users of high
performance diamond tools for drilling
and cutting concrete
HPP18V FLEX has both electric and
recoil start, so you can start it even with
a dead battery

•

•
•

HPP18V Multiflex is built on same platform
as HPP18V Flex but with a tandem gear
pump for two independent outlets
A third outlet where the two pumps are
connected for a flow up to 40 lpm makes
it perfect for operation of two 20 lpm tools
independently or one 30-40 lpm tool with
full performance
Eight different flow settings
With both electric and recoil start it can be
started, even if the battery is dead

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suitable for wall sawing, wire sawing and
drilling
2-stage control ensures optimum cutting
speeds for all applications
Simple and uncomplicated drive with
product features reduced to the essentials
Ergonomically arranged control panel
Safe due to high quality electronic
components
Manometer display for main and feed cycle
Air cooled
System includes:
•
Drive unit
•
Hydraulic hose pack FD 5 pc / 8 m (all
except PPH40) MAHS-15008-FD (1 pair of
main, 1 pair of feed, 1 water hose)

•

•
•
•
•
•

Suitable for wall sawing, wire sawing and
drilling
4-stage control ensures optimal cutting
speeds for all applications and the potentiometer of the remote control ensures
a wire-conserving smooth start / soft start
Freedom of movement thanks to remote
control. All remote control functions are
adjustable.
Three-way switch, secondary connections,
operating hours counter
Plastic cover can be removed without tools
Water cooled
System includes:
•
Drive unit
•
Hydraulic hose pack FD 5 pc / 8 m (all
except PPH40) MAHS-15008-FD (1 pair of
main, 1 pair of feed, 1 water hose)
•
Hydraulic hose pack FF (feed) 2 pc / 8 m
(all PP) (1 pair of feed)

4-speed
380 V | 50 Hz | 42 A | 25 kW

18 HP Briggs

18 HP Briggs

2-speed
380 V | 50 Hz | 42 A | 25 kW

20-30-40 l / min. at 160 bar

20-30-40 l / min. at 160 bar

Stage 1: 45 l / min. at 230 bar
Stage 2: 50 l / min. at 200 bar

Stage 1: 45 l / min. at 230 bar
Stage 2: 50 l / min. at 200 bar
Stage 3: 60 l / min. at 170 bar
Stage 4: 70 l/ min. at 140 bar

108 kg
L x W x H: 842 x 600 x 688 mm

112 kg
L x W x H: 805 x 625 x 695 mm

145 kg
L x W x H: 720 x 475 x 988 mm

170 kg
L x W x H: 760 x 550 x 1,140 mm

Order No. MPP-HYC-HPP18V-FLEX
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Order No. MPP-HYC-HPP18Multi

Order No. MPP-TYT-PPH25S-KIT-1

Order No. MPP-TYT-PPH25RR-KIT
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Hydraulic power pack HPP18V FLEX

Power pack accessories.
Product details

Order No.

Hydraulic Hose Set (rubber)

MHHX-HOL-10M

10 m with couplings

Hydraulic Hose Set (rubber)
•

20 m with couplings

Hose pack FD
•
•

Drive PPH40-RR AAA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suitable for wall sawing, wire sawing and
drilling
4-stage control ensures optimal cutting
speeds for all applications
Potentiometer of the remote control
ensures a wire-conserving smooth
start / soft start
Freedom of movement thanks to remote
control
Three-way switch, secondary connections,
operating hours counter
Plastic cover can be removed without tools
Water cooled
System includes:
•
Drive unit
•
Hydraulic hose pack FF (feed) 2pc / 8m
(all PP)(1 pair of feed)
•
Hydraulic hose pack FD 3pc / 8m
(PPH40) (1 pair of main, 1 water hose)

ZSP-TYT-976207

3 pc / 8 m (PPH40) (1 pair of main, 1 water
hose)

Leakage oil hose
•
•

ZSP-TYT-975672

2 pc / 8 m (all PP) (1 pair of feed)

Hose pack FD
•

ZSP-TYT-976206

5 pc / 8 m (all except PPH40)
MAHS-15008-FD (1 pair of main, 1 pair of
feed, 1 water hose)

Hose pack FF (feed)
•

MHHX-HOL-20M

ZSP-TYT-974066

8m
FIRG 99HS-08014-OL

4-speed
380 V | 50 Hz | 60 A | 40 kW
Stage 1: 65 l / min. at 250 bar
Stage 2: 75 l / min. at 220 bar
Stage 3: 80 l / min. at 200 bar
Stage 4: 90 l / min. at 180 bar
238 kg
L x W x H: 820 x 560 x 1,260 mm
Order No. MPP-TYT-PPH40RR-KIT
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•

CONCRETE CRUSHING AND BURSTING.
Concrete bursting.

Crusher BZ

Hydrostress crusher power pack BW2

Burster head CP-110

Burster head BTH350

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

For wall thicknesses of 120 to 300 mm
The crusher for controlled demolition
without water, noise, dust or vibrations
The weight-optimised high-strength
aluminium body can be comfortably
operated by 2 persons
Various pressure head accessories available

•

Working pressure up to 750 bar
Suitable for crusher BZ
Small, handy and lightweight drive with
removable main motor
Easy transport due to detachable motor

•
•
•

This pressing tool enables controlled
demolition without water, noise, dust
or vibrations
Safety due to special hose connection
system
Pressure plates ensure even pressure
distribution and pass expansion
With screw connection

•
•

This pressing tool enables controlled
demolition without water, noise, dust
or vibrations
Safety due to special hose connection
system
Pressure plates ensure even pressure
distribution and pass expansion

Crushing force: 30 tons

Wall thickness: 120 - 300 mm

Pressing force: 108 tons
No. of pistons: 3
Stroke: 24 mm

Pressing force: 260 tons
No. of pistons: 2
Stroke: 50 mm

Dry application

Water-cooled electric motor
200 / 230 / 380 / 400 / 460 V | 50 / 60 Hz | 16 A
10 kW

Required Ø (with pressure plate): 130 mm
Required Ø (without pressure plate): 110 mm

Required Ø (with pressure plate): 200 mm
Required Ø (without pressure plate):
Not recommended

47 kg
L x W x H: 530 x 290 x 910 mm

64 kg (with motor), 34 kg (without motor)
L x W x H: 800 x 510 x 1,050 mm

15 kg

36 kg

Order No. ZSP-TYT-975197
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Order No. MPP-TYT-BW2-KIT

Order No. ZSP-TYT-975756

Order No. ZSP-TYT-10986983
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Concrete crushing.

DIAMOND BLADE SPEED CHART.
Each diamond blade must be operated at the correct blade rpm. This is in correlation to the diamond
blade diameter, machine used and material being cut.
Rotation per minute at speed in meters / second

High pressure pump AU 400/50 EU
•
•
•
•

Hard
material,
heavy
steel
m/s

Press force: 0.5 l / min. at 2,000 bar
Low pressure: 2.4 l / min. at 150 bar
Booster pressure 14.4 l / min. at 80 bar
Air-cooled electric motor
380 V | 10 A | 50 Hz | 2.2 kW
127 kg
750 x 560 x 755 mm
Order No. ZSP-TYT-975754
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40

Dry cutting
Hard
Soft
material,
material,
heavy
low steel
steel

50

60

70

Soft
material,
low steel

80

100

Ø

Blade diameter

•

Wet sawing

Suitable for pressing tools CP110 and
BTH350
The high-pressure drive generates a
pressing force of up to 2,100 tonnes.
User-friendly thanks to clear inspection and
control panel
Accessories: Distributor head for 8 pressing
tools
Two separately adjustable outputs for
controlled pressing work

m/s
Ø

100

7,640

9,550

11,460

15,280

19,100

100

105

6,640

8,300

9,960

13,290

16,610

105

125

6,110

7,640

9,170

12,220

12,730

125

150

5,090

6,370

7,640

10,190

10,610

150

180

4,240

5,310

6,370

8,490

9,550

180

200

3,820

4,775

5,730

6,685

7,640

8,300

200

230

3,322

4,152

4,982

5,813

6,643

7,640

230

250

3,056

3,820

4,582

5,348

6,112

6,370

250

300

2,547

3,183

3,820

4,456

5,093

5,460

300

350

2,183

2,728

3,274

3,820

4,366

4,770

350

400

1,910

2,387

2,865

3,342

3,820

4,240

400

450

1,698

2,122

2,547

2,971

3,395

450

500

1,528

1,910

2,292

2,674

3,056

500

550

1,389

1,736

2,084

2,431

2,778

550

600

1,273

1,592

1,910

2,228

2,547

600

650

1,175

1,469

1,763

650

700

1,091

1,364

1,637

700

750

1,019

1,273

1,528

750

800

955

1,194

1,432

800

900

849

1,061

1,273

900

m/s

40

50

60

70

80

100

m/s

Blade speed
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SAFETY AND TROUBLE-SHOOTING.

Do’s
Pay attention to the safety recommendations.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING.
Problem

Possible cause

Solution

Rapid wear

Diamond bond for the material being
cut is too soft, causing the diamonds
to become over‐exposed.

Use a blade with a harder bond
system.

Blade wears out of round which
accelerates wear normally due to
bad bearing, worn shaft or blade
specification too hard for the material.

Inspect blade shaft bearings.

A loose drive belt results in low blade
speed and effective softening of the
blade specification.

Tighten the drive belt.

The arrow on the blade indicating the direction of rotation must
coincide with the direction of the machine.

Wear hearing protection.

Blade speed / machine rpm are too low Refer to blade speed chart and adjust
for aggregate.
accordingly.
Inadequate water supply, caused by
blocked or damaged water tubes.

Wear safety glasses.
Undercutting

Wear a dust mask or respirator.

The term used when the steel body wears to a knife edge leading to diamond

segment loss. Caused by insufficient slurry flushing from the cut (abrasive or
loose material) or when blade is inserted too deep (cutting into asphalt base
material).
Blade has no undercut protection and
slurry is not removed quickly enough.

Ensure the blade specification has
diamond protection segments (under
cut segments) to assist removal of the
slurry from the cut.

Water flow is too low and the slurry is
not removed sufficiently enough and
thereby causing undercutting.

Check water supply, as increased
water flow will wash slurry from the
contact area and reduce undercutting.

Blade is cutting below the asphalt
into the sub‐base. Constant rubbing
of loose material results in premature
wear and has no beneficial effect on
the cut surface.

Ensure the blade is not cutting below
the surface.

The blade spec is too hard for the
material being cut.

Check the specification is correct and
adjust accordingly. Dull blades can be
sharpened by cutting a soft abrasive
material or using a Holer sharpening
block.

Machine has insufficient horsepower
for the used blade specification.

Either change the blade or the
machine being used.

Machine drive belt needs
re‐tensioning.

Re-tension machine drive.

Rotation of the blade is incorrect.

Ensure correct direction of rotation.
See the arrow on the blade for the
correct direction of rotation.

Wear gloves.

Fitting must be carried out by a competent person. Hand tighten
the flange nut only. Check that flanges are clean and of equal size.
Carry out a free running test.

Use a blade guard.
Blade will not cut

Dont’s

Blades in this information leaflet are not suitable
for grinding / scrubbing.

Do not use damaged blades.

Do not tilt or subject the blade to lateral stress or pressure. Instead,
guide the blade straight into the material and carry out a slight
pendulum movement. The weight of the machine is sufficient.

Check water tubes and continue with
steady and sufficient water flow.

Damaged and incorrectly fitted or applied blades are hazardous
and can lead to serious injuries.
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SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS.

Possible cause

Solution

Over heating

The most common cause of blade failure. Overheating can cause many other
problems such as loss of tension, core cracks and segment loss.
Overheating is evident by black or blue discolouration on the steel core.

Problem

Possible cause

Solution

Uneven segment wear

Wet cutting – insufficient water,
generally on one side of the blade.

Flush water system and ensure water
is equally distributed to both sides of
the blade.

Blade is worn out of round due to bad
bearing or worn arbor.

Replace and repair bearings or shaft as
required.

Segments worn on one side reducing
side clearance.

Check wheels and wheel alignment
on saw.

Blade shaft bearing may be worn.

Fit new bearing and ensure regular
lubrication.

The blade is too hard for the material
being cut, resulting in blade hammering and wearing out of round.

Choose a blade with a softer bond.

The machine spindle may have a
groove scored in it as a result of a
previous blade slipping on the spindle.

Replace spindle or shaft.

Blade core has been overheating.

Ensure sufficient water supply for wet
cut blades.

The blade is too hard for the
application, causing the blade to
deviate in the cut.

Choose a softer blade.

The blade is not running at the right
rpm.

Refer to the blade speed rpm chart
(see page 117) and match accordingly.

The machine bearing shaft is worn
and the flanges are not of the correct
and same size.

Replace the machine bearing and
ensure the flanges are correct and the
same size.

The blade has been mounted
incorrectly.

Ensure blade is secure and not
spinning on the spindle. Check that
the drive pin is in place on all floor
saws.

You are using the blades for
applications they are not designed
to perform.

Blades are designed to perform
straight cuts, avoid any grinding,
scrubbing, shaping or circular
cuts.

Blade has been incorrectly aligned
when mounting, resulting in the
blade hammering.

Ensure blade is mounted properly on
spindle before tightening. Ensure pin
holes slide over drive pin.

Flanges are not properly tightened
allowing blade to spin or vibrate on
spindle.

Ensure flanges are properly tightened.

Saw shaft is badly worn or grooved,
allowing the blade to pound.

Replace the saw shaft.

For wet cut blades – inadequate water Check water supply as increased water
supply caused by blocked or damaged flow will cool down blade preventing it
water guard tubes or poor water pres- from over heating.
sure. Dust suppression systems are
inadequate for wet cut blades.
For dry cutting – excessive cutting
pressure results in heat build-up.

Segment loss

Segment cracks

Core cracks
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Allow the blade to do the work. With
hand-held saws, use a gentle and
reciprocating action and avoid cutting
too deep in a single pass.

You are using a silver brazed wet
blade dry.

Change to a laser welded or direct
sintered blade to continue dry cutting.

The material cut was not held firmly,
causing it to twist or jam while
being cut.

Ensure the material is securely held in
place while cutting.

Twisting or turning the machine while
the blade is in the cut.

Ensure you hold the machine steady
while cutting.

Blade is too hard for material being
cut, resulting in the blade hammering
in the cut.

Change to a blade with a softer bond.

Blade flanges are worn or deformed
and fail to provide proper support,
causing the blade to flex in the cut.

Replace the blade flanges.

Small particles / dirt between the
flange and the blade core are causing
the blade to vibrate, which results in
segment loss due to impact or fatigue.

Ensure there is no build up of small
particles / dirt between the flange and
the blade core.

Blade core has no diamond undercut
segments to protect against material
in sub‐base.

Use blade with diamond undercut
protection.

Blade spec too hard for material being
cut, causing hammering in the cut.

Use a blade with a softer bond.

The blade and rpm are mismatched.

Check blade rpm is correct and not
exceeding guideline (see rpm chart on
page 117).

Out of round

Loss of tension

Damaged or distorted arbor
hole

Blade is too hard for the material
being cut.

Change to a softer blade.

Excessive cutting pressure, caused
by too high in‐feed, resulting in the
blade core bending and flexing. Metal
fatigue will eventually cause the core
to crack. If the machine continually
rides out of the cut or wanders off line,
then the in‐feed is too high.

Reduce in-feed (depth of cutting) as
well as forward feed (speed of pushing
the saw forward).

Damaged machine bearings, worn
shaft or incorrect blade mounting
to saw.

Ensure neither of these apply.
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Problem

FLOOR PREPARATION AND
GRINDING SOLUTIONS.

HAND GRINDING.
125

Resin pads				

135

Hand grinders			

139

MACHINE FLOOR GRINDING.

HAND GRINDING AND POLISHING.

CUP WHEELS.

Metal bond grinding shoes

141

Resin pucks and pads			

147

Floor grinding plates			

151

Holer Diamond Tools offers a large range of grinding cups for a variety of surfaces and conditions.

Bush hammer			

152

Floor grinders			

153

Each metal bond segment is tailor designed for New Zealand aggregates and conditions, so we can
provide you with a solution for every application. Whether it be hard Queenstown aggregate or soft
Hinuera stone - we have the right cup wheel for you.

Scarifiers			

157

The Holer difference.

RENOSHINE POWER TROWEL SYSTEM.
RenoSHINE power trowel system

162

Precision balanced
for operator safety,
ease of use and to
minimise angle
grinder shaft wear

Tailor designed
products for NZ:
meeting local aggregate and conditions

Permanent laser
marking: indicating
bond, grit and other
info for easy identification

Pre-sharpened:
ready to go,
no downtime

ACT (= Active Cooling
Technology): each
cup wheel body
features special holes
for cooling and optimum dust extraction

Colour coded grit:
easy identification of
appropriate grit

RENOVO.
Floor cleaning and rejuvenation

164

TROUBLE-SHOOTING AND GUIDE.
Trouble-shooting metal bond grinding shoes

167

Guide to polished concrete floors		

168
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Cup wheels

PCD

Metal

Oamaru, Hinuera,
Timaru

Granite, hardstone

Stone

Tile screed

Fibreglass

Vinyl & cork

Polyurea

Paint & glue

Coatings thick

Coatings thin

⏺

⏺

⏺

T-R

⏺

⏺

⏺

⏺

PCD

R
A
PT
OR

Coatings, paint and coverings

SA Soft and Abrasive

MS Medium - Soft

HM Hard - Medium

UH Ultra-Hard

XU Xtreme Ultra hard

Concrete and masonry

Finish

Diamond grit

⏺

IP

⏺

⏺

◑

⏺

◑

◑

⏺

◑

⏺
⏺

⏺

ST
R

⏺
⏺

⏺

⏺

⏺

⏺

⏺

ON

# 25

DE
M

# 25

VE
LO
C

⏺

-

ITY

⏺

⏺

◑

⏺

⏺

⏺

NS
TA

ira
l٭

◑

⏺

◑

◑

D

⏺

◑

⏺

⏺

⏺

# 40

RAPTOR PCD - Premium AAA.

⏺

◑

⏺

⏺
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•
•
•

•

Product details
Order No.

100 mm | Pink | PT٭٭٭
DGC0100-011

125 mm | Pink | PT٭٭٭
DGC0125-011

175 mm | Pink | PT٭٭٭
DGC0180-011

•
•
Designed for thick coating removal including vinyl and cork as well as tile screed
Large PCD nuggets aggressively gauge coatings off surfaces

Product details
Order No.

125 mm | Orange | PR٭٭٭
DGC0125-016

175 mm | Orange | PR٭٭٭
DGC0180-016

STRIPPING Cup - Premium AAA.
Designed to shave off polyurea bleed or spill lines and fibreglass as well as rust, paint and
thin coatings

Product details
Order No.

125 mm | Vlies GR A Extra Coarse٭٭٭
DGC0125-099
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The below table is a guide for choosing the most suitable cup wheel in relation to material and finish. Each diamond cup wheel is designed to grind
specific materials and produce a certain finish. When matched correctly, the operator will experience the best product performance. Please note that the
finish is not solely determined by the grit but also by the metal bond as well as the shape of the diamond segments.

Cup wheel selection guide.
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⏺
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Strip and coating removal cup wheels.

T-REX PCD - Premium AAA.
Designed for effective grinding of thin glue and paint, polyurea, carbon fibre and fibreglass
Will leave a relative smooth finish
Small PCD splinters ensure for smooth and less aggressive performance

DEMON Prep - Premium AAA.

MONSTA - Premium AAA.

•
•

•
•

Designed for extreme fast grinding of concrete, thin coatings and vinyl and cork
Aggressive soft bond segments in diamond shape create a plough effect

•
•
Product details

Order No.

100 mm | Gold # 25 | DP٭٭٭

DGC0100-001

125 mm | Gold # 25 | DP٭٭٭

DGC0125-001

175 mm | Gold # 25 | DP٭٭٭

DGC0180-001

The original classic prep cup, invented and manufactured in NZ by Holer
Specifically designed as an all-round floor prep cup for concrete, tile screed and
soft stone such as Oamaru, Hinuera and Timaru
WM shape segments for extra cooling and high performance and stock removal
HM3 diamond segment, the same as on our metal bond grinding shoes

Product details

Order No.

125 mm | HM3 Grey # 40 | TMWM٭٭٭

DGC0125-TMGH3

175 mm | HM3 Grey # 40 | TMWM٭٭٭

DGC0180-TMGH3

VELOCITY - Premium AAA.
•
•
•
•

Designed as a first grind / concrete aggregate exposure cup
Also suitable to grind thin and thick coating as well as paint and glue
Very fast and aggressive due to arrow shaped segments that plough into the surface
Further assisted by a special soft bond containing # 25 diamonds, the same tried and tested XU2
segments as on our XU2 metal bond grinding shoes

Product details

Order No.

100 mm | XU2 Gold # 25 | VT٭٭٭

DGC0100-066

125 mm | XU2 Gold # 25 | VT٭٭٭

DGC0125-066

175 mm | XU2 Gold # 25 | VT٭٭٭

DGC0180-066
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Prep cup wheels.

Edge cup wheels.

TURBO Spiral - Basic A and Premium AAA.

EDGE Pro - Premium AAA.

•

•
•

•
•

Designed for fast and effective grinding of concrete, thin coatings, paint and glue, floor
prepping and high spots, TURBO Spiral Premium is also suitable for stone
While being aggressive, the cup still produces a relative smooth finish with next to no
swirl marks
Choose from two different diamond grits (# 25 or # 40) and price points

•
•

Product details

Order No.

Basic٭
100 mm | Gold # 25 | TS٭

DGC0100-020

125 mm | Gold # 25 | TS٭

DGC0125-020

175 mm | Gold # 25 | TS٭

DGC0180-020

100 mm | Grey # 40 | TS٭٭٭

DGC0100-TSWM08

125 mm | Grey # 40 | TS٭٭٭

DGC0125-TSWM10

175 mm | Grey # 40 | TS٭٭٭

DGC0180-TSWM12

Premium٭٭٭

Specifically designed for edge grinding
The special segment configuration avoids segments rounding off and maintains
segment shape to ensure close edge grinding
Designed for fast and effective grinding of concrete, thin paint and stone (Oamaru,
Hinuera and Timaru) as well as floor prepping and high spots
While being aggressive, the cup still produces a relative smooth finish with next to no
swirl marks

Product details

Order No.

100 mm | Grey # 40 | SRTS٭٭٭

DGC0100-015

125 mm | Grey # 40 | SRTS٭٭٭

DGC0125-015

175 mm | Grey # 40 | SRTS٭٭٭

DGC0180-030

CORNER Grind - Premium AAA.
•
•
•

Designed to get close into the corners and edges
Suitable for concrete, thin coatings, paint and glue, tile screed as well as granite and stone
Connect straight to your angle grinder with M14 thread

DOUBLE Row - Premium AAA.
•
•
•
•

Designed for general stock removal, high spot grinding of concrete and
stone (Oamaru, Hinuera and Timaru)
Provides fast grinding speed while maintaining good lifetime
WM shape segments for extra cooling and high performance stock removal
The finish is relative smooth, with some swirl marks remaining

Product details

Order No.

100 mm | Grey # 40 | DRWM٭٭٭

DGC0100-DRWM16

125 mm | Grey # 40 | DRWM٭٭٭

DGC0125-DRWM20

175 mm | Grey # 40 | DRWM٭٭٭

DGC0180-DRWM24
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Product details

Order No.

55mm x M14 | Gold # 25٭٭٭

DGC0052-TS035-01

55mm x M14 | Grey # 40٭٭٭

DGC0052-TS060-01
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Grind cup wheels.

Hone cup wheels.

Polish cup wheels.

COSMO Spiral CS - Premium AAA.

CERAMIC Pro - Premium AAA.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Product details

Order No.

100 mm | Grey # 40 | CS٭٭٭

DGC0100-CS-010

125 mm | Grey # 40 | CS٭٭٭

DGC0125-CS-010

175 mm | Grey # 40 | CS٭٭٭

DGC0180-CS-010

100 mm | Brown # 80 | CS٭٭٭

DGC0100-CS-020

125 mm | Brown # 80 | CS٭٭٭

DGC0125-CS-020

175 mm | Brown # 80 | CS٭٭٭

DGC0180-CS-020

100 mm | Black # 100 | CS٭٭٭

DGC0100-CS-030

125 mm | Black # 100 | CS٭٭٭

DGC0125-CS-030

175 mm | Black # 100 | CS٭٭٭

DGC0180-CS-030

Special ceramic resin bond for polishing with high speed angle grinders and variable
speed polishers
Suitable for concrete, stone and metal
Aluminium body for extra safety, open hole 22.2 mm

Product details

Order No.

Resin | 125 mm | Brown # 50٭٭٭

DGC0125-050

Resin | 175 mm | Brown # 50٭٭٭

DGC0180-050

Resin | 125 mm | Black # 100٭٭٭

DGC0125-051

Resin | 175 mm | Black # 100٭٭٭

DGC0180-051

Resin | 125 mm | Blue # 200٭٭٭

DGC0125-052

Resin | 175 mm | Blue # 200٭٭٭

DGC0180-052

Protect yourself and your team from harmful dust.

Steel dust shroud
Basic A
100 mm, 125 mm and 180 mm

Composite dust shroud
Standard AA
125 mm and 180 mm

Aluminium dust shroud
Premium AAA
125 mm and 180 mm

For more information see page 198.
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Precision grinding of concrete, granite and stone
Also suitable for wood
Available in three different diamond grits

RESIN PADS.
Cup wheels for Hilti grinders.

Honeycomb dry polishing pads - Standard AA.

HAMMERHEAD - Premium AAA.

•
•
•

Designed for thick coating removal including vinyl and cork as well as tile screed
Large PCD nuggets (with bumper) aggressively remove coatings off surfaces
Fits Hilti (19 mm arbour with 5 holes)

Product details

Order No.

125 mm | # 50 | Brown٭٭

DPV0125-DRY5-0050

125 mm | # 100 | Black٭٭

DPV0125-DRY5-0100

125 mm | # 200 | Blue٭٭

DPV0125-DRY5-0200

125 mm | # 400 | Red٭٭

DPV0125-DRY5-0400

WEDGE - Premium AAA.

125 mm | # 800 | White٭٭

DPV0125-DRY5-0800

•

125 mm | # 1500 | Yellow٭٭

DPV0125-DRY5-1500

125 mm | # 3000 | Green٭٭

DPV0125-DRY5-3000

•

Product details

Order No.

152 mm | Orange PCD | HAMMERHEAD٭٭٭

DGC0150-008

Designed for fast and effective grinding of concrete, thin paint,
floor prepping and high spots
Fits Hilti (19 mm arbour with 5 holes)

Product details

Order No.

152 mm | Gold # 25 | WEDGE٭٭٭

DGC0150-003

152 mm | Grey # 40 | WEDGE٭٭٭

DGC0150-001

152 mm | Brown # 80 | WEDGE٭٭٭

DGC0150-004

152 mm | Black # 100 | WEDGE٭٭٭

DGC0150-005
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•
•
•

Designed for polishing concrete, stone and Terrazzo
Pad does not mark any light coloured material
Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro backed holder) if operated on angle grinders
or air polishers

Dry polishing pads - Premium AAA.

Wet polishing pads - Premium AAA.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Product details

Order No.

100 mm | # 50 | Brown٭٭٭

DPV0100-DRY3-0050

100 mm | # 50 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0100-SFX3-0050

100 mm | # 100 | Black٭٭٭

DPV0100-DRY3-0100

100 mm | # 100 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0100-SFX3-0100

100 mm | # 200 | Blue٭٭٭

DPV0100-DRY3-0200

100 mm | # 200 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0100-SFX3-0200

100 mm | # 400 | Red٭٭٭

DPV0100-DRY3-0400

100 mm | # 800 | White٭٭٭

DPV0100-DRY3-0800

100 mm | # 400 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0100-SFX3-0400

100 mm | # 1500 | Yellow٭٭٭

DPV0100-DRY3-1500

100 mm | # 800 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0100-SFX3-0800

100 mm | # 3000 | Green٭٭٭

DPV0100-DRY3-3000

100 mm | # 1500 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0100-SFX3-1500

125 mm | # 50 | Brown٭٭٭

DPV0125-DRY3-0050

100 mm | # 3000 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0100-SFX3-3000

125 mm | # 100 | Black٭٭٭

DPV0125-DRY3-0100

125 mm | # 50 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0125-SFX3-0050

125 mm | # 200 | Blue٭٭٭

DPV0125-DRY3-0200

125 mm | # 100 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0125-SFX3-0100

125 mm | # 400 | Red٭٭٭

DPV0125-DRY3-0400

125 mm | # 200 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0125-SFX3-0200

125 mm | # 800 | White٭٭٭

DPV0125-DRY3-0800

125 mm | # 400 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0125-SFX3-0400

125 mm | # 1500 | Yellow٭٭٭

DPV0125-DRY3-1500

125 mm | # 800 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0125-SFX3-0800

125 mm | # 3000 | Green٭٭٭

DPV0125-DRY3-3000

125 mm | # 1500 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0125-SFX3-1500

125 mm | # 3000 | S/Flex٭٭٭

DPV0125-SFX3-3000

Triangular corner polishing pads - Premium AAA.
•
•

Designed for polishing concrete, stone and Terrazzo
Pad does not mark any light coloured material
Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air
polishers

Product details

Order No.

# 50 | White٭٭٭

DPV0075-TRI-0050

# 100 | Black٭٭٭

DPV0075-TRI-0100

# 200 | Blue٭٭٭

DPV0075-TRI-0200
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Order No.

Magic pads - Premium AAA.

Triangular corner polishing pads
Available in different grit sizes for different stages of the grinding process

# 400 | Red٭٭٭

Product details

DPV0075-TRI-0400

•
•
•
•
•

Velcro hook to hold Velcro backed diamond polishing pads
Centre hole for water supply
Max. 4,000 rpm (on variable speed grinder)
For wet and dry application
Flexible rubber (Green) type allowing contour polishing

Product details

Order No.

100 mm x M14 | Flexible Green٭٭٭

DPX0100-MAP1-M14

125 mm x M14 | Flexible Green٭٭٭

DPX0125-MAP1-M14

100 mm x M14 | Firm Black٭٭٭

DPX0100-MAP2-M14

125 mm x M14 | Firm Black٭٭٭

DPX0125-MAP2-M14

125 mm x M14 | Firm Black | Strong hook Fenix٭٭٭

DPX0125-MAP1-M14F

125 mm x M14 | Aluminium٭٭٭

DPX0125-MAP3-M14
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Designed for polishing concrete, stone and Terrazzo
Pad does not mark any light coloured material
Use in conjunction with a Magic Pad (Velcro backed holder) if operated on angle grinders or air
polishers

HAND GRINDERS.
Hand polishing pads - Standard AA.

Grinder packages.

Diamond sand paper on foam back, available in different grit sizes
Ideal for hand sanding edges of tiles, glass, stone and concrete

Product details

Order No.

90 x 55 mm | # 60 | Green٭٭

DPH0900-FOAM2-0060

90 x 55 mm | # 100 / 120 | Black٭٭

DPH0900-FOAM2-0100

90 x 55 mm | # 200 | Red٭٭

DPH0900-FOAM2-0200

90 x 55 mm | # 400 | Yellow٭٭

DPH0900-FOAM2-0400

Dry polishing wheels - Premium AAA.
•
•

Product details

Order No.

Makita vacuum and grinding tool combo٭٭

MVC-HOL-MGSP09-060

Includes:
•
Makita 9” grinder GA9040SK, 2,400 W
•
Makita vacuum VC4210M
•
Steel dust shroud ٭180 mm
•
7”/180 mm TURBO Spiral TS٭
•
Heavy duty tool bag

Holer vacuum and grinding tool combo٭٭٭
Includes:
•
Makita 9” grinder GA9040SK, 2,400 W
•
Holer dry vacuum S14, incl. accessories
•
Composite dust shroud ٭٭180 mm
•
7”/180 mm TURBO Spiral TSWM٭٭٭
•
Heavy duty tool bag

Steel grinder pack ٭125 mm

PVA wheels are an inexpensive solution for shaping and grinding concrete, granite, marble,
travertine and stone
Unlike conventional abrasive shaping stones, the PVA wheels have the advantage of being
able to be operated on conventional high speed angle grinders up to 12,000 rpm

MPT-HOL-GP020

Includes:
Makita 9” grinder GA5021C, 1,400 W
•
•
Steel dust shroud ٭125 mm
•
7”/125 mm TURBO Spiral TS٭
•
Heavy duty tool bag
•
Loop (D) handle

Steel grinder pack ٭180 mm

Product details

Order No.

100 x 16 | # 60٭٭٭

DPW0100-PVA10-0060

100 x 16 | # 120٭٭٭

DPW0100-PVA10-0120

MVC-HOL-MGSP09-070

MPT-HOL-GSP09-002

Includes:
Makita 9” grinder GA9040SK, 2,400 W
•
•
Steel dust shroud ٭180 mm
•
7”/180 mm TURBO Spiral TS٭
•
Heavy duty tool bag
•
Grinder Deluxe spanner

Composite grinder pack ٭٭125 mm

MPT-HOL-GP030

Includes:
•
Makita 9” grinder GA5021C, 1,400 W
•
Composite dust shroud ٭٭125 mm
•
7”/125 mm TURBO Spiral TSWM٭٭
•
Heavy duty tool bag
•
Loop (D) handle
•
Install 15 mm spacer from shroud kit
Composite grinder pack ٭٭180mm

MPT-HOL-GSP09-005

Includes:
•
Makita 9” grinder GA9040SK, 2,400 W
•
Composite dust shroud ٭٭180 mm
•
7”/180 mm TURBO Spiral TSWM٭٭
•
Heavy duty tool bag
•
Grinder Deluxe spanner
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•
•

Angle grinders.
Order No.

Makita Grinder 4” GA4030K

MPT-MAK-GA4030K

•
•
•
•
•

720W, 11,000rpm, 1.7kg
Protective zig-zag varnish seals the
armature from dust and debris for
longer tool life
Machined bevel gears provide up to 2x
longer service life than previous models
Connectable to vacuum cleaner with
optional dust collecting wheel guard
Push button spindle lock for operator
convenience

Makita Grinder 5” GA5021C
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

MPT-MAK-GA5021C

1,400W, 10,000rpm, 2.9 kg
Electronic control: Anti-restart function,
constant speed control and current
limiter
SJS protects operator and tool in the
event of blade jamming
Zigzag protective varnish on armature
and field coil
Dust-proof bearing protection
Rubberised handle grip for more control
Blinking red light warns anti-restart
function is activated

Makita Grinder 9” GA9040S
•
•

METAL BOND GRINDING SHOES.

Holer Diamond Tools offers the largest range of metal bond grinding shoes, tailor made to fit your brand
of machine and shoe style. They are all manufactured in New Zealand and predominately laser welded
on our automated CNC laser welding robot. Through this automated process we are able to offer high
quality tooling at very competitive prices. And we can deliver within 24 h.
Each metal bond segment is tailor designed for New Zealand aggregates and conditions, so we can
provide you with a solution for every application. Whether it be hard Queenstown aggregate or soft
Hinuera stone - we have the right grinding shoe for you. All our shoes come in single or double
configuration but can also be made in triple configuration.
MPT-MAK-9040S

Powerful 2,400W, 6,600rpm, 5.5 kg
Operator comfort and control through
low vibration rear handle, rubberised
soft-grip and soft-start
Superior anti-dust and labyrinthal
bearing-protective construction
Quality machined bevel gears
Increased heat resistance with increased
varnish to windings

Angle grinder accessories.
Product details

Order No.

Grinder Deluxe spanner

MPTX-HOL-GDLUX

•
•

To loosen grinder flange nut
Fits for 5” and 9” grinders

Loop (D) handle 125 mm
•

•

MPTX-HOL-012

Fits 125 mm Makita GA5021C angle
grinder

Loop (D) handle 230 mm
Suits Holer AG9 and Makita 9040
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The Holer difference.

MPTX-HOL-GDHAL

Laser welded in NZ:
high-tech laser welded, providing safety
and the strongest
adhesion to eliminate
segment loss (some
brazed)

Tailor designed
products for NZ:
meeting local aggregate and conditions

Shoe types for all
common brands:
benefit from the Holer
quality regardless of
your grinding system

Permanent laser
marking:
indicating bond, grit
and other info for easy
identification

Pre-sharpened:
ready to go,
no downtime

Colour coded grit:
easy identification of
appropriate grit

XU
UH
HM
MS
SA
Easy to follow bond
codes: abbreviations
for aggregate from
Xtreme Ultra hard (XU)
to Soft and Abrasive
(SA)
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Product specifications

MACHINE FLOOR GRINDING AND
POLISHING.

XU - Metal bond for Xtreme Ultra hard concrete.

Diamond metal bond grinding shoes are predominantly used for floor preparation or screed removal to
get down deep to stone aggregates for polished concrete floor systems. In order to successfully achieve
a fast and effective result, the diamond metal bond hardness needs to be matched opposite against the
surface and aggregate hardness (check the MOHS scale of hardness):

•

•

Hard surfaces and aggregates require a soft bond diamond segment to ensure it performs and does
not glaze / become dull

•

The opposite applies to soft surfaces and aggregates which need to be matched to hard diamond
bonds so they do not to wear prematurely

•
•
•
•

Very soft bond and very aggressive for the hardest surface conditions and
fastest performance
XU2 Gold consists of the arrow shape segment which enhances performance
XU4 Brown is true # 60, ideal for fast scratch removal and paint finish
In general, this is the most aggressive bond option and all grits are designed for speed
and effectiveness
MOHS 8-9

To select the most suitable grinding shoe, follow these steps:
1.

Identify the surface hardness (refer to MOHS scale) and select suitable bond (XU to SA)

Product details

2.

Select the finish you wish to achieve and then select the appropriate grit size (colour Gold to Blue)

In general, the first stage is always completed with either Gold or Grey (unless surface screed or salt and
pepper polishing). Expect to be able to grind or level surfaces up to Brown. Higher grits like Black or Blue
are only for scratch removal. All polishing or refined smooth finishing is only achieved with resin bond
diamonds (see page 147+).
Grinding shoe colour

Gold

Grey

Brown

Black

MOHS

# 25

# 40

# 60-80

# 100150

XU Xtreme Ultra hard

8-9

XU2

XU3

XU4

XU5

UH Ultra-Hard

7-8

UH2

UH3

UH4

UH5

HM Hard - Medium

5-7

HM2

HM3

HM4

HM5

MS Medium - Soft

3-5

MS2

MS3

MS4

MS5

SA Soft and Abrasive

2-3

SA2

SA3

Bond code Aggregate

First grind for
aggregate exposure, high scratch
pattern

Scratch
removal

Blue
# 200

SQ* HTC EZ

Husqvarna

Lavina

Artizan

Holer FastFix

XU2 | Gold | # 25

1

DGSEZ-0020-S

DGSHU-0020-S

DGSLA-0020-SC

MTO**

DGSFF-0020-S

XU2 | Gold | # 25

2

DGSEZ-0020-D

DGSHU-0020-D

DGSLA-0020-D

DGSAR-080-DS

DGSFF-0020-D

XU2 | Gold | # 25

3

DGSEZ-0020-T

DGSHU-0020-T

MTO**

DGSAR-080-TS

DGSFF-0020-T

XU3 | Grey | # 40

1

DGSEZ-0030-S

DGSHU-0030-S

MTO**

MTO**

DGSFF-0030-S

XU3 | Grey | # 40

2

DGSEZ-0030-D

DGSHU-0030-D

MTO**

DGSAR-030-D

DGSFF-0030-D

XU4 | Brown | # 60

1

DGSEZ-0040-S

MTO**

DGSLA-0040-S

MTO**

DGSFF-0040-S

XU4 | Brown | # 60

2

DGSEZ-0040-D

DGSHU-0040-D

DGSLA-0040-D

DGSAR-040-D

DGSFF-0040-D

XU5 | Black | # 100

1

DGSEZ-0050-S

MTO**

MTO**

MTO**

DGSFF-0050-S

XU5 | Black | # 100

2

DGSEZ-0050-D

DGSHU-0050-D

MTO**

MTO**

DGSFF-0050-D

UH - Metal bond for Ultra-Hard aggregate and surfaces.
HM6

Final scratch
removal before
changing to resin
bond

•
•

Our second most aggressive bond option and a generally popular spec for
most applications
MOHS 7-8

Product details

SQ*

HTC EZ

Husqvarna

Lavina

Artizan

Holer FastFix

UH2 | Gold | # 25

1

DGSEZ-WMGH5-SS

DGSHU-WMUH2-SS

DGSLA-WMUH2-SS

DGSAR-WMUH2-SS

DGSFF-WMGH5-SS

UH2 | Gold | # 25

2

DGSEZ-WMGH5-DS

DGSHU-WMUH2-DS

DGSLA-WMUH2-DS

DGSAR-WMUH2-DS

DGSFF-WMGH5-DS

Decoding names of the grinding shoes:

UH3 | Grey | # 40

1

DGSEZ-WMUH3X-SS

DGSHU-WMUH3-SS

DGSLA-WMUH3-SS

DGSAR-WMUH3-SS

DGSFF-WMUH3X-SS

1.

UH3 | Grey | # 40

2

DGSEZ-WMUH3X-DS

DGSHU-WMUH3-DS

DGSLA-WMUH3-DS

DGSAR-WMUH3-DS

DGSFF-WMUH3X-DS

UH4 | Brown | # 80

1

DGSEZ-WMUH4-SS

DGSHU-WMUH4-SS

DGSLA-WMUH4-SS

DGSAR-WMUH4-SS

DGSFF-WMUH4-SS

UH4 | Brown | # 80

2

DGSEZ-WMUH4-DS

DGSHU-WMUH4-DS

DGSLA-WMUH4-DS

DGSAR-WMUH4-DS

DGSFF-WMUH4-DS

UH5 | Black | # 100

1

MTO**

DGSHU-STUH5-SS

MTO**

MTO**

MTO**

UH5 | Black | # 100

2

DGSEZ-STUH5-DS

DGSHU-STUH5-DS

MTO**

DGSAR-STUH5-DS

MTO**

2.
3.

Abbreviation for hardness of material: e.g. HM stands for Hard - Medium concrete
Colour: The different colours stand for the different diamond grit size, e.g. Gold
stands for # 25, Grey stands for # 40, etc.
Number 2 - 6: The numbers imply the order in which the shoes are typically used
in (ascending order).

One or two segments?
When choosing one or two segments, it depends on how aggressive the grinding
process needs to be. Grinding shoes with two segments are less aggressive than
those with one as the machine power is distributed over two segments.
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* SQ = segment quantity
1 = Single Segment (SS), 2 = Double Segment (DS), 3 = Triple Segment (TS)
** MTO = made to order; usual turn-around time is 24 h
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Metal bond grinding shoes - an overview.

HM - Metal bond for Hard to Medium concrete and surfaces.

SA - Metal bond for Soft and Abrasive concrete and surfaces.

•
•

•
•
•

Product details

SQ*

HM2 | Gold | # 25
HM2 | Gold | # 25

For the softest and most abrasive material such as rain damaged concrete or asphalt
Very hard bond with extreme lifetime
MOHS 2-3

HTC EZ

Husqvarna

Lavina

Artizan

Holer FastFix

1

DGSEZ-WMGH2-SS

DGSHU-WMHM2-SS

DGSLA-WMHM2-SS

DGSAR-WMHM2-SS

DGSFF-WMGH2-SS

Product details

2

DGSEZ-WMGH2-DS

DGSHU-WMHM2-DS

DGSLA-WMHM2-DS

DGSAR-WMHM2-DS

DGSFF-WMGH2-DS

SA2 | Gold | # 25

1
2

SQ* HTC EZ

Husqvarna

Lavina

Artizan

Holer FastFix

MTO**

DGSHU-WMSA2-SS

DGSLA-WMSA2-SS

DGSAR-WMSA2-SS

DGSFF-WMGS3-SS

DGSEZ-WMGS3-DS

DGSHU-WMSA2-DS

DGSLA-WMSA2-DS

DGSAR-WMSA2-DS

DGSFF-WMGS3-DS

HM3 | Grey | # 40

1

DGSEZ-WMGH3-SS

DGSHU-WMHM3-SS

DGSLA-WMHM3-SS

DGSAR-WMHM3-SS

DGSFF-WMGH3-SS

SA2 | Gold | # 25

HM3 | Grey | # 40

2

DGSEZ-WMGH3-DS

DGSHU-WMHM3-DS

DGSLA-WMHM3-DS

DGSAR-WMHM3-DS

DGSFF-WMGH3-DS

SA3 | Grey | # 40

1

MTO**

DGSHU-WMSA3-SS

DGSLA-WMSA3-SS

DGSAR-WMSA3-SS

DGSFF-WMSA3-SS

SA3 | Grey | # 40

2

MTO**

DGSHU-WMSA3-DS

DGSLA-WMSA3-DS

DGSAR-WMSA3-DS

DGSFF-WMSA3-DS

HM4 | Brown | # 80

1

DGSEZ-STGF1-SS

DGSHU-STHM4-SS

DGSLA-STHM4-SS

DGSAR-STHM4-SS

DGSFF-STGF1-SS

HM4 | Brown | # 80

2

DGSEZ-STGF1-DS

DGSHU-STHM4-DS

DGSLA-STHM4-DS

DGSAR-STHM4-DS

DGSFF-STGF1-DS

HM5 | Black | # 150

1

DGSEZ-STGF2-SS

DGSHU-STHM5-SS

DGSAR-STHM5-SS

DGSLA-STHM5-SS

DGSFF-STGF2-SS

HM5 | Black | # 150

2

DGSEZ-STGF2-DS

DGSHU-STHM5-DS

DGSLA-STHM5-DS

DGSAR-STHM5-DS

DGSFF-STGF2-DS

HM6 | Blue | # 200

1

DGSEZ-STGF4-SS

DGSHU-STHM6-SS

DGSLA-STHM6-SS

DGSAR-STHM6-SS

DGSFF-STGF4-SS

HM6 | Blue | # 200

2

DGSEZ-STGF4-DS

DGSHU-STHM6-DS

DGSLA-STHM6-DS

DGSAR-STHM6-DS

DGSFF-STGF4-DS

MS - Metal bond for Medium to Soft concrete and surfaces.
•
•
•

When HM wears too fast, try switching to MS
A popular option also for hire and rental operators
MOHS 3-5

Product details

SQ* HTC EZ

Husqvarna

Lavina

Artizan

Holer FastFix

MS2 | Gold | # 25

1

DGSEZ-WMGS1-SS

DGSHU-WMMS2-SS

DGSLA-WMMS2-SS

DGSAR-WMMS2-SS

DGSFF-WMGS1-SS

MS2 | Gold | # 25

2

DGSEZ-WMGS1-DS

DGSHU-WMMS2-DS

DGSLA-WMMS2-DS

DGSAR-WMMS2-DS

DGSFF-WMGS1-DS

MS3 | Grey | # 40

1

DGSEZ-WMGS2-SS

DGSHU-WMMS3-SS

DGSLA-WMMS3-SS

DGSAR-WMMS3-SS

DGSFF-WMGS2-SS

MS3 | Grey | # 40

2

DGSEZ-WMGS2-DS

DGSHU-WMMS3-DS

DGSLA-WMMS3-DS

DGSAR-WMMS3-DS

DGSFF-WMGS2-DS

MS4 | Brown | # 80

1

DGSEZ-STGF3-SS

DGSHU-STMS4-SS

DGSLA-STMS4-SS

DGSAR-STMS4-SS

DGSFF-STGF3-SS

MS4 | Brown | # 80

2

DGSEZ-STGF3-DS

DGSHU-STMS4-DS

DGSLA-STMS4-DS

DGSAR-STMS4-DS

DGSFF-STGF3-DS

MS5 | Black | # 150

1

DGSEZ-STMS5-SS

DGSHU-STMS5-SS

DGSLA-STMS5-SS

DGSAR-STMS5-SS

DGSFF-STMS5-SS

MS5 | Black | # 150

2

DGSEZ-STMS5-DS

DGSHU-STMS5-DS

DGSLA-STMS5-DS

DGSAR-STMS5-DS

DGSFF-STMS5-DS

* SQ = segment quantity
1 = Single Segment (SS), 2 = Double Segment (DS), 3 = Triple Segment (TS)

* SQ = segment quantity
1 = Single Segment (SS), 2 = Double Segment (DS), 3 = Triple Segment (TS)

** MTO = made to order; usual turn-around time is 24h

** MTO = made to order; usual turn-around time is 24h
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For general grinding and a popular option especially for single head grinders
MOHS 5-7

RESIN PUCKS AND PADS.
PCD stands for PolyCrystalline Diamond and is designed for the removal of thick coatings such as
epoxy, acrylic, paint, residues of glue or screed and fibreglass. Depending on the thickness of the
coating, we recommend either the more aggressive single PCD for coatings greater than 3 mm and
the less aggressive double PCD for coatings 1-3 mm.

Raptor single PCD.

Raptor double PCD.

Very aggressive: ideal for coatings
greater than 3 mm

Less aggressive and ideal for coatings 1-3 mm

Transition resin pucks.
PHAT - Premium AAA.
PHAT, short for Polish Honing And Transition, are designed to be used as a step between metal bond
grinding shoes and REPOX resin pucks. The transition between metal to resin bond provides the biggest
risk and challenges: If not all micro scratches are removed at this stage, it will negatively affect the final
finish. PHAT is your problem solver.
These are the Holer PHAT advantages at a glance:
Fast transitioning from
metal to resin bond

2

3

4

3

1

Cost effective

Recommendation:
Use Holer PHAT # 100 after metal bond Brown # 60 - 80 or after Black # 100 - 150. To avoid swirl and
burn marks, use correct speed setting and weight. The ideal speed setting is 4 - 6 with the weight kit
in neutral.

1

2

Efficient:
High removal rate

Product overview:
weight kit
in neutral

4

Diameter

Order No.

PHAT | Black | # 100

80 mm

DPV0075-FPP9-0100

3

1.

Tungsten dome

1.

Two PCD segments

2.

Single PCD segment

2.

Bumper segment: prevents the PCD shoe

3.

Bumper segment: prevents the PCD shoe

from grinding too deep, to avoid deep gouging
3.

from grinding too deep, to avoid deep gouging
4.

Type | Colour | Grit

Direction: available in A (anti clock) and
C (clock)

Direction: available in A (anti-clock) and
C (clock)

Husqvarna

Lavina

Artizan

Holer FastFix

Suitable for all systems.

PCD | Orange | A

1

DGSEZ-PCD020-SA

MTO***

MTO***

MTO***

DGSFF-PCD-005

PCD | Orange | C

1

DGSEZ-PCD020-SC

MTO***

MTO***

MTO***

DGSFF-PCD-006

PCD | Orange | A

2

DGSEZ-PCD020-DA

DGSHU-PCD-007

DGSLA-PCD-007

MTO***

DGSFF-PCD-007

All PHAT resin pucks are attached to the holding disc with Velcro and are therefore
suitable for systems of all brands. You simply need to change the grinding shoe
holding disc to the Velcro version and you can start straight away.

PCD | Orange | C

2

DGSEZ-PCD020-DC

MTO***

MTO***

MTO***

DGSFF-PCD-008

Bond | Colour | Direction* SQ** HTC EZ

Always check the grinder machine disc rotation matches the shoe direction indicator. For four head
machines use half a set of Anti-clock and half a set of Clock shoes.
* SQ = segment quantity
1 = Single Segment (SS), 2 = Double Segment (DS)
** MTO = made to order; usual turn-around time is 24h
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Raptor PCD Series - Premium AAA.

Resin polishing pads.

REPOX resin polishing pucks - Premium AAA.

SuperGLOSS - Premium AAA.

REPOX, short for Resin Polishing Xtreme. They contain high grade diamonds that are embedded in high
quality European resin, designed to achieve a high gloss finish without coatings. Unlike low quality resin
pucks, the Holer REPOX resin pucks will not burn or transfer resin into the concrete surface, when used
correctly. The surface will stay polished and maintain a high shine without exposing any micro scratches,
even a long time after the project has been completed.

Delivering unsurpassed shine and clarity!

These are the Holer REPOX advantages at a glance:

Holer SuperGLOSS pads deliver:

High clarity and shine

No burning or transferring of
resin into concrete surface

Cost effective

Soft cushion between
Velcro and resin

Recommendation:
The Holer REPOX resin pucks are best used after the transition with PHAT # 100.
When used straight after a metal bond grinding shoe, start with the same coloured resin puck as the
colour (# grit) as the last used metal bond. Then proceed through each colour (# grit) until the desired
effect is achieved.

The individual SuperGLOSS resin pucks are attached to semi-flexible tool holders which
themselves contain the same diamond grit as the pucks, therefore covering all areas of the floor, including low spots. The tool holders are made of a mix of horse and hogs hair and are extra tough to avoid
ripping. They can be attached to both standard Velcro and strong hook (Fenix) Velcro holders.

•
•
•
•

Highest shine
Highest clarity
No fish scale effects
No resin transfer

Product details

Order No.

230 mm| Blue | # 200٭٭٭

DPV0230-088

Holer REPOX resin pucks up to # 400 are best used with speed 4-6 and the weight kit in neutral. From
# 800 use speed 6-10 and the weight kit in neutral or off.

230 mm| Red | # 400٭٭٭

DPV0230-090

Product overview:
The Holer REPOX resin pucks can be used on any aggregate and just like the grinding shoes, the puck
colour indicates the grit.

230 mm| White | # 800٭٭٭

DPV0230-092

230 mm| Yellow | # 1500٭٭٭

DPV0230-094

230 mm| Green | # 3000٭٭٭

DPV0230-096

270 mm| Blue | # 200٭٭٭

DPV0270-088

270 mm| Red | # 400٭٭٭

DPV0270-090

270 mm| White | # 800٭٭٭

DPV0270-092

270 mm| Yellow | # 1500٭٭٭

DPV0270-094

270 mm| Green | # 3000٭٭٭

DPV0270-096

weight kit
in neutral

Type | Colour | Grit

Diameter

Order No.

REPOX | Brown | # 50

80 mm

DPV0075-FPP7-0050

REPOX | Black | # 100

80 mm

DPV0075-FPP7-0100

REPOX | Blue | # 200

80 mm

DPV0075-FPP7-0200

REPOX | Red | # 400

80 mm

DPV0075-FPP7-0400

REPOX | White | # 800

80 mm

DPV0075-FPP7-0800

REPOX | Yellow | # 1500

80 mm

DPV0075-FPP7-1500

REPOX | Green | # 3800

80 mm

DPV0075-FPP7-3800

Suitable for all systems.
All REPOX resin pucks are attached to the holding disc with Velcro and are therefore
suitable for systems of all brands. You simply need to change the grinding shoe
holding disc to the Velcro version and you can start straight away.
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Resin polishing pucks.

FoamRIDE - Premium AAA.

Floorex grinding plate - Premium AAA.

•
•
•

Identify application and then choose from the below options:

Velcro soft cushion pad
For resin pucks and pads
Ride the floor, eliminate Velcro hook damage
on holders and get into the low spots

Product details

Code

Order No.

230 mm٭٭٭

MVC-HOL-080

270 mm٭٭٭

MVC-HOL-085
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Colour

Grit

Finish

Application

XU2

Gold

# 25

Rough

Removal of Xtreme Ultra hard concrete, coatings and lippage.

HM3

Grey

# 40

Coarse

General concrete, typically the first grind to expose stones or lippage
removal.

HM4

Brown

# 80

Medium

Use after Grey to remove scratches. Finish ideal for paint application.

HM5

Black

# 150

Fine

Use after Brown for a smooth and scratch free finish.

Product details

Holer code

XU2 | Gold | # 25 | 254 mm٭٭٭

DGP0250-FX005

HM3 | Grey | # 40 | 254 mm٭٭٭

DGP0250-FX010

HM4 | Brown | # 80 | 254 mm٭٭٭

DGP0250-FX015

HM5 | Black | # 150 | 254 mm٭٭٭

DGP0250-FX020
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FLOOR GRINDING PLATES.

BUSH HAMMER.

FLOOR GRINDERS.

Bush hammers are used to either texture concrete, remove thick coatings of up to 10 mm, prepare
for re-surfacing or expose aggregate for polishing. They are also used to increase traction of roads and
runways or areas where a non-slip surface is required, e.g. around pools. Bush hammering roads can
also lead to noise reduction.

Floor grinder and vacuum matching.

Bush hammer replacement rollers - Premium AAA.
Bush hammer

CSP rating

Pins

Blue 315

5

45

Overall outcome

Order No.

Coarse texture with very high
depth and very high traction

DGSBH-213999

GL 270 HD

GL 400

GL 450 HD

GL 550

Holer S10+
Gold 310

4-3

30

Coarse-medium texture with
high depth and high traction

DGSBH-213888
(MTO)

Red 415

4-3

60

Coarse-medium texture with
medium-low depth and
medium-low traction

DGSBH-214555
(MTO)

Fine, homogeneous texture
with medium-low depth and
medium-low traction

DGSBH-214777

Grey 520

3-2

100

All replacement rollers bolt to the same plate.

Holer S 14+
Holer S 28
Holer S 38
Holer T92

Holer PS 60
Holer PS 300

Bush hammer MultiFit range - Premium AAA.
MultiFit holding plates bolt straight onto either HTC or Husqvarna machines (other systems available,
e.g. Lavina).
No. of bush
hammers

Product details

Machine

Blue 315 | CSP 5 | 230 mm

HTC 500 / 650 /
GL 550 / Duratiq 5 / 6
Huski PG 680

Grey 520 | CSP 3-2 | 230 mm
Blue 315 | CSP 5 | 270 mm
Grey 520 | CSP 3-2 | 270 mm

HTC 800 / 950 /
Duratiq 8
Huski PG 820

Order No.

3

DGSBH-213120

3

DGSBH-213150

6

DGSBH-213121

6

MTO

See page 182- 195 for all vac details
+ Minimum requirement, best to use in conjunction with pre-separator PS60 or PS300

User recommendations..
“Neutral” provides a normal removal
rate, less aggressive wear.
“Full weight” provides a higher grinding pressure and higher removal rate
but with a risk for a higher wear.
Neutral

Full weight
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Run low rpm
Between 2-4,
max 600 rpm

To see how the
bush hammer
work, simply scan
this QR code.
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Our bush hammer range includes four different options to create different levels of texture and traction.
All four models ensure a smooth operation and a long service life due to larger TC (Tungsten Carbide)
pins, and enclosed bearings that require no lubrication or maintenance.

We recommend pairing the floor grinder with a suitable dry vacuum cleaner. That way the filter of
the vacuum cleaner will need to be cleaned and changed less often, leading to improved work flow
efficiencies and increased machinery lifetime - saving you time and money.

GL 400

GL 450 HD

GL 550

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Single headed grinder
Easy to carry and reaches into tight,
hard to get to areas
Floating cover for a better dust absorption,
no need for a separate splash guard
Comes with Holer FastFix plate 270 mm

•
•

High capacity single head machine
Perfect for curled joint removal, coatings
removal, floor preparation, concrete
grinding and concrete levelling
Floating cover for a better dust absorption,
no need for a separate splash guard
Comes with Holer FastFix plate 400 mm

•
•
•

Single-phase, planetary grinder with three
grinding heads and a counter-rotating
grinding wheel for a stable grinding
without lateral forces
Works equally well for concrete grinding
and floor prep as well as grinding / sanding
of wooden floors
Heavy-duty engine enhancing its
performance
Comes with 3 x Holer FastFix plates 180 mm

•
•
•

Strong three-phase grinder that is perfect
for larger areas
Three grinding heads and a counter-rotating grinding wheel
Comparable with HTC Greyline™ 450, but
the weight and the more powerful motor
makes the grinder more efficient
Comes with 3 x Holer FastFix plates 230 mm

Grinding width: 270 mm

Grinding width: 400 mm

Grinding width: 450 mm

Grinding width: 550 mm

1 x 230 V | 12.6 A | 2.2 kW

3 x 400 V | 8.26 A | 4 kW

1 x 230 V | 12.6 A| 2.2 kW

3 x 400 V | 8.26 A | 4 kW

Motor separates from the chassis to make
transporting the machine easier

Motor separates from the chassis to make
transporting the machine easier

Motor separates from the chassis to make
transporting the machine easier

Motor separates from the chassis to make
transporting the machine easier

53 kg
L x W x H: 517 x 370 x 1,245 mm

78 kg
L x W x H: 685 x 480 x 1,300 mm

95 kg
L x W x H: 705 x 490 x 1,305 mm

131 kg
L x W x H: 790 x 570 x 1,310 mm

Best connected to: Holer S-Line S 14

Best connected to: Holer S-Line S 28 and S 38

Best connected to: Holer S-Line S 28 and S 38

Best connected to: Holer S-Line S 28 and S 38

Order No. MFG-HTC-GL270HD
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Order No. MFG-HTC-GL400

Order No. MFG-HTC-GL450HD

Order No. MFG-HTC-GL550
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GL 270 HD

SCARIFIERS.
Tool holders.
Product details

Order No.

FastFix tool holder ٭٭٭Ø180 mm

MFGX-HOLD-FFS180

•

To operate FastFix shoes on HTC 420
and GL 450 grinding machine
Old plate type machines require
pn 110656

FastFix tool holder ٭٭٭Ø230 mm
•
•

To operate FastFix shoes on HTC and
Husqvarna grinding machines
For Duratiq 5, HTC 500-HTC 650,
Husqvarna PG 530-680

FastFix tool holder ٭٭٭Ø250 mm
•

MFGX-HOLD-FFS230

FR 200

VA 25S

VA 30S

VA 30SH

DTF 25SH

SF attachment for
DTF 25H

50 kg

105 kg

135 kg

272 kg

220 kg

10 kg

Pentagonal

Hexagonal

Bi-hexagonal

Bi-hexagonal

Diamond
blades

Diamond
blades

76 pc

81 pc

72 pc

72 pc

66 pc
(or 33 pc)

22 pc

Vacuum port

50 mm

50 mm

50 mm

50 mm

50 mm

-

Cutting width

200 mm

250 mm

300 mm

300 mm

250 mm

85 mm

Distance to wall

54 mm

67 mm

90 mm

90 mm

105 mm

15 mm

Cutting depth for
hard concrete

Surface

6 mm

6 mm

6 mm

10 mm

10 mm

Cutting depth for
soft concrete

3 mm

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

12 mm

12 mm

30 - 35 m2 / h

40 - 45 m2 / h

40 - 45 m2 / h

45 - 55 m2 / h

35 - 40 m2 / h

35 - 40 m2 / h

Weight
MFGX-HOLD-FFS250

To operate FastFix shoes on grinding
machines with 250 mm diameter
capacity, e.g. FloorPro REVO 250

Standard-Tools

Number of tools
FastFix tool holder ٭٭٭Ø270 mm
•
•

To operate FastFix shoes on Husqvarna
and HTC grinding machines
For Duratiq 8, HTC 800-HTC 1500 and
Husqvarna PG 820

FastFix tool holder ٭٭٭Ø270 mm
•

MFGX-HOLD-FFS300

To operate FastFix shoes on grinding
machines with 300 mm diameter
capacity, e.g. FloorPro REVO 300

FastFix shoe adaptor٭٭٭
•

MFGX-HOLD-FFS270GL

To operate FastFix shoes on GL 270
grinding machines

FastFix tool holder ٭٭٭Ø300 mm
•

MFGX-HOLD-FFS270

Productivity

MFGX-HOLD-FFBOS3

Features 3 tapped holes to allow for
screwing onto any other grinding plate
or tool holder to operate the FastFix
shoes
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•

•
•

•

Handles a variety of different jobs, from
straight forward cleaning to the tricky
removal of pavement markings
Compact size and easy handling of the
machine makes it ideal for carrying out
precise work on small or medium surfaces,
both indoors and outdoors
Drum can be fitted with various types
of cutters, changeover only takes about
2 minutes

VA 25S

VA 30S

•

•

•
•

Machine of choice for medium to
large surfaces
Highest level of user comfort and
efficiency due to vibration absorber
and infinite variable depth adjuster
Various cutters can be fitted to suit
different applications

•
•
•
•

VA 30SH

Ideal for roughening, grooving or cleaning
paved surfaces or layer removal
Infinite variable depth adjuster allows
to adapt perfectly to every surface
Vibration absorption system and easy
handling make the job more pleasant
and efficient
VA 30S glides across the hardest
challenge as a heavy duty surface
preparation machine
Various cutters can be fitted to suit
different applications

•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed for heavy duty cleaning and
roughening surfaces
Hydraulically self-propelled for great agility
and ease of use
Ideal for cleaning large areas of concrete,
removing concrete slurry, dirt, plastic or
roughening smooth surfaces
Can also be used for paint removal and
rubber lining removal at airports
Various cutters can be fitted to suit
different applications
The VA 30 SH is equipped with a
variable depth adjuster and a vibration
absorption system

Cutting width: 300 mm

Cutting width: 300 mm

Cutting width: 200 mm

Cutting width: 250 mm

3 x 400 V | 20 A | 50 Hz | 7.5 kW

3 x 400 V | 20 A | 50 Hz | 7.5 kW

230 V | 15 A | 50 Hz | 2.2 kW

5.3 kW
Gasoline Honda

Self-propelled

Self-propelled

50 kg
L x W x H: 1,100 x 365 x 970 mm

105 kg
L x W x H: 950 x 455 x 1,165 mm

135 kg
L x W x H: 1,355 x 555 x 1,090 mm

272 kg
L x W x H: 1,355 x 555 x 1,090 mm

Pentagonal 5-tips (6-tips optional)

Hexagonal 6-tips

Bi-hexagonal 12-tips

Bi-hexagonal 12-tips

Order No. MFG-HOL-FR200
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Order No. MFG-HOL-VA25S

Order No. MFG-HOL-VA30S

Order No. MFG-HOL-VA30SH
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FR 200

Von Arx scarifier tools.
Product details

Order No.

Pentagonal cutters for FR 200

MFGX-HOL-701505

One set contains: 4 flail shafts, 1.1 kg washers,
76 pcs pentagonal cutters small
Hexagonal cutters for VA 25S

MFGX-HOL-706306

With tungsten carbide inserts, for
roughening concrete and asphalt, for
removing old coatings
One set contains: 6 flail shafts, ca. 1.2 kg
washers, 81 pcs hexagonal cutters small

Shaver DTF 25SH

SF attachment for shaver DTF 25SH

•

•

•
•

•
•

Surface is carefully „grinded off“ instead of
chipped away which makes the machine
run calmly and produces a smooth surface
Drum which is equipped with diamond
blades which removes the material very
precisely
For grooving or milling you can choose
between two different diamond blades:
one for rough and one for smooth surface
preparation
For running the machine you must connect
the water cooling system so the diamond
blades do not overheat
Do not run the side attachment unit at the
same time as the main cylinder

The SF DTF 25 SH attachement unit,
can be mounted on the Von Arx DTF 25 SH
machine very easily in a couple of minutes

Bihexagonal cutters for VA 30S / VA 30SH

MFGX-HOL-706691

With tungsten carbide inserts, for
roughening concrete and asphalt, for
removing old coatings
One set contains: 4 flail shafts, 5.0 kg washers,
72 pcs bihexagonal cutters large
Shaver blades for hard concrete
•
•
•

MFGX-HOL-707326-A1

125 x 2.0 x 8
50 mm bore
2 pin holes

One set contains: 65 pc washers, 66 pc blades
Shaver blade for concrete and asphalt
•
•
•

MFGX-HOL-707326-C1

125 x 2.0 x 8
50 mm bore
2 pin holes

One set contains: 65 pc washers, 66 pc blades

Cutting width: 250 mm

3 x 400 V | 50 Hz

Self-propelled

Cutting width: 85 mm

220 kg
L x W x H: 1,150 x 480 x 1,150 m

10 kg
L x W x H: 320 x 215 x 200mm

Diamond blades

Diamond blades

Order No. MFG-HOL-DTF25SH
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Order No. MFG-HOL-DTFSH
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With tungsten carbide inserts, for
roughening concrete and asphalt,
for removing old coatings

RENOSHINE POWER TROWEL SYSTEM.

The RenoSHINE process is very simple:
Use a conventional power trowel (walk behind or ride-on) and connect the RenoSHINE tool holders onto
the power trowel blades. This is easily done by simply tilting the machine slightly back and affixing the
tool holders with allen keys. The tool holders are suitable for both clock and anti-clock rotations and will
fit all brand of machines. The RenoSHINE diamond pads simply attach to the tool holders via Velcro.

RENOSHINE POWER TROWEL SYSTEM.
The RenoSHINE system is a fast and effective way to polish concrete surfaces with conventional
power trowels. Compared to conventional concrete grinding and polishing with grinding machines,
the RenoSHINE process is faster with a daily production rate of up to 1,000 m2. RenoSHINE is ideally
suited for large and unobstructed floor areas with a well-placed and flat surface. The finished
RenoSHINE result is a highly refined floor finish with medium to high shine, depending on the
number of polishing steps completed.

Pre-wet the floor and use the 00 (# 40) pads and perform 2 overlapping cross-hatch passes.
Remove all slurry.
Step 2: Apply SuperCURE Ultra (see page 175) to densify and harden the floor, wait for at least 1 hour.
Step 3-6: Repeat Step 1 four more times, working your way from the 0 (# 100) pads, to the 1 (# 400) pads,
to the 2 (# 800) pads and finishing with the 3 (# 1500) pads.
Step 7: Thoroughly clean floor with scrubber and diamond cleaning pad # 1500.
Step 8: Apply SuperSHIELD or SuperSHIELD Ultra (see page 176) or both as a combination.

RenoSHINE pads - Premium AAA.

Product details

Order No.

RenoSHINE 00 # 40 (4 pack)٭٭٭
•

Surface and crete honing / stripping

RenoSHINE 0 # 100 (4 pack)٭٭٭
•

Light honing and densifier removal

RenoSHINE 1 # 400 (4 pack)٭٭٭
•

DPV0300-PT2

Top polish - satin

RenoSHINE 3 # 1500 (4 pack)٭٭٭
•

DPV0300-PT0
DPV0300-PT1

Top polish - light sheen

RenoSHINE 2 # 800 (4 pack)٭٭٭
•

DPV0300-PT00

DPV0300-PT3

Top polish - medium shine

RenoSHINE accessories.
Product details

Order No.

RenoSHINE power trowel blade holder (4 pack)
•

RenoSHINE power trowel slurry guard
•
•
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DPX0300-PT9002

36" - 46"
Universal

RenoSHINE power trowel water kit
•
•

DPX0300-PT9182

Designed to attach to power trowel blades

DPX0300-PT9001

With coiled hose
Universal
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Step 1:

Cost efficient
RENOVO pads offer a cost effective and easy to maintain cleaning option for polished floors:

RENOVO.

•
•

Save money on nasty chemicals by using RENOVO pads on your floors
Cost effective with up to 70,000 square metres lifetime per pad

•
•
•

FLOOR CLEANING AND REJUVENATION.
RENOVO is the revolutionary way to restore, rejuvenate and maintain polished concrete and Terrazzo
floors. The RENOVO cleaning system mechanically treats polished surfaces, using billions of microscopic
diamonds. Used in conjunction with water, these diamonds clean and restore the finish of a polished
surfaces to leave a brilliant natural shine without the use of harsh chemicals.

No need for any cleaning products or harsh, expensive chemicals – just use RENOVO and water
Save time on preparation and disposal
Residual water can easily be discharged as there are no harsh chemicals

RENOVO pucks - Premium AAA.

From daily cleaning, to intense renovations — RENOVO has solutions for every type of floor:
Renovate

Strip
00

0

Deep clean
1

Heavy restore
2

Light restore
3

Maintain
4

Product details

Order No.

RENOVO-00 puck | Grey٭٭٭
•

DPV0085-FCP-0001

Surface and crete honing / stripping

RENOVO-0 puck | Brown٭٭٭
RENOVO
Grey - 00

RENOVO
Brown - 0

RENOVO
Blue - 1

RENOVO
Red - 2

RENOVO
White - 3

RENOVO
Orange - 4

Only required for
surface and crete
honing or stripping

Only required
for extreme floor
renovations

Typically the first
step of a floor
renovation

• Removes minor
scratches and
stains

• Final scratch
remover

• High gloss finish
to provide natural
shine and lustre

• Removes surface
coatings including
Urethane coating
and industrial
contamination
such as oil, grease,
soot and truck
marks

• Removes most
surface coatings
and is a heavy
duty cleaning step

• Silky & matt
surface finish

• Restores surfaces
back to their
original state

• Leaves a clean &
matt surface finish

• Removes deep
stains and
scratches
• Provides a
homogeneous
and even surface.
Prepares surface
prior floor
densification
(Super Cure ULTRA,
see page 175)

• Removes strong
stains and
scratches

• Ideal step prior
or after floor
densification
(SuperCURE
ULTRA, see
page 175)
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• Light stain
remover
• Typically used
when RENOVO-4
Orange does not
perform (due to
floor being too
dirty)

• For daily cleaning
of non-coated
polished concrete
and Terrazzo
surfaces. Suitable
for surfaces with
penetrating stain
protectors

•
•
•

DPV0085-FCP-000

Deep clean
Thin and brittle sealer stripper
Densifier remover

RENOVO-1 puck | Blue٭٭٭
•
•

DPV0085-FCP-001

Top scrubbing
Deep stain clean

RENOVO-2 puck | Red٭٭٭
•

DPV0085-FCP-002

Stain cleaning

RENOVO-3 puck | White٭٭٭
•
•

DPV0085-FCP-003

Light stain clean
Light surface upgrade

RENOVO-4 puck | Orange٭٭٭
•

DPV0085-FCP-020

Daily cleaning - uncoated Terrazzo and concrete floors
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Environmentally friendly
Look after a polished floor and the environment at the same time:

RENOVO driver pads - Premium AAA.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING AND GUIDES.

One size RENOVO puck fits all - only one driver pad for each machine size required
Simply attach the desired RENOVO pucks to the driving pad and start cleaning
Suitable for all auto scrubbers and swing machines
Product details

Order No.

13" / 330 mm (takes 3 pucks)٭٭٭

DPV0330-HOLD-010

14" / 350 mm (takes 3 pucks)٭٭٭

DPV0350-HOLD-010

15" / 380 mm (takes 4 pucks)٭٭٭

DPV0380-HOLD-010

16" / 400 mm (takes 4 pucks)٭٭٭

DPV0400-HOLD-010

17" / 425 mm (takes 4 pucks)٭٭٭

DPV0425-HOLD-010

Problem

Possible cause

Solution

18" / 450 mm (takes 4 pucks)٭٭٭

DPV0450-HOLD-010

20" / 500 mm (takes 4 pucks)٭٭٭

DPV0500-HOLD-010

The rpm is too high for the selected
grinding shoes.

Reduce the rpm speed for less friction
and therefore less heat.

24" / 600 mm (takes 5 pucks)٭٭٭

DPV0600-HOLD-010

Diamonds are glazing
When the bond gets too hot,
it “glazes over” the exposed
diamonds. The diamonds are
no longer exposed and cannot
cut or level the concrete.

Aggregate and bond are mismatched.

Change to a softer bond, e.g. from UH
to XU, so the bond can wear down
leaving the diamonds exposed.

Not enough diamonds to cope with
given condition.

Increase the diamond quantity by
adding more shoes or go from single
to a double segment shoe.

Too much contact.

Change from DS (Double Segments)
to SS (Single Segments). This will put
more pressure onto the single
segment and therefore grind faster.

Aggregate and bond are mismatched.

Change to a softer bond, e.g. from UH
to XU, so the bond can wear down
always leaving diamonds exposed.

The rpm is too low for the selected
grinding shoes and aggregate.

Increase the rpm.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING METAL BOND GRINDING SHOES.

The grinding process takes
too long

The diamonds are wearing
too fast

Increase the quantity of the grinding
shoes, e.g. from 3 to 6 shoes.
Aggregate and bond are mismatched.

Change to a harder bond, e.g. from XU
to UH
Change from SS (Single Segment) to
DS (Double Segment)
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•
•
•

Ultra-Hard
Hard - Medium
Medium - Soft
Soft and Abrasive

UH
HM
MS
SA

2-3

3-5

5-7

7-8

8-9

MOHS
XU3
UH3
HM3
MS3
SA3

XU2
UH2
HM2
MS2
SA2
First grind for
aggregate exposure, high scratch
pattern

# 40

Grey

# 25

Gold

Scratch
removal

MS4

HM4

UH4

XU4

# 60-80

Brown

HM6

# 200

Blue

Final scratch
removal before
changing to resin
bond

MS5

HM5

UH5

XU5

# 100150

Black

3-4

Recommended speed

10

4-5

# 100

Black

20

5-6

# 200

Blue

30

6-7

# 400

Red

40

7-8

# 800

White

50+

8 - 10

# 3000

Green

Surface polish and high gloss:
•
Start with Resin Black and then densify / impregnate floor.
•
Follow with Resin Blue, White and finish with Green.

Full exposure and satin finish:
•
Use Metal Bond up to Brown. 
•
Then densify / impregnate floor. 
•
Follow and finish with Resin Black.

Salt and pepper and high gloss:
Start with Resin Brown, followed by Resin Black and Blue.
•
•
Then densify / impregnate floor.
Follow with Resin Red, White and finish with Green.
•

Full exposure and high gloss:
•
Use Metal Bond up to Black.
Then Resin Black followed by Resin Blue.
•
•
Then densify / impregnate floor.
•
Follow with Resin Red, White and finish with Green.

Polished concrete floor options and recommendations.

5

# 80

Grit

Gloss result

Brown

Colour

When used straight after a metal bond grinding shoe, start with the same coloured
resin puck as the colour (# grit) as the last used metal bond. Then proceed through
each colour (# grit) until the desired effect is achieved.

Floor preparation and grinding solutions.

When choosing one or two segments, it depends on how aggressive the
grinding process needs to be. Grinding shoes with two segments are less
aggressive than those with one as the machine power is distributed over
two segments.

One or two segments?

Xtreme Ultra hard

Aggregate

XU

Bond
code

Grinding shoe colour

In general, the first stage is always completed with either Gold or Grey (unless surface
screed or salt and pepper polishing). Expect to be able to grind or level surfaces up
to Brown. Higher grits like Black or Blue are only for scratch removal. All polishing or
refined smooth finishing is only achieved with Resin bond diamonds.

2.

Identify the surface hardness (refer to MOHS scale) and select suitable bond
(XU to SA)
Select the finish you wish to achieve and then select the appropriate grit size
(colour Gold to Blue)

The Holer REPOX resin pucks are best used after the transition with PHAT # 100.

To select the most suitable grinding shoe, follow these steps:
1.

REPOX resin pucks.

Metal bond grinding shoes.

GUIDE TO POLISHED CONCRETE FLOORS.
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HOLER CHEMICALS.

CHEMICALS FOR FLOOR
PREPARATION.
CHEMICALS FOR FLOOR PREPARATION.
Grout

173

Fillers

173

Denisfier			

175

Stain protection		

176

Sealer

177

GROUT.						

FILLERS.

SuperGROUT Plus RTU

Joint and Crack FILLER

•
•
•

•

Cleaning products

179

•
•

Liquid pin hole filler - 20 l
Water based (WB) ready to use liquid grout
Designed to mechanically grout and fill
pin holes, air pockets and hairline cracks
in concrete and Terrazzo surfaces
Significantly increases the surface
aesthetics, light reflection, durability,
clarity and shine
New and improved thicker formula, can be
cut down with water 2 : 1 or as required

•
•
•
•

Joint & Crack Filler WB is a highly
engineered polymer-modified and fiber
reinforced cement based product
Ideal for indoor skim coats, feather finish,
expansion joints and crack repair
Creates a strong and durable, high
compression strength surface
Easy to mix with water
Simply trowel on for a rapid set
in about 30-90 minutes

Cures in 8 hours

Cures in 90 minutes

Ready to use

2 parts to 1 part water

Low VOC (< 5 g / l)

No VOC (0 g / l)

Indoor and outdoor use

Indoor use only

Non-darkening

Dark grey

Order No. XSO-HOL-0090-020 (19 l)
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Chemicals.

CHEMICALS FOR CLEANING.

Order No. XSO-HOL-0001 (4.5 kg)
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Repair and Patch FILLER

SuperFILL

SuperCURE PL

SuperCURE Ultra

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Repair and Patch FILLER WB is a fast
setting cementitious product
Ideal for indoor and outdoor concrete
surfaces and material for feather finish,
filling large patches and creating ramping
elevations up to 75 mm
Creates a strong and durable, high
compression strength surface
Easy to mix with water
Simply trowel on for a rapid set in about
60-90 minutes and 16 hours curing time

•
•
•

Polyurea joint filler and protector
Semi-Rigid 12-15% lateral movment
Can be polished, indoor only
Easy to use, ready to go cartridge 650ml,
incl 1:1 application nozzle
Available in various colours
2 min gel time, 30-60 min foot traffic ready
Available in most colours

•
•
•
•

Potassium densifier
Water based (WB) high solid, multi-silicate
blend densifier with high volume of potassium
Keeps the majority of the SuperCURE PL
near the surface of the concrete, thus providing extra hardening and durability
Ideally suited on open (ground) or very
porous concrete
Apply by or prior # 100 metal bond and
ensure all residual is removed after curing
For the most durable floor and best results,
use SuperCURE PL followed by SuperCURE
Ultra (after # 200 Resin)

•
•

Lithium densifier
Water based (WB), high solids, ready to use
concrete densifier
Contains 3 different sized molecule silicates
to allow for full penetration for a variety of
concrete densities
Significantly increases the concrete
durability from traffic wear, improves
surface density and hardness to provide
dust proofing

Cures in 60 minutes

Cures in 90 minutes

Cures in 60 minutes

Cures in 60 minutes

4 parts to 1 part water

Ready to use

Ready to use

No VOC (0 g / l)

No VOC (0 g / l)

VOC compliant (1 g / l)

VOC compliant (1 g / l)

Indoor and outdoor use

Indoor use

Indoor and outdoor use

Indoor and outdoor use

Light grey

Non-smudge

Contains UV stabilisers

Contains UV stabilisers

Order No. XSO-HOL-0003 (4.5 kg)
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Order No. XSO-HOL-0005 GRIZZLE GREY
XSO-HOL-0006 INTELLECTUAL GREY
XSO-HOL-0007 BLACK
XSO-HOL-0008 CITY SCAPE
XSO-HOL-0009 DOVETAIL

Order No. XSO-HOL-0320-020 (19 l)

Ready to use

Order No. XSO-HOL-0300-005 (5 l)
XSO-HOL-0300-020 (19 l)
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DENSIFIERS.

SEALER.

SuperSHIELD

SuperSHIELD Ultra

TextureSHIELD

•

•

•

•
•

Water based (WB), ready to use, non-yellowing, light-penetrating breathable stain
protector
Leaves a semi-topical finish that contributes
to colour enhancing and high gloss finish
when burnished
Indoor and outdoor use

•
•
•

Solvent based (SB), ready to use,
fully-penetrating breathable stain protector
Non-topical and does not provide any colour enhancing or shine when burnished
Applied product creates the most superior
water resistant barrier, preventing common
liquids from staining the concrete surface
Indoor use only

•
•

Spray on modified urethane high-gloss
sealer
For Bush hammered floors, pavers,
driveways, masonry surfaces and stucco
Wet look

Chemicals.

STAIN PROTECTION.

Cures in 12 hours

Ready to use

Cures in 12 hours

Low VOC (< 5 g / l)

Ready to use

Cures in 60 minutes

Streak free

Low VOC (< 5 g / l)

Ready to use

Contains UV stabilisers

Streak free

VOC compliant (< 5 g / l)

Indoor and outdoor use

Indoor use only

Outdoor use only

Non-yellowing

Non-yellowing

Mildew UV stabilisers

Fast drying

Non-gloss satin finish

Non-yellowing

Order No. XSO-HOL-0400-005 (5 l)
XSO-HOL-0400-020 (19 l)
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Order No. XSO-HOL-0600-005 (5 l)
XSO-HOL-0600-020 (19 l)

Order No. XSO-HOL-0360-020 (19 l)
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Supplementary products.
Product details

Order No.

SOLO 418

XSO-HOL-SPR01

CHEMICALS FOR CLEANING.

Tools
•
•

Mini pressure-sprayer bottle
1l

Microfibre floor mop
•
•
•

Microfibre floor mop refill
•

XSO-HOL-EV011

Oates Triple Action Flat 35 cm
Comes with 1 microfibre pad
To be used when applying HTC Cure / impregnator,
SuperSHIELD WB or any other kind of sealer on
polished concrete

CLEANING PRODUCTS.
XSO-HOL-MF011

435 mm longest side

Twister burnishing pads*
Twister 20” / 500 mm Red # 400 - (2 pc)

DPV0500-TWI2-RED

Twister 24” / 600 mm Red # 400 - (2 pc)

DPV0600-TWI2-RED

Twister 27” / 675 mm Red # 400 - (2 pc)

DPV0675-TWI2-RED

Chemicals.

Red

White
Twister 20” / 500 mm White # 800 - (2 pc)

DPV0500-TWI2-White

Twister 24” / 600 mm White # 800 - (2 pc)

DPV0600-TWI2-WHITE

Twister 27” / 675 mm White # 800 - (2 pc)

DPV0675-TWI2-WHITE

Yellow
Twister 20” / 500 mm Yellow # 1500 (2 pc)

DPV0500-TWI2-YELLOW

Twister 27” / 675 mm Yellow # 1500 (2 pc)

DPV0675-TWI2-YELLOW

•
•
•
•

Green
Twister 20” / 500 mm Green # 3000 - (2 pc)

DPV0500-TWI2-GREEN

Twister 24” / 600 mm Green # 3000 - (2 pc)

DPV0600-TWI2-GREEN

Twister 27” / 675 mm Green # 3000 - (2 pc)

DPV0675-TWI2-GREEN

Polyurea accessories

Quad Clean - floor cleaner
Cleans, protects, rejuvenates and
provides shine
Chemical free and multi-purpose for
daily cleaning
Can be used on auto-scrubbers, swing
machines, rags or mops
Suitable for polished concrete floors, vinyl
tile floors, ceramic tile floors, Terrazzo floors,
wooden floors, polyester counters and sinks
and composite materials

* Other sizes and colours are available (from 160 mm to 700 mm)

Pump Nozzle
•
For 1:1 600ml polyurea SuperFill Cartridge

XSO-HOL-DINO

Applicator Dispense Gun
•
For 1:1 600ml polyurea SuperFill Cartridge

XSO-HOL-DIGU

Scraper / Shaver 375 (angular)

XSO-HOL-DISC

•

With extendable pole

•

Ideal for shaving polyurea

Ready to use

Order No. XSO-HOL-0015 (1 l)
XSO-HOL-0010 (19 l)
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Crete-Off - tool cleaner
• Liquid compound specifically formulated
to dissolve built-up cement on tools and
equipment
• Also used to remove cured cement, concrete,
mortar and grout from any surface and also
removes old rust and oxides
• Highly concentrated formulation is
compounded to maintain sufficient acidity
to dissolve hardened cement
• Softened concrete substance is cold water
rinseable with a high pressure washer

Ready to use

Order No. XSO-HOL-0020 (750 ml)
XSO-HOL-0022 (5 l)
XSO-HOL-0023 (20 l)
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DUST AND SLURRY SOLUTIONS.

DUST AND SLURRY EXTRACTORS.

DUST AND SLURRY EXTRACTORS.
Holer A1500 air scrubber

183

Dry dust extractors: Holer S-Line

184

Pre-separators: Holer PS-Line		

187

Holer dust extractor T92

190

Makita VC4210M

191

Slurry management: Holer W 50

HOLER A1500 AIR SCRUBBER.

194

For drilling

196

A1500 air scrubber

For cutting 		

197

For grinding		

198

The Holer A1500 air scrubber has a 1500 m3/h
capacity, which is enough to handle very large
areas up to 80 m2. The A1500 is equipped with
a pre-filter and a HEPA H14 filter with an
efficiency of filtering up to 99.995% for 0.1
particles. The unit is equipped with a hour meter,
auxiliary socket and a filter clog alarm light.
Transport is made easy with the fitted wheels
to the frame.

Dust and slurry solutions.

DUST AND SLURRY CONTROL ATTACHMENTS.

International dust standard H

1 HEPA H 14 filter

1 motor
600 W | 230 V | 5 A
1500 m3/h

36 kg
L x W x H: 655 x 400 x 735 mm
Order No. MVC-HOL-700
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DRY DUST EXTRACTORS: HOLER S-LINE.

Highest international
dust standard for your
safety*

3-stage filtration
system: for effective
and safe performance

Non marking wheels,
puncture free and
lockable at front

Filter gauge: displays
filter capacity and
efficiency. Indicates
when required to
purge or replace filter,
a requirement for H
compliance.

Air pulse cleaning
to purge the filters
without exposure to
harmful dust

HEPA H 13 filter to
contain 99.95% of the
smallest and most
dangerous particles**

20 meter continuous
bag: disposal of full

Separate switch for
each motor: for airflow control (S28 and
S38 model only)

dust bag without exposure to harmful dust
(not with S10)

Height adjustable for
easier transport (S28
and S38 model only)

* The international standard for testing dust and water extractors (IEC-60335-2-69, EN-60335-2- 69) is categorised into
three risk level: L for low or slightly hazardous dust, M for medium hazardous dust and H for high for highly dangerous
and carcinogenic dust such as mineral fibres.
** HEPA stands for High Efficiency Particulate Air and is a highly efficient particle filter. The stringent HEPA standard
(EN 1822-1) is divided into different levels (E10 to H14) depending on the filter efficiency. HEPA H 13 filters can separate
particles in sizes from 0.15 to 0.30 μm which are particle sizes that are the most difficult to contain.
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The Holer S-Line series comes in four different models: S10, S14, S28 and S38. They harness the same
technology and filtration system but vary in size and performance with the S38 being the most
powerful option. The S-Line series is ideally paired with the Holer Pre-Separator PS60 (dry application
mode) or PS300.

S10

S14

The Holer S10 is a small and compact dust
extractor with one motor and HEPA filter. Ideal
for hand-held grinding, workshop and general
clean-up. Dust is collected in the drum and can
be contained with the optional disposable bag.

The Holer S14 is a light and versatile dust
extractor with one motor and HEPA filter. It
can be connected straight to your hand-held
grinder and is also suitable for general
clean-up.

International dust standard H

International dust standard H

1 HEPA H 13 filter

1 HEPA H 13 filter

1 motor / 1 switch
230 V | 5 A | 1260 W

1 motor / 1 switch
230 V | 5 A | 1260 W

220 mbar
200 m3 / h

220 mbar
210 m3 / h

Hose / cuff: ID38 mm

Hose / cuff: ID38 mm

25 kg
L x W x H: 385 x 615 x 850 mm

30 kg
L x W x H: 420 x 680 x 1,100 mm

Order No. MVC-HOL-005

Order No. MVC-HOL-010
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The Holer S-Line dry dust extractors are single phase (230V) dust extractors for dry concrete and
masonry dust. They have been designed with your safety in mind: They comply with the highest international dust standards, are equipped with at least one HEPA H 13 filter and operate a 3-stage filtration
system (cyclone drum – conical main filter – HEPA filter). This ensures that respirable dust is removed.
Either model allows you to operate and empty the dust extractor with minimal exposure to harmful
dust.

PRE-SEPARATORS: HOLER PS-LINE.

S28

S38

The Holer S28 is a powerful dust extractor with
two motors. Its two HEPA filters enable the
Holer S28 to handle even the smallest concrete
and masonry dust. It is height adjustable for
easy transport.

The Holer S38 is a very powerful dust extractor
with three motors. Its three HEPA filters enable
the Holer S38 to handle large amounts of the
smallest concrete and masonry dust. It is height
adjustable for easy transport.

International dust standard H

International dust standard H

2 HEPA H 13 filter

3 HEPA H 13 filter

PS60

PS300

The Holer PS60 is a versatile pre-separator for wet
and dry application. Slurry or dust is collected in
the drum.

The Holer PS300 is an effective pre-separator
for dry application only. With the continuous
dust bag, the full dust bag can be disposed
of without any exposure to harmful dust. It is
height adjustable for easy transport and
ideally paired with the Holer S-Line dry
dust extractors.

Wet:
Separates heavy slurry, silt, stones and sludge.
Ideally paired with Holer W50 wet vacuum
cleaner.
Dry:
Separates dry particles from floor grinding,
polishing and preparation. Ideally paired with
the Holer S-Line dry dust extractors.

2 motors / 2 switches
230 V | 9 A | 2460 W

3 motors / 3 switches
230 V | 12 A | 3600 W

220 mbar
410 m3 / h

220 mbar
600 m3 / h

Hose / cuff: ID50 mm

Hose / cuff: ID50 mm

48 kg
L x W x H: 680 x 400 x 1,100 (1,300) mm

65 kg
L x W x H: 680 x 480 x 1,100 (1,450) mm

16 kg
L x W x H: 450 x 450 x 870 mm

Adjustable height for easy transportation

Adjustable height for easy transportation

Adjustable height for easy transportation

Hose: ID50 mm

Hose: ID50 mm

Order No. MVC-HOL-020
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Order No. MVC-HOL-030

Continuous bag: disposal of full dust bag
without exposure to harmful dust
Dry application only

Wet and dry application

Order No. MVC-HOL-010

35 kg
L x W x H: 600 x 170 x 1,250 (1,520) mm

Order No. MVC-HOL-085
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Either Holer PS-Line pre-separator contains up to 90% of all coarse material such as stones, material
from floor preparation, coating removal and metal objects. This substantially reduces the amount of
clogging of the vacuum filter, increases the air flow consistency and contributes to an extended motor
life. You will notice a decrease in the number of times you need to change dust bags and replace filters making the work flow smoother and helping you increase efficiencies.

Holer S-Line and PS-Line accessories and spare parts.

Conical main pre-filter for Holer S10 and
S14
•

•
•

Order No.

Floor tool squeegee for Holer S10 and S14

ZSP-HOL-VS8020

Rubber blades with wheels
Dimensions: 38 x 360 mm
Also suitable for Ermator S13

Floor tool squeegee for Holer S28 and S38
•
•
•

Replacement brush for floor tool for
Holer S-Line (S10, S14, S28, S38)
ZSP-ERM-200700070

•
•

Replacement rubber blades for floor tool
for Holer S-Line (S10, S14, S28, S38)
ZSP-ERM-201000016

•
•

Pair: 2 x 440 mm, cut to size
Also suitable for Ermator S13, S26, S36

ZSP-HOL-VS8039

EVA double layer
Diameter: 38 mm
Also suitable for Ermator S13

Anti-static hose for Holer S28 and S38
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MVCX-ERM-LPACK04

4pc/box magazine
68µ

Anti-static hose for Holer S10 and S14

•
•
•

ZSP-ERM-200900051

Material: polyester

LongoPac mega-strong (XXX)

•
•
•

ZSP-ERM-200900050

•
•

ZSP-HOL-VS8025

Diameter: 38 mm, 2 pc
Also suitable for Ermator S13

Material: polyester

Conical main pre-filter for Ermator S36 and
T4000

•
•

ZSP-HOL-VS8049

Material: polyester

Conical main pre-filter for Ermator S26

•

ZSP-HOL-VS8048

Pair: 440 mm and 390 mm, cut to size
Also suitable for Ermator S13, S26, S36

Vacuum wand for Holer S10 and S14

•

ZSP-HOL-VS8047

Rubber blades with wheels
Dimensions: 38 x 360 mm
Also suitable for Ermator S26 and S36

ZSP-HOL-VS8030

Absolute filter
Also suitable for Ermator S13, S26, S36

Conical main pre-filter for Ermator S13
•

ZSP-HOL-VS8029

Material: polyester

HEPA H13 for Holer S-Line (S10, S14, S28,
S38)

Product details
•
•
•

Material: polyester

Conical main pre-filter for Holer S38
•

ZSP-HOL-VS8028

Material: polyester

Conical main pre-filter for Holer S28
•

Order No.

EVA double layer
Diameter: 50 mm
Also suitable for Ermator S26 and S36

Vacuum wand for Holer S28 and S38
•
Diameter: 50 mm, 2 pc
•
Also suitable for Ermator S26 and S36

ZSP-HOL-VS8046

Hose cuff for Holer S10 and S14
•
Diameter: 38 mm soft (tool side)
•
Also suitable for Ermator S13

ZSP-HOL-VS8022

Hose cuff for Holer S10 and S14
•
Diameter: 38 mm hard (vacuum side)
•
Also suitable for Ermator S13

ZSP-HOL-VC3015

Hose cuff for Holer S28 and S38

ZSP-HOL-VS8006

•
•

Diameter: 50 mm soft (tool side)
Also suitable for Ermator S26 and S36

ZSP-HOL-VS8008
Reducer cuff for Holer S28 and S38
•

ZSP-HOL-VC2031

D70 / 50 machine side
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Product details

HOLER DUST EXTRACTOR T92.

MAKITA VC4210M.

The Holer T92 is a powerful three phase dust extractor, with a UL certified turbine motor to provide high
water lift. The two stage filtration system has 3 large primary filters and 3 secondary cylindrical HEPA
H 13 filters. The continuous bag ensures disposal of full dust bag without exposure to harmful dust.

Makita VC4210M

•
•
International dust standard H

•
•

3 HEPA H 13 filter

Dust class M: removes 99.9% of dust with
Occupational Exposure Limit Value of
>0.1mg/m³
Flow Rate Sensor: LED flashes and audible
warning sounds when air speed in suction
hose drops below 20m/s
Automatic Filter Cleaning: system re-directs
air through filter for optimum performance
PTFE Filter: highly efficient filtration material, washable & non-stick
Cap - blocks dust from escaping if hose is
removed for transport

7500 W | 16 A

International dust standard M

320 mbar
530 m³/h

PTFE Filter

Hose / cuff: ID 75 mm

1200 W

130 kg
L x W x H: 630 x 1,060 x 1,450 mm

270 m3 / h

Dry application only

Hose / cuff:

Continuous bag: disposal of full dust bag
without exposure to harmful dust

16.0 kg
800 x 410 x 740 mm

Order No. MVC-HOL-150
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•

Order No. MFG-HTC-GL450HD
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Makita VC4210M accessories and spare parts.
Product details

Order No.

Product details

Order No.

36 mm antistatic hose tool adaptor socket

MVCX-OEM-HOSE34

36 mm vacuum hose

MVCX-OEM-HOSE12

•

Alto and Makita vacuums
Screws on to 36 mm ID hose, with
38 mm ID / 45 mm OD
Tool socket suitable for Holer standard
dust shroud (ID 35 mm / OD 38 mm)

•
•

Disposable bag
•

36 mm Hand Piece Curved Tube SS
•
•

•
•

•
•

5pk (plastic)

Disposable filter bag
•
MVCX-OEM-HOSE13

36 mm x 3 m QRS - Alto and
Makita vacuums
Suits 36 mm ID hose (quick release
system P-72920)

36 mm hose cuff operator end cuff

MVCX-OEM-HOSE14

•
•

Alto & Makita vacuums
Suits 36 mm ID hose 15102

36 mm hose tool adaptor socket for quick
relase system
•
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MVCX-OEM-HOSE33

•
•
•

ZSP-MAK-107418351

Suitable for Makita VC4210
PTFE (square)
Washable

Reusable filter bag
•

ZSP-MAK-302002331

Suitable for Makita 447L and 4210M

Main filter
MVCX-OEM-HOSE38

MVCX-OEM-HOSE25

For Alto and Makita vacuums
2 x 500mm | 36mm

Floor tool squeege
•

ZSP-MAK-107418353

5pk (Fleece)

Vacuum wand
•
•

Suits 36 mm ID hose (quick release system 46690)
Quick release system 447L

36 mm hose cuff vacuum end

ZSP-MAK-107418355

MVCX-OEM-HOSE37

For quick release system
Suits 36 mm ID hose (quick release
system 46691)

36 mm hose and cuffs kit

Per Metre for Alto and Makita vacuums
36 mm ID 11985

ZSP-MAK-107418354

Suitable for Makita VC4210

Suits 36 mm ID hose (quick release
system P-70378)
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•
•

SLURRY MANAGEMENT: HOLER W50.
Accessories: 38 mm flexible
hose (2.5 m), squeegee tool,
floor tool, round brush, crevice tool, vacuum wand and
white textile filter

56 l usable
capacity

The Holer W50 is a powerful wet vacuum cleaner with two motors for slurry management. It can be
connected to power cutters, core drill motors, wall saws and floor saws, but is also suitable for spillage
and site clean-ups. The 56 l tank offers a great capacity and is mounted on a tilting chassis for easy
emptying. The integrated float protection prevents the W50 from overfilling and thereby protects the
motors. With the white textile filter insert, it can also be used for general building material or dry debris
from core drilling. Ideally paired with the Holer PS60 pre-separator (wet application only).

Tilting chassis:
easy emptying

2 motors
230 V | 10 A | 2300 W

Float protection: prevents
overfilling, protecting the
motors

190 mbar
360 m³ / h

Wet application

Dry application option:
used with white textile filter
insert suitable for general
building material or dry debris but not dry grinding dust

2 motors: for easy
power output
regulation

Float protection:
shuts off vacuum to
prevent overfilling and
thereby protecting
the motors

Order No. MVC-HOL-980IKCBM

Holer W50 accessories and spare parts.
Product details

Order No.

Hose cuff for Holer W50

ZSP-GHI-2501190

•
•

Diameter: 38 mm hard (vacuum end)
Also suitable for Ghibli & Wirbel

Hose cuff for Holer W50
•
•

Antistatic stainless-steel tank: sturdy
and durable

Tilting chassis:
for easy emptying

Non marking wheels,
puncture free

ZSP-GHI-2511390

Diameter: 38 mm PVC (tool side)
Also suitable for Ghibli & Wirbel

Vacuum wand for Holer W50
•
•
•

ZSP-GHI-01-440

With floor tool squeegee cuff
Diameter: 38 mm, 2 pc
Also suitable for Ghibli & Wirbel

Black hose for Holer W50
•
•
•

Dry application: when
used with white textile
filter insert suitable
for general building
material or dry debris
from core drilling (not
suitable for fine concrete dust)
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Useful accessories
included: 38 mm
flexible hose (2.5 m),
squeegee tool, floor
tool, round brush,
crevice tool, suction
tube and white
textile filter

Optional accessory:
gangway squeegee

ZSP-GHI-2511210

Diameter: 38 mm
Includes hose cuff
Also suitable for Ghibli & Wirbel

Gangway squeegee

MVCX-HOL-6103066

Floor tool squeegee for Holer W50

ZSP-GHI-40ST

•
•

Dimensions: 38 x 420 mm with rubber
blades (suits 38 mm pipe)
Also suitable for Ghibli & Wirbel
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Great capacity:
56 l useful capacity

21.3 kg (without
accessories)
520 x 610 x 920 mm

FOR CUTTING.

DUST AND SLURRY CONTROL
ATTACHMENTS.

Product details

Order No.

Dustcut 125

MPTX-HOL-GDC125-01

•
•
•

Cutting guard attachment
Collar: multi-fit clamp
Vacuum nozzle: ID34 mm / OD38 mm

Dustcut 230
•
•
•

FOR DRILLING.
Product details

Order No.

Bit Buddie 35

MDX-SLU-0010

•
•
•

Slurry / dust collection ring 35 mm
Outlet port: ID32 mm / OD36 mm
Includes adaptor for
ID58 mm / OD64 mm

MPTX-HOL-GDC230-01

Cutting guard attachment
Collar: multi-fit clamp
Vacuum nozzle: ID34 mm / OD38 mm

To see how the Dustcut works, simply scan this QR code.
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Super Sucker slurry collector Ø 100 mm

MDX-SLU-0025

Super Sucker slurry collector Ø 150 mm

MDX-SLU-0030

Super Sucker slurry collector Ø 200 mm

MDX-SLU-0035

Super Sucker slurry collector Ø250mm

MDX-SLU-0040

Super Sucker slurry collector Ø 350 mm

MDX-SLU-0045

Super Sucker slurry collector Ø 500 mm

MDX-SLU-0048

Super Sucker seal disc 100 mm

MDX-SLU-0026

Super Sucker seal disc 150 mm

MDX-SLU-0031

Super Sucker seal disc 200 mm

MDX-SLU-0036

Super Sucker seal disc 250 mm

MDX-SLU-0041

Super Sucker seal disc 350 mm

MDX-SLU-0046

Super Sucker slurry collector
“V” 300 mm

MDX-SLU-0050

Super Sucker slurry collector
“V” 500 mm

MDX-SLU-0055

Dust and slurry solutions.

Super Sucker range: Suck up dust and slurry right at the source. As you attach the Super Sucker to your
wet or dry vacuum cleaner, it creates suction and stays in place nicely so you can concentrate on the job
at hand. If the surface is too uneven for suction, you can conveniently attach it to the surface with the
Super Sucker seal disc (see below).
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FOR GRINDING.
Product details

Order No.

Product details

Order No.

Steel dust shroud ٭100 mm

MPTX-HOL-GDG100

Velcro loop and rubber belt

MPTX-HOL-GDGX10

Collar size: 42 mm
Vacuum nozzle: ID35 mm / OD38 mm
Fits most angle grinders and sanders

Steel dust shroud ٭125 mm
•
•
•

•

Image coming soon

•

•
•
•

MPTX-HOL-GDGX01

640 mm
Fits all for BASIC ٭dust shroud
Cut to suit

Velcro hook self adhesive 640 mm
MPTX-HOL-GDG180PM-01

•
•

MPTX-HOL-GDG125PM

•

ZSP-HOL-556005

Fits Standard ٭٭and Premium٭٭٭

Ultimate Shroud (7”) - Nylon Replacement
Wear Strip
•

MPTX-HOL-GDGX09

Fits 7” BASIC ٭dust shrouds only (19 mm)
Used in combination with Velcro loop
and rubber belt (MPTX-HOL-GDGX01)

Ultimate Shroud (5”) - Nylon Replacement
Wear Strip

Material: cast aluminium
Vacuum nozzle: ID35 mm / OD38 mm
Includes wheel kit and collars for all
models
Fits Makita, Hitachi, Bosch M14, Dewalt
Metabo Flex and Milaukee

Aluminium dust shroud ٭٭٭180 mm

MPTX-HOL-GDGX03

Per meter
Fits Basic ٭7” dust shroud (19 mm)

Velcro loop and rubber belt
•
•
•

Material: composite and plastic
Vacuum nozzle: ID35 mm / +OD35 mm
OD50 mm
Fits Makita, Hitachi, Bosch M14 and
Dewalt

Aluminium dust shroud ٭٭٭125 mm
•
•
•

MPTX-HOL-GDG125-001

MPTX-HOL-GDGX11

Fits 4” and 5” BASIC ٭dust shrouds only
(12 mm)
Cut to suit

Velcro hook self adhesive
•
•

Material: composite and plastic
Vacuum nozzle: ID35 mm / OD38 mm
Incl. wheel kit and collars for all models
Fits Makita, Hitachi, Bosch M14, Dewalt
Metabo Flex and Milaukee

Composite dust shroud ٭٭180 mm
•
•

•
MPTX-HOL-GDG180

Fits all BASIC ٭dust shrouds
Cut to suit

Velcro hook self adhesive 500 mm
•

Collar size: 65 mm
Vacuum nozzle: ID35 mm / OD38 mm
Fits Makita and Hitachi

Composite dust shroud ٭٭125 mm
•
•
•
•

MPTX-HOL-GDG125

Collar size: 42 mm
Vacuum nozzle: ID35 mm / OD38 mm
Fits most angle grinders and sanders

Steel dust shroud ٭180 mm
•
•
•

•
•

ZSP-HOL-555004

Fits Standard ٭٭and Premium٭٭٭

MPTX-HOL-GDG180PM

Material: cast aluminium
Vacuum nozzle: ID35 mm / OD50 mm
Fits Makita and Hitachi

To see how the Holer dust shroud works,
simply scan this QR code.
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•
•
•

POWER ADAPTORS.

POWER LEADS AND
POWER ADAPTORS.

Power adaptors with circuit breakers.
Our power adaptors with integrated circuit breakers are the legal way to operate high Amp
(i.e. 15A) electrical equipment off low Amp (i.e. 10 A) power supply sources. Each of the Holer power
adaptors feature appropriate circuit breakers, designed to limit the max amperage draw that the power
supply is designed for. If the electrical equipment amperage draw exceeds the power adaptors circuit
breaker rating, it will simply trip, thus protecting the power source and fuse. Choose from the below
options.

POWER LEADS.

Order No.

Power lead

MFGX-POWER-15A20

20 m
1 PH | 230 V | 15 A socket - 15 A plug

Power lead
•
•

Power adaptor with 10A breaker

MFGX-POWER-16AADA

1 PH | 230 V | 16 A socket - 10 A plug
Circuit breaker (MCB)
Indoor use only

AMPfibian power adaptor with 10 A breaker MFGX-POWER-15AADAWP

Single phase - 1 PH
•
•

Order No.

•
•
•

Most electrical motor trouble is the result of using a power lead / extension cord that is either too long or
too thin gauge. Power leads / extension cords should be one piece and as short as possible.
Product details

Product details

•
•
•
32 A PDL socket (F) 5 pin

MFGX-POWER-16A20

20m
1 PH | 230 V | 16 A socket - 16 A plug

20 A PDL plug (M) 5 pin

1 PH | 230 V | 15 A socket - 10 A plug
Circuit breaker RCD and overload
Weatherproof (IP55)

Power adaptor with 20 A breaker
•
•
•
•
•

MFGX-POWER-32A20A

3 PH | 400 V
32 A PDL 5P socket - 20 A PDL 5P plug
Circuit breaker (MCB 20A), D curve
Weatherproof (IP66)
Perfect with Makinex generator

Three phase - 3 PH (Made to order, please specify required length and desired 3 phase plug and socket)
Power lead
Made to order

•
•
•

MFGX-POWER-16A

Sold by the meter (specify length
required)
3 PH | 400 V | 16 A
2.5 mm cable gauge

Power lead
•
Made to order

•
•

Made to order

•
•
•

If you need to adapt from a EURO plug to a NZ PDL type, select from the below.
MFGX-POWER-32A

Sold by the meter (specify length
required)
3 PH | 400 V | 32 A
4.0 mm gauge

Power lead

Power plug adaptors.

32 A PDL Plug (M) 5 pin

Product details

Order No.

Power adaptor

MFGX-POWER-32A16A

•
•

MFGX-POWER-63A

3 PH | 400 V
32 A PDL 5P plug - 16 A Euro 5 P socket

16 A EURO socket (F) 5 pin
32 A PDL plug (M) 5 pin

Sold by the meter (specify length
required)
3 PH | 400 V | 63 A
6.0 mm gauge

Power adaptor
•
•

MFGX-POWER-32A20A-1

3 PH | 400 V
32 A PDL 5P plug - 20 A PDL 5 P socket

20 A PDL socket (F) 5 pin
32 A PDL plug (M) 5 pin

General troubleshooting guide:
•
•

•
•

Plug in the power adaptor near the power source (wall or generator), NOT near the machine
15 A machinery must be used with 15 A extensions cord, use the power adaptor if need be

Machine

Wall / generator
socket

Power
adaptor

15 A Extension
cord

Power adaptor

MFGX-POWER-32A32A

3 PH | 400 V
32 A PDL 5 P plug - 32 A EURO 5P socket

32 A EURO socket (F) 5 pin
32 A EURO plug (M) 5 pin

Power adaptor
•
•

32 A PDL socket (F) 5 pin

3 PH | 400 V
32 A EURO 5 P plug - 32 A PDL 5 P socket

MFGX-POWER-32A32A-1

Nelson

Auckland

Christchurch

65 Main Road Hope
Richmond 7020
New Zealand

3A Cowley Place
Rosedale, Auckland 0632
New Zealand

11A Parkhouse Road
Wigram, Christchurch 8042
New Zealand

Phone +64 (03) 543-9750
Email info@holer.co.nz
www.holer.co.nz

Phone (09) 415-2900

Phone (03) 348-7738
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